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Abstract


THIS THESIS FOCUSES on how to improve design and development of complex
engineering systems by employing simulation and optimization techniques. Within the
thesis, methods are developed and applied to systems that combine mechanical, hydrau-
lical and electrical subsystems, so-called multi-domain systems. Studied systems in-
clude a landing gear system for a civil aircraft, electro-hydrostatic actuation systems for
aircraft applications as well as hydraulic actuation systems.


The usage of simulation and optimization in engineering design is gaining wider ac-
ceptance in all fields of industry as the computational capabilities of computers in-
crease. Therefore, the applications for numerical optimization have increased dramati-
cally. A great part of the design process is and will always be intuitive. Analytical
techniques as well as numerical optimization could however be of great value and can
permit vast improvements in design.


Within the thesis, a framework is presented in which modeling and simulation are
employed to predict the performance of a design. Additionally, non-gradient optimiza-
tion techniques are coupled to the simulation models to automate the search for the best
design.


Engineering design problems often consist of several conflicting objectives. In many
cases, the multiple objectives are aggregated into one single objective function. Optimi-
zation is then conducted with one optimal design as the result. The result is then
strongly dependent on how the objectives are aggregated. Here a method is presented in
which the Design Structure Matrix and the relationship matrix from the House of Qual-
ity method are applied to support the formulation of the objective function.


Another approach to tackle multiobjective design problems is to employ the concept
of Pareto optimality. Within this thesis a new multiobjective genetic algorithm is pro-
posed and applied to support the design of a hydraulic actuation system. The outcome
from such a multiobjective optimization is a set of Pareto optimal solutions that visual-
ize the trade-off between the competing objectives. The proposed method is capable of
handling a mix of continuous design variables and discrete selections of individual
components from catalogs or databases.


In real-world situations, system parameters will always include variations to some
extent, and this fact is likely to influence the performance of the system. Therefore we
need to answer not only the question “What is best?”, but also “What is sufficiently
robust?”  Within this thesis, several approaches to handle these two different questions
are presented.
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 1
Introduction


THERE IS A clear trend in industry towards more complex products spanning over
several engineering domains. Simultaneously, there is a pressure on developing prod-
ucts faster, at competitive prices, and to a high quality standard. In order to meet these
demands, manufacturing companies have been forced to focus their efforts on the de-
velopment process. In that respect, one issue has been to ensure the efficiency of the
development process, which has resulted in methods to analyze and manage the design
process. Another issue has been to develop tools and techniques that support the design
of complex products, which has produced a wealth of computerized engineering tools.
As the computational capabilities of the computers increase, the scope for simulation
and numerical optimization is enlarged. A great part of the design process will always
be intuitive. However, analytical techniques, simulation models and numerical optimi-
zation could be of great value and can permit vast improvements in design.


The first issue is to ensure an efficient design process. Within this thesis, a design
process modeling approach is presented where simulation is employed in order to pre-
dict the performance of the design process in terms of lead-time and cost. Design proc-
ess modeling gives enhanced understanding of the properties of the process, which is
important as a thorough understanding of the design process forms the basis for further
process improvements. With the help of design process models, different competing
design processes can be compared and evaluated based on process lead-time and costs.
The design process modeling method presented in this thesis is described in chapter 3.3
and in Paper [I].


The second issue focuses on how to improve the design of complex systems by em-
ploying simulation and optimization techniques. As widely recognized, engineering
design is an iterative process where new design proposals are generated and evaluated.
According to Roosenburg and Eekels [70], the iterative part of the design process con-
sists of synthesis, simulation, evaluation and decision. For each provisional design, the
expected properties are predicted using simulation models, which are then compared to
the requirements on the system. If the design does not meet the requirements it is modi-
fied and evaluated again in the search for the best possible design. Based on this de-
scription, it could be seen that design is essentially an optimization process, as stated
already in 1967 by Simon [76]. In order to raise the level of automation, and thereby
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speed up parts of the process, the optimization could be formalized and an optimization
algorithm introduced.


This thesis focuses on a set of problems concerning the reformulation of the design
problem as an optimization problem. First, a framework is presented where simulation
and optimization are introduced to support the design process. Then optimization meth-
ods suitable for these types of applications are discussed. One component of employing
simulation and optimization techniques is to gain increased insight into the properties of
the system. The other component is to gain a better understanding of ourselves, meaning
our priorities among the objectives and our expectations of the system. Perhaps what we
wish for is unrealistic or ill conceived. Conversely, our wishes might not be imaginative
enough. When employing simulation we want it to answer some of our questions, how-
ever a simulation model raises new questions as well. The balance between questions
asked and questions raised is critical to our success, Schrage [73].


The presence of several conflicting objectives is typical for engineering design prob-
lems. In many cases where optimization techniques are utilized, the multiple objectives
are aggregated into one single objective function. Optimization is then conducted with
one optimal design as the result. The result is then strongly dependent on how the ob-
jectives are aggregated. Here a method is presented in which the Design Structure Ma-
trix, presented by Steward [84], and the relationship matrix from the House of Quality
method, see Hauser and Clausing [34] and Sullivan [85], are applied to support the for-
mulation of the objective function. The method is applied to the design of a landing gear
system, which constitutes a mechanical structure and a hydraulic actuation system.


Another approach to handle multiobjective design problems is to employ the concept
of Pareto optimality. Pareto optimality was introduced in the late eighteen hundreds by
the economist Vilfredo Pareto, and defined as follows: A solution is said to be Pareto
optimal if there exists no other solution that is better in all attributes. This implies that in
order to achieve a better value in one objective at least one of the other objectives is
going to deteriorate if the solution is Pareto optimal. Thus, the outcome of a Pareto op-
timization is not one optimal point, but a set of Pareto optimal solutions that visualize
the trade-off between the objectives.


Within this thesis, a multiobjective genetic algorithm is proposed and applied to sup-
port the design of a hydraulic actuation system. The outcome from this optimization is a
set of Pareto optimal solutions that visualizes the trade-off between system performance
and cost. The proposed method is extended to be able to handle a mix of continuous
design variables and discrete selections of individual components from catalogs or data-
bases.


In real-world situations, system parameters will always include variations to some
extent, and this fact is likely to influence the performance of the system. However, we
want the system to be robust and perform well under a wide range of operational condi-
tions. Therefore we need to answer not only the question “What is best?”, but also
“What is sufficiently robust?” Within this thesis, several approaches to handle the issue
of robustness in design optimization are presented, see chapter 7.


The seven appended papers constitute the bulk of this thesis. In this introduction the
methods developed in the papers are discussed briefly and presented as parts of a greater
whole. For a more thorough reading of the methods developed, the reader is referred to
the appended papers.







 2
Aims


THE PRINCIPAL AIM of this thesis is to support the employment of simulation and
optimization techniques in engineering design. The first aim is to present a framework
where optimization is employed in order to speed up and improve the design of complex
systems based on simulations. The focus is on real applications where computer simu-
lations are employed to predict the properties of a system.


The second aim is to support the formulation of the optimization problem, partly by
supporting the selection of optimization parameters, but also by supporting the formu-
lation of the objective function. The design problem is often multiobjective in nature, it
is therefore natural to formulate the problem as a multiobjective optimization problem.
Consequently, another aim is to develop a reliable multiobjective optimization algo-
rithm.


Another important issue is that the system should perform well under a wide range of
working conditions. An additional aim is therefore to present methods that take both
system optimality and system robustness into account.


No matter how good the tools we employed in order to support the design process,
the design process itself has to be managed as well. Thus, a further aim is to provide
means to increase the insight into the properties of the design process. Within this the-
sis, a design process modeling approach is presented where simulation is employed in
order to predict the performance of the design process. Simulation formerly supported
the designer in improving the design. Here, design process simulation supports the
management in managing the design process.











 3
The engineering
design process


ENGINEERING DESIGN IS a special form of problem solving where a set of fre-
quently unclear objectives has to be balanced without violating any given constraints.
Therefore, it seems natural to look upon a design problem as an optimization problem.
By employing modern modeling, simulation and optimization techniques, vast im-
provements could be achieved in design. However, there will always be parts of the
design process that require human or inquantifiable judgment that is not suited for
automation with any optimization strategy. Within this chapter, different design theories
will be discussed and it is striking how similar they are to a general optimization proce-
dure. On this basis, a system design model is presented, which introduces simulation
and optimization as tools that support the design process.


However good tools we employ to support the design of a system, the design process
itself has to be managed. The last part of this chapter is assigned to describing a method
that could be employed to model the design process itself. Once such a model is created,
simulation could give increased insights to the properties of the design process.


3.1 Literature


This thesis focuses on the design of engineering systems based on numerical simulation
models. In the literature, there are several definitions of what a system is, see for in-
stance Blanchard and Fabrycky [5], Bruns [9], Hubka and Eder [38], Ljung and Glad
[52] and Pahl and Beitz [62]. A common meaning of the word system is a set of inter-
related components intended to achieve a common objective. The system is also char-
acterized by a boundary, which cuts across the links to the environment, thus creating
inputs and outputs to the system. The properties and behaviors of each component con-
tribute to the system behavior as a whole.


In a system design perspective we are not focusing on detailed design of individual
components, but on the interrelation of components, which each could be described by a
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limited set of key parameters. Thus, the focus of this thesis is between the conceptual
design and early detail design of the phase model described below.


There are many models of the engineering design process. A common model is the
phase type model, see for instance Hubka and Eder [38], Pahl and Beitz [62] and Pugh
[66]. The phase model is a top-down iterative process, here represented in the nomen-
clature of Pahl and Beitz [62]:


• Clarification of the task
• Conceptual design
• Embodiment design
• Detailed design


Within each phase a set of activities is performed. Naturally, one whishes to perform
each phase only once, thus ending up with the final design without any iterations. How-
ever, the design process is very iterative, as stated by several authors, see Cross [15],
Hubka [38], Roozenburg and Eekels [70] and Smith and Eppinger [78]. Therefore,
many iterations are often required before the final design is achieved. An iterative
model of a basic design process is presented by for example Roozenburg and Eekels
[70] as depicted in Figure 1. This iterative design process could be found within each of
the three later phases of the phase type model.


Analysis


Synthesis


Simulation


Evaluation


Decision


Function


Criteria


Provisional design


Expected properties


Value of the design


Approved design


Figure 1. The basic design cycle according to Roozenburg and Eekels [70].


The model in Figure 1 states that design is an iterative process where new design
proposals are generated and evaluated. According to Roosenburg and Eekels, the itera-
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tive part consists of analysis, synthesis, simulation, evaluation and decision. For each
provisional design the expected properties are compared to the criteria. If the design
does not meet the criteria it is modified and evaluated again in the search for the best
possible design. From this model, it could be seen that design is essentially an optimi-
zation process, as stated already in 1967 by Simon [76]. In order to raise the level of
automation, and thereby speed up parts of the process, the optimization could be for-
malized and an optimization algorithm introduced, see the model in Figure 2.


3.2 System design


Figure 2 below depicts a system design process where modeling, simulation and optimi-
zation are introduced to support and speed up the design process. The focus of the proc-
ess is on the two middle phases of the phase type model, namely conceptual and em-
bodiment design. In the proposed system design process, the iterative part of the general
design process in Figure 1 is formalized and automated with the help of an optimization
algorithm.


Task


Preliminary
design


Concept 3
Concept 2


Concept 1


Simulation
Evaluation and
optimization


Generation
of solution
principles


Generation
of solution
principles


New design
parameters


Problem
definition Modeling ComparisonComparison


Requirements 
list


Concepts System
model


Expected
properties


Optimized
concepts


Figure 2. The system design process.


The ’problem definition’ in Figure 2 results in a requirements list which is used in or-
der to generate different solution principles/concepts. Although the first two tasks are
both tedious and important, they are not the focus of this work. Once the concepts have
reached a sufficient degree of refinement, modeling and simulation are employed in
order to predict the properties of particular system solutions. Each solution is evaluated
with the help of an objective function, which acts as a figure of merit. Optimization is
then employed in order to automate the evaluation of system solutions and to generate
new system proposals. The process continues until the optimization is converged and an
optimal system is found.


Often the first optimization run does not result in the final design. One essential as-
pect of using modeling and simulation is to understand the system we are designing.
The other aspect is to understand our expectations from the system, and our priorities
among the objectives. Both aspects are equally important. It is essential to engineering
design to manage the dialog between specification and prototype, as stated by Schrage
[73]. Often simulations confirm that what we wish for is unrealistic or ill conceived.
Conversely, they can also reveal that our whishes are not imaginative enough. If the
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optimization does not converge to a desired system, the concept has to be modified or
the problem reformulated, which results in a new objective function. In Figure 2 this is
visualized by the two outer loops back to ’generation of solution principles’ and ’prob-
lem definition’ respectively.


Naturally the activity ’generation of solution principles’ produces a number of con-
ceivable concepts, which each one is optimized. Thus each concept is brought to maxi-
mum performance; optimization thereby provides a solid basis for concept selection, as
will be discussed further in chapter 6.2. The parts of the evaluation that include human
and inquantifiable judgment are performed outside the optimization loop in the activity
named ‘comparison’. If the concepts do not fulfill these requirements, they have to be
modified as indicated with the outer loop. The modification can include both changes to
the actual concepts but also to the objective function formulation, e.g. by introducing
new constraints.


3.2.1 Modeling and simulation
Roozenburg and Eekels [70] understand the term simulation as “forming an image of
the behavior and properties of a designed product by reasoning and/or testing models”.
This is an excellent definition of simulation, although somewhat broader than otherwise
used in this thesis. Here simulation always refers to the execution of a model in order to
predict the properties of a design proposal.


There is an abundance of definitions for the word ‘model’. A common definition,
here expressed in the words of Neelamkavil [58], is very illustrative. “A model is a sim-
plified representation of a system intended to enhance our ability to understand, predict
and possibly control the behavior of the system.” A model can be of a mental, verbal,
physical or mathematical nature. This thesis focuses on mathematical models, typically
those implemented in a computer environment.


Systems today usually combine different engineering disciplines, and each discipline
uses their own tools to create models of their parts of the system. Furthermore, the engi-
neers developing the different models may also be situated in geographically disperse
locations. In order to predict the properties of the system as a whole, the different mod-
els have to be interconnected. Therefore, in order to manage cross-functional teams we
have to managing multi-domain simulation. Thus, engineers working with different
software packages have to be able to communicate with each other. A framework that
allows this is the DOME framework presented by Wallace et al. [94]. Other techniques
are presented in works by Larsson [50] and Papalambros et al. [63].


This thesis does not focus on how to model complex systems, or on how to facilitate
engineering software to communicate. However, the optimization techniques that are
being developed should be capable of optimizing systems based on such system de-
scriptions. The way the design is represented determines which optimization techniques
could be used.


The simulation models employed in the systems design process are all deterministic,
i.e. they always give the same result at repeated calculations when a steady-state condi-
tion could be obtained. However, in reality the system parameters would always include
variations to some extent. These variations in system parameters would most likely in-
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fluence the performance of the system. In chapter 7 the issue about robustness versus
optimality is discussed, and new approaches to handle this problem are presented.


3.2.2 Optimization


Optimization as it is employed here is based on simulation results, possibly from a large
number of different simulation environments. The problem is also characterized by the
presence of both continuous parameters and discrete selections of individual compo-
nents from catalogs or databases. Thus, the problem is non-linear and there are now
derivatives of the objective functions available in a straightforward manner. This is one
reason for applying non-gradient methods such as the Complex method or genetic algo-
rithms. Another major reason is that these methods are more robust in locating the
global optima in multi-modal search spaces. These methods could be applied to a wide
range of problems without any modifications to the algorithms.


One part of the optimization is the evaluation of design proposals. The second part is
the generation of new and hopefully better designs. Thus, optimization consists of both
analysis (evaluation) and synthesis (generation of new solutions).


The evaluation is usually done by means of an objective function which consists of a
figure of merit describing how good a design proposal is. As in any optimization prob-
lem, the formulation of the objective function is very crucial to the outcome of the op-
timization. In engineering design, neither the objectives nor the constraints are clearly
defined. Within this thesis, different methods for creating objective functions and han-
dling constraints are presented, see chapter 4 and 6. Optimization could however be
conducted without an explicit objective function, for example by an iterative genetic
algorithm as in Dawkins [18] and Smyth [80] or by active expert involvement as in Pa-
per [XII]. Within this thesis however, the focus is on optimization with explicitly stated
objective functions.


The generation of new solutions depends on the optimization strategy. Within this
thesis two different optimization methods are used, namely the Complex method and
genetic algorithms. Both methods use a set of design proposals, which evolves as the
optimization progresses. At initial inspection, one can argue that there is no synthesis
and nothing creative involved in the solutions generated by the optimization strategy.
Technically speaking we are just finding solutions that are already out there waiting to
be found. Surely, there is nothing creative about searching a small space, but the solu-
tion space could be huge, and as it gets larger, increasingly sophisticated search meth-
ods are needed in order to find the best or even a good solution.


In The Blind Watchmaker, Dawkins [18] describes evolution as a creative process
where ‘predefined designs’ are found. In Kroo et al. [45] a genetic algorithm ‘invents’
the C-shaped wing. Schrage has also discovered the powers of evolution. In his book
Serious Play [73], he states that: “In many respects, evolution is the ultimate
prototyping and simulation methodology. Evolution’s power and versatility are inargu-
able; its ability to innovate and surprise is overwhelming.” Therefore, under certain
premises, optimization could be seen as a technique for innovation. Naturally, this is
depending on how the optimization problem is formulated. During this work optimiza-
tion has shown these creative properties on several occasions.
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Although better methods and tools are constantly developed to support the design
process, the design process itself has to be managed in order to be effective. In the fol-
lowing chapter, a method is presented that facilitates analysis of the performance of a
design process as well as it proposes appropriate actions to improve it.


3.3 Designing the design process


Industry today faces the challenge of having to develop high quality products faster than
ever before. This situation has put a stronger focus on the development process, see for
instance Eppinger et al. [20], Wheelwright and Clark [95] and Whitney [96]. A well-
managed product development process is an important factor in order to stay competi-
tive. When the repetitive nature of the development processes is recognized, the process
can be modeled and simulation can be employed in order to predict the performance of
the process. Design process modeling can be one course of action to discover key ac-
tivities that have great impact on process lead-time and cost.


Iterations are fundamental to the engineering design process, but common manage-
ment tools such as PERT charts do not handle iterations in a satisfactory manner. There
are different approaches for handling these design iterations in the literature, see Adler
et al. [1], Bell et al. [3], Christian and Seering [10] and Smith and Eppinger [78] and
[79].


The method presented in this thesis follows most closely the signal flow graph ap-
proach presented by Eppinger et al.[21], and applied to evaluate different design proc-
esses in Isaksson et al. [41]. This method extends the signal flow graph approach by
introducing non-linear elements, which reduces the modeling effort significantly and
also increases the clarity of the process model.


3.3.1 Modeling approach
Design process modeling as implemented here is based on the observation that a design
process comprises a number of smaller design activities. The process can be modeled by
tracking design information that is exchanged between different design tasks. In this
type of model, both parallel and sequential work flows are often observed. This model-
ing approach includes two types of elements, namely design tasks and design reviews.


With every design task, characteristics of execution time and task cost per time unit
are associated, as described in Figure 3. To create a flexible and accurate model, the
task characteristics are allowed to vary with the number of iterations done. Consider for
example a design process with a large amount of CAD modeling. In the first design
iteration, the CAD models have to be created, but in the second iteration they only need
to be modified, which is less time-consuming. This would correspond to a step reduc-
tion in task time as shown in Figure 3. A task in which the execution time decreases
with every design iteration can be modeled as a “learning by doing” task with an associ-
ated learning curve function.


The design review model element, see Figure 3, models the probability of proceeding
forward to the next design task, otherwise the process flows back to an earlier task. The
design review is evaluated with the help of a random function. The characteristics of the
design review can also be a function of the number of iterations done.
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 Step in probability


 Learning by doing


 Any desired function?or
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Figure 3. The modeling elements design task and design review. The figure also shows
the characteristics of the elements and how they may vary with the number of iterations.


By combining these basic modeling elements, an arbitrary design process can be
modeled. In Figure 4 below, a sample process model for the development process of a
hydraulic pump is depicted in order to explain the modeling approach.
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Figure 4. Hydraulic pump development process, starting with conceptual and preliminary
design. Followed by product design and testing in parallel with process design, and finally
manufacturing analysis. Please note the dynamic change in task and design review char-
acteristics.


The lead-time and cost distributions of the process are calculated numerically by em-
ploying different types of modified Monte Carlo simulation, as explained in Paper [I].
The lead-time distribution for the pump development process in Figure 4 is shown in
Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Lead-time distribution of the hydraulic pump development process, together
with the expected value of lead-time and cumulative probability. All paths with a lead-
time shorter than 40 are shown.


From Figure 5 it could be seen that the shortest lead-time possible is 13 time units
and the expected value is 20.4 time units. With the help of the cumulative probability, it
is possible to estimate the probability of the process finishing within a certain time.
These measures could be used to estimate the risk associated with the project. By mod-
eling different conceivable processes, they could be compared based on both lead-time
and cost.


A sensitivity analysis of the design process could be performed in order to provide
insights as to how each task and design review influences overall lead-time and cost.
The sensitivity can be calculated as the relative change in expected value due to a small
change in a parameter, e.g. a task characteristic. If L represents the lead-time and k a
parameter of interest, the sensitivity of L to changes in k is given by equation (1).


[ ] [ ]
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E L E L


k kk
L =


∆
∆


(1)


A sensitivity analysis of the sample process is performed and the result is shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Lead-time and cost sensitivities due to changes in task duration.


The sensitivity analysis confirms a general insight that tasks performed frequently are
more sensitive to changes in task parameters. The positive sensitivity values indicate to
what extent lead-time and cost increase for positive variations of the task times. The
highest cost sensitivity value is the sensitivity to the lead-time of product testing, which
is the most expensive task. The highest time sensitivity value is not for the longest-
duration task. The highest time sensitivity instead is to changes in the duration of prod-
uct design, which is embedded within the most frequently performed iteration loop.
Another insight is that the process design task has no influence on overall lead time be-
cause it is carried out in parallel with product design and testing, which together have a
longer lead time. However, process design still affects the total cost.


Studying the lead time probability distribution and the sensitivity analysis yields a
profound understanding of the process. The tasks with the greatest influence on lead-
time and costs can be identified and thereby focused upon when improving the process.











 4
Optimization in


engineering design


MANY ASPECTS HAVE to be taken into account when reformulating the design
problem as an optimization problem. First, we have to consider what properties the
system should have, i.e. what are the values that we want to create, and how shall we be
able to measure them? Secondly, which are the design variables, or system parameters
that we could manipulate in order to achieve the best possible design? Finally, how do
we articulate what is actually the best possible design? These types of questions always
confront the designer. However, when formulating the design problem as an optimiza-
tion problem the answers have to be mathematically formalized.


This chapter starts with a discussion of the concept of value, giving an idea of the dif-
ficulties in formulating the optimization problem. Thereafter the design variables, the
means by which we modify the design, are investigated. Here parts of the framework
presented by Sidall [75] are adopted. Then the optimization problem is formulated. Fi-
nally, the focus is on how to express what is desired of the system, i.e. the creation of
the objective function. Different approaches are discussed and their pros and cons are
emphasized.


4.1 The concept of value


The concept of value is central to decision theory — the measure about what is good or
desirable about a design. At a first glance, one would say that it is no problem. If two
designs are comparable, simply chose the cheapest one. However, consider the design-
ing of a car; which must not only be cheap but safe, have a long life, be both quiet and
fast. How shall we then choose? Which characteristics contribute the most to the overall
value of the design? This is very crucial to decision-making, and in general also to de-
sign.


For any given design, the designer has to give the different characteristics such as
low initial cost, long life and good performance a weighting value. This is usually not
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done explicitly, but intuitively the designer does just that, however unaware he might be
of it. During the design process, the designer must tradeoff characteristics against each
other. How much is longer life worth in terms of higher manufacturing costs. One pur-
pose of conducting multiobjective optimization is to make these trade-offs visible. It
would indeed be an interesting task to estimate what different ratings gave the final de-
sign.


Value is an inherent property of the design, which could be defined as that which
satisfies desire. It remains however to be determined whose desires we should try to
satisfy, and how we can articulate them to the designer. It might be hard to value a de-
sign even when one has the physical artifact; it is even harder to do it in the earlier
phases of the design process. However, in order to employ optimization to support the
designer this is exactly what we have to do. Usually the designer employs a set of mod-
eling and simulation tools in order to predict the properties of a design.


Often when we say value of a design we refer to the utility value which relates to the
function or usefulness of the design. There are however many other values that the de-
signer must take into account. Here, we are just focusing on the function of a design.
This is without saying that the others are not important, they are however left out of the
optimization and have to be considered once the function is approved.


4.2 The design variables


Design variables are parameters that the designer might “adjust” in order to modify the
system he is designing. There are many types of design variables.


Independent design variables are the actual quantities the designer deals with di-
rectly, such as geometry, material properties, production volume, surface finish, con-
figuration of components, lubrication properties and many more. Independent design
variables are usually called just design variables or design parameters. Here the term
system parameters will be used also.


Dependent variables are variables the designer can not directly assign values to but
he works with them through the design parameters. The dependent variables are usually
named characteristics or attributes of the design. Examples of system characteristics are
energy consumption, control error and cost. The value of a design is largely a function
of the characteristics of the design. In optimization, the objective function value corre-
sponds to the value of a particular characteristic. An objective function is thus the rela-
tion between the design parameters and the value of a particular characteristic. For a
general design problem, it might be very difficult or even impossible to represent all
such relations analytically. For once, the characteristic might be the outcome of a com-
plex simulation, or they might include inquantifiable human judgment.


State variables are an intermediate type of design variables between dependent and
independent design variables, such as the pressure in a hydraulic cylinder or the current
to an electric motor. State variables cannot directly be assigned values, and they do not
directly contribute to the value of the design, as the characteristics do.


Operating variables are variables that can be changed by the operator after the design
has been actually built. The environmental variables or the external variables are the
environmental factors that affect the design when in use, e.g. changing loads, extreme
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temperature and wear. The designer has to determine the working conditions of the de-
sign in order to assess both the environmental and the operational variables.


The design problem could be formulated as to assign values to the system parameters
to ensure that the state variables and the characteristics are as good as possible during a
wide range of operating and environmental variables. This is indeed an intricate mul-
tiobjective optimization problem.


4.3 The multiobjective optimization problem


A general multiobjective design problem is expressed by equations (2) and (3)


( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2min , ,..., kf f f =  F x x x x


S  ts ∈x..


(2)


( )T
nxxx ,...,, 21=x (3)


where ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ..., kf x f x f x  are the k objective functions, ( )1 2, , ..., nx x x  are the n op-


timization parameters, and nS R∈  is the solution or parameter space. Obtainable objec-


tive vectors, ( ){ }x S∈F x , are denoted by Y, so S is mapped by F onto Y. kY R∈  is


usually referred to as the attribute or criteria space, where Y∂  is the boundary of Y. For
a general design problem, F is non-linear and multi-modal, and S might be defined by
non-linear constraints and may contain both continuous and discrete member variables.


* * *
1 2, ,..., kf f f  will be used to denote the individual minima of each objective function


respectively. The utopian solution is defined as * * *
1 2, ,..., kf f f =  


*F . As F* minimizes


all objectives simultaneously, it is an ideal solution, however it is rarely feasible.
In this formulation, minimize F(x), lacks clear meaning as the set {F(x)} for all fea-


sible x lacks a natural ordering, whenever F(x) is vector-valued. In order to determine
whether F(x1) is better then F(x2), and thereby order the set {F(x)}, the subjective
judgment from a decision-maker is needed.


One property commonly considered as necessary for any candidate solution to the
multiobjective problem is that the solution is not dominated. Considering a minimiza-
tion problem and two solution vectors x, y∈S. x is said to dominate y, denoted yx f ,


if:


{ } ( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( )1,2,..., :        1,2,..., :i i j ji k f f and j k f f∀ ∈ ≤ ∃ ∈ <x y x y (4)


The Pareto subset of Y∂  contains all non-dominated solutions. The space in Rk


formed by the objective vectors of Pareto optimal solutions is known as the Pareto op-
timal front, P.
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If the final solution is selected from the set of Pareto optimal solutions, there would
not exist any solutions that are better in all attributes. It is clear that any final design
solution should preferably be a member of the Pareto optimal set. If the solution is not
in the Pareto optimal set, it could be improved without degeneration in any of the ob-
jectives, and thus it is not a rational choice. This is true as long as the selection is done
based on the objectives only. Pareto optimal solutions are also known as non-dominated
or efficient solutions. Figure 7 provides a visualization of the presented nomenclature.
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S
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�Y
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f2


f1
*


*
f2


Y
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Figure 7. Solution and attribute space nomenclature for a problem with two design vari-
ables (x1 and x2) and two objectives (f1 and f2), which should both be minimized.


The attribute space, Y, looks the same regardless of how the objectives are aggre-
gated to an overall objective function. Depending on how the overall objective function
is formulated, the optimization will result in different points on the Pareto front. The
remains of this chapter are designated to methods that support the formulation of the
overall objective function, thus ordering F(x) so that the multiobjective problem could
be solved.


4.4 Formulating the objective


As most optimization problems are multiobjective in nature, there are many methods
available to tackle this kind of problems. References to multiobjective optimization
could be found in Hwang et al. [40], Ringuest [69] and Steuer [82] and with applica-
tions to engineering design in Eschenauer et al. [22] and Osyczka [61]. Generally, the
multiobjective optimization problem (MOOP) can be handled in four different ways
depending on when the decision-maker articulates his preference concerning the differ-
ent objectives: never, before, during or after the actual optimization procedure.


In the first two approaches, the different objectives are aggregated to one overall ob-
jective function. Optimization is then conducted with one optimal design as the result.
The result is then strongly dependent on how the objectives were aggregated. In the
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literature, different methods have been developed to support the decision-maker in ag-
gregating the objectives.


The third approach is an iterative process where the decision-maker progressively ar-
ticulates his preferences on the different objectives. The underlying assumption is that
once the search for an optimal solution has started and the decision-maker has been pre-
sented with some alternatives, he will be better equipped to value the objectives.


In the fourth and final approach, optimization is conducted without the decision-
maker articulating any preferences among the objectives. The outcome of this optimiza-
tion is a set of Pareto optimal solutions which elucidate the trade-off between the objec-
tives. The decision-maker then has to trade the objectives against each other in order to
select the final design. Thus, optimization is conducted before the decision-maker ar-
ticulates his preferences.


The methods developed in this thesis belong to the second and the fourth approach.
The four different approaches, exemplified with suitable methods are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. A classification of some methods to conduct multiobjective optimization, after
Hwang et al. [40].
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Although the classification gives a far from complete description of all available
techniques to conduct multiobjective optimization, it constitutes a good framework for a
discussion of the most common methods suitable for engineering optimization. An in-
teresting observation that one can make is that the later the decision-maker articulates
his preference among the objectives the more the problems moves from being specifi-
cation driven to prototype driven. A more thorough discussion of these methods is pre-
sented in Paper [XIII].


4.4.1 No preference articulation


There are methods that do not use any preference information, e.g. the Min-Max for-
mulation and global criterion method, see Hwang et al. [40], Osyczka [61] and Steuer
[82].


The Min-Max formulation is based on minimization of the relative distance from a
candidate solution to the utopian solution F*, see Figure 7. The distance between a solu-
tion vector and the utopian vector is typically expressed as a Lp-norm.


4.4.2 Priori articulation of preference information


The most common way of conducting multiobjective optimization is by priori articula-
tion of the decision-maker’s preferences. This means that before the actual optimization
is conducted the different objectives have to be aggregated to one single objective func-
tion. This can be done in many ways; some of which are shown in Figure 8.


Weighted-sum approaches


The easiest and perhaps most widely used method is the weighted-sum approach. The
objective function is formulated as a weighted L1-metric, see equation (5).


( )∑
=


k


j
jj f


1


min xλ


k


s.t.   S


R 0, 1i iλ λ λ
∈


∈ > =∑
x


(5)


By choosing different weightings, iλ , for the different objectives, the preference of


the decision-maker is taken into account. As the objective functions are generally of
different magnitudes, they might have to be normalized first. Although the formulation
is simple, the method is somewhat ad-hoc, as there is no clear relation between the
weightings and the obtained solution. How to determine the weightings from the deci-
sion-maker’s preferences is also an ad-hoc procedure. Another drawback of this method
is that it is not possible to locate solutions at non-convex parts of the Pareto-front. These
drawbacks are discussed in Das and Denis [17], and Steuer [82].
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Non-linear approaches


Although many methods might be referred to as non-linear, e. g. all the ones mentioned
hereafter, it here refers to higher order of Lp-metrics formulations and their equals.
Equation (6) below represents one such approach presented by Krus et al. [48].
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(6)


In this formulation each objective is normalized by fj0, which represents the value of
j:th objective for an initial solution. For consistency the whole expression could be
raised to the power of 1/p. The exponent p expresses how much an improvement in fi is
worth and how much a poorer value penalizes the overall objective function. The graph


in Figure 9 below depicts ( )0


p


i if f  as a function of fi.


fifi0


1


fi


fi0


p


Figure 9. The form ( )p
ii ff 0  as a function of fi. for p=3.


Advantages of this method are that the objectives do not need to be calculated in ab-
solute terms, since the problem is formulated as to achieve improvement from an initial
state. It is an attractive method from an engineering perspective, as it expresses what is
wanted from the system with a minimum of parameters, compared to the more rigorous
methods discussed below. This method has been applied in Paper [II], [III], [VIII] and
[IX], and will be discussed further in chapter 6.
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Utility theory and related methods


Utility theory forms the basis of decision-making and dates back to von Neumann and
Morgenstern in 1944 [92], although the basic reference can be found in Keeney and
Raiffa [43]. In utility theory, a utility function is established which expresses the value
of the design as a function of each attribute. An extensive interaction with the decision-
maker is needed in order to determine the utility function. A formal method that allows
this is presented by Thurston [90]. However, in order achieve an overall utility function,
a set of assumptions has to be made. For instance, it is usually assumed that the differ-
ent utilities are mutually independent, and either additive or multiplicative. Although
utility theory is very mathematically rigorous, it is not widely used in engineering opti-
mization, because of the great effort needed to establish the utility functions.


Many methods have been developed which address the shortcomings of utility the-
ory, e.g. fuzzy logic approaches [98] and the method of using acceptability functions,
see Wallace et al. [93].


The method of acceptability functions is a goal-oriented design evaluation model that
employs the same goals and targets that are commonly used in engineering design to
evaluate the performance of each solution. The acceptability function represents the
subjective probability that a designer will accept a design based upon each objective.
This is explained in Figure 10, where the acceptability function for a fluid power system
is expressed as function of the losses in the system.
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Figure 10. Acceptability function as well as probability density functions as a function of
the losses in a fluid power system.


a(z) is the acceptability function which defines the probability that different levels of
the performance characteristic z will be acceptable. A system with losses below 500 W
has a probability of 1.0 of being accepted, whereas a system with losses of 700 W is
surely rejected. The function p(z) is a probability density function of unit area which
quantifies the design’s performance for the characteristic z. This formulation allows the
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designer to quantify a design’s performance either deterministically or probabilistically.
In the deterministic case, the probability density function is an infinite spike, with the
area unity. In the framework presented in this thesis, the performance of a design is de-
terministic, determined by the outcome of the simulation.


The probability, Pi, of accepting the design based upon the i:th characteristic is ex-
pressed in equation (7), and the overall probability of accepting the design based on all
objectives is calculated by multiplying the individual probabilities, see equation (8). The
optimization problem is then formulated so as to maximize the probability of accep-
tance, see equation (9).
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4.4.3 Progressive articulation of preference information


Methods that rely on progressive articulation of preference information are generally
referred to as interactive methods. These methods work according to the hypothesis that
the decision-maker is unable to indicate preferences information ‘a priori’ due to the
complexity of the problem. However, as the search moves on and the decision-maker
learns more about the problem, he/she is capable of giving directions in which to look
for improvements. Advantages of these types of methods are:
• there is no need for ‘a priori’ preference information,


• only local preference information is needed,


• it is a learning process where the decision-maker gets a better understanding of the
problem,


• as the decision-maker takes an active part in the search it is more likely that he ac-
cepts the final solution.


The disadvantages are:
• The solutions are depending on how well the decision-maker can articulate his


preferences


• A high effort is required from the decision-maker during the whole search process.


• The solution is depending on the preferences of one decision-maker. If the deci-
sion-maker changes his preferences or if there is a new decision-maker, the process
has to be restarted.
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• The required computational effort is higher than in the previous methods.


These methods usually progress by either changing the weights in a weighted-sum
approach, e.g. the method by Steuer and Choo [83], or by progressively reducing the
search space. In the STEM method [4], an initial Pareto optimal solution is found by a
weighted-sum approach. The decision-maker then has to determine a relaxation to some
objectives in order to achieve improvements in others. The relaxed objectives are
moved from the objective function and added as constraints to limit the solutions space.


These types of methods are not commonly used in engineering optimization, at least
not in connection with non-gradient methods. Interactive methods that use gradient in-
formation are more widely used, see for example the method presented by Tappeta et al.
[88].


There are also other types of iterative methods, such as interactive genetic algo-
rithms. Genetic algorithms (GAs) evolve a design by mimicking natural selection, see
chapter 5.2. In interactive methods, the designer/decision-maker selects the best design
in each evolution step to form the basis for further breeding. These methods are well
suited for problems where the objectives are very hard to express mathematically. The
most famous example is of course Richard Dawkin’s The Blind Watchmaker [18],
whereas a similar method has also been developed by Smith [77]. A more recent exam-
ple is Smyth and Wallace [80] were a GA is employed to evolve aesthetic product
forms.


A multiobjective interactive complex method has been developed as well, see Rin-
guest [69]. In contrast to interactive GAs, the decision-maker is asked to point out the
worst solution, which is then reflected through the centeroid of the complex according
to the normal procedure of the method (see chapter 5.1).


4.4.4 Posteriori articulation of preference information


There are a number of techniques that allow to first search the solution space for a set of
Pareto optimal solutions and then present them to the decision-maker. The big advan-
tages with these types of methods are that the solutions are independent from the deci-
sion-maker’s preferences. The analysis has only to be performed once, as the Pareto set
would not change as long as the problem description remains unchanged. However,
some of these methods suffer from a large computational burden. Another disadvantage
might be that the decision-maker has too many solutions to choose from. There are
however methods that support screening of the Pareto set in order to cluster optimal
solutions that have similar properties, see Morse [57] and Rosenmann and Gero [71].


By sampling a set of discrete points on the Pareto front the decision-maker could get
a feeling for the form of the front and thereby the possible trade-off between the objec-
tives. The simplest way of doing this is to repeatedly change the weightings in a
weighted sum. There are however some disadvantages associated with this approach.
Linear combinations of the objectives cannot produce solutions on non-convex parts of
the Pareto front. Furthermore, there is no guideline as how to choose the weightings to
ensure an even spread on the Pareto front, see Das and Dennis [17].


An approach that overcomes these drawbacks is normal boundary interaction pre-
sented by Das and Dennis [16]. Another approach is the e-constraint method where one
objective is selected for optimization and the others are reformulated as constraints. By
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progressively changing the constraint values, different points on the Pareto front could
be sampled. These methodsare generally computational expensive as each point requires
a completely new optimization run.


An appealing thought is to be able to conduct just one optimization and still sample a
set of discrete points on the Pareto front. As genetic algorithms manipulates a popula-
tion as they evolve they can be modified to accomplish this. These modified genetic
algorithms are known as multiobjective genetic algorithms and will be discussed in
chapter 5.3. Within this thesis, a multiobjective genetic algorithm is developed, see Pa-
per [IV], and later applied to the design of fluid power systems in Paper [V] and [VI].


In the literature as well as in this thesis, the focus is on problems with only two ob-
jectives, because they are so much easier to visualize. 3-Dimensional problems could be
visualized, but for problems of higher dimensions, other techniques must be applied.
One way is to aggregate some objectives e.g., energy consumption and cost could be
aggregated to an overall cost objective. Another possibility is to cluster solutions in re-
gions with different properties and present them to the decision-maker, who has to point
out the most interesting regions where we should concentrate our efforts. Methods that
visualize the properties of problems with many objectives are discussed briefly in
chapter 8.











 5
Optimization


methods


OPTIMIZATION METHODS COULD be divided into derivative and non-derivative
methods. This thesis focuses on non-derivative methods, as they are better suited for
general design problems. Non-gradient methods are more robust in locating the global
optima and are applicable in a broader set of problem areas, see Goldberg [28]. Another
advantage of non-derivative methods is that they do not require any derivatives of the
objective function in order to find the optimum. Hence, they are also known as black-
box methods. Here the objectives are results of complex computer simulations, thus the
derivatives of the objective function are not explicitly known. The disadvantages are
however that we cannot prove that we have found the actual optima. This is partly true
for gradient methods also as they might get caught in local optima. By conducting sev-
eral optimizations with different initial conditions, it could be made probable that the
global optimum is truly found. Another disadvantage with non-gradient methods is that
they usually require more function calls than gradient methods, and are thus more com-
putational expensive. However, as the capacities of the computers are increasing this
disadvantage is diminishing. Furthermore, most non-gradient methods are well suited
for implementation on parallel processors.


There is a large number of non-derivative methods. For example, the Complex
method developed by Box [8] in the 60’s, genetic algorithms [35] or the similar evolu-
tionary algorithms [68], both developed in the early 70’s by Holland and Rechenberg
respectively. Simulated annealing was then developed by Kirkpatrick [44] in the early
80’s. Methods that are more recent include Tabu search, developed by Glover [27] in
1989, which have been applied to the design of fluid power circuits by Connor and Til-
ley [14]. Apart from these methods, there are also other promising techniques to con-
duct engineering optimization, for instance response surface approximations [55], as
well as Taguchi methods [13].


In most comparison studies different methods come out on top depending on the
problem and how well the different methods were tuned to fit that particular problem.
Comparative studies of different types of non-derivative methods could be found in for
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instance Borup [6], Hajela [31], Jansson [42] and Mongeau [56]. In this thesis, genetic
algorithms and the Complex method are applied. Genetic algorithms because they are
known to be most robust in finding the global optimum and they have the broadest field
of applications. The Complex method is employed because it is fast, but also because it
is easy to implement and parameterize, see Borup [6] and Jansson [42].


In order to bring out what is best in each method, there is a vast amount of hybrids,
both between gradient and non-gradient methods but also between different non-
gradient methods, see Yen [97].


5.1 The Complex method


The Complex method was first presented by Box [8], and later improved by Guin [30].
The method is a constraint simplex method developed from the Simplex method by
Spendley et al [81] and Nelder Mead [59]. Similar related methods are named Nelder-
Mead Simplex and flexible polyhedron search. These methods also have similar proper-
ties, although the Complex performs slightly better.


In the Complex method, a complex consisting of several possible problem solutions
(sets of design parameters) is manipulated. Each set of parameters represents one single
point in the solution space. The number of points in the Complex, m has to be greater
than the number of optimization parameters, i.e. m ≥ n+1. Typically, the complex con-
sists of twice as many points as the number of optimization parameters. The starting
points are randomly generated, and it is checked that both explicit and implicit con-


straints are not violated. Let the points hx  and lx  represent the points with maximal
and minimal function values. The centroid, x is calculated according to equation (10).
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The main idea of this algorithm is to replace the worst point by a new and better
point. The new point is calculated as the reflection of the worst point through the cen-
troid of the remaining points in the complex, see equation (11).


( )r lx x x xα= + − (11)


The reflection coefficient, 1.3α =  according to Box. The point rx  is examined with


regard to explicit and implicit constraints, and if it is feasible, it replaces lx  unless it
repeats being the worst. In that case, it is moved halfway towards the centroid of the
reaming points. This is repeated until it stops repeating the worst point. However, as
pointed out by Guin this can not handle the situation where there is a local minimum at
the centeriod. Here the method has been modified so that the point is gradually moved
towards the maximum value if it continues to be the lowest value, see Krus et al. [46].
This might however lead to the two points coming very close to each other, with a risk
of collapsing the complex. Therefore, a random value is also added to the new point. In
this way the algorithm will take some extra effort in searching for a better point in the
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neighborhood of the maximum value. The modified algorithm could be described ac-
cording to equation (12).


( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( ) 1 2 1 2 1r new r old h hx x x x x x Rε ε ε = + + − + − − − 


where 
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(12)


rk  is the number of times the point has repeated itself as lowest value, and rn is a


constant. Here 4rn =  has been used. R is a random number in the interval [0,1]. If the


point violates an implicit constraint, the reflection follows a similar scheme. An exam-
ple of the complex method is shown in Figure 11 below for a two dimensional parame-
ter space. The circles in the graph indicate the objective function value for different so-
lutions, with the best value in the middle.
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Figure 11. The progress of the Complex method for a two dimensional example, with the
optimum located in the middle of the circles.


The Complex method has been applied to a wide range of problem areas such as
physics [72], structural engineering [26] and [32], fluid power system design [42], aero-
space engineering [49], and others [53] and [54]. The Complex method was originally
developed for problems with continuous variables but Haque [32] has shown that the
Complex method could also be applied to mixed continuous and discrete variable prob-
lems.


5.2 Genetic algorithms


Genetic algorithms (GAs) and the closely related evolutionary algorithms are a class of
non-gradient methods which has grown in popularity ever since Rechenberg [68] and
Holland [35] first published their work on the subject in the early 70’s. For a more com-
prehensive study of genetic algorithms, see Goldberg’s [28] splendid book on the sub-
ject.


Genetic algorithms are modeled after mechanisms of natural selection. Each optimi-
zation parameter (xn) is encoded by a gene using an appropriate representation, such as a
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real number or a string of bits. The corresponding genes for all parameters x1,..xn form a
chromosome capable of describing an individual design solution. A set of chromosomes
representing several individual design solutions comprises a population where the fittest
are selected to reproduce. Mating is performed using crossover to combine genes from
different parents to produce children. The children are inserted into the population and
the procedure starts over again, thus creating an artificial Darwinian environment as
depicted in Figure 12.


Initialize
population


Select parents
for mating


Create offspring,
crossover and mutation


Fitness 
evaluation


Insert offspring 
into population


Stop criteria
meet ?


Figure 12. An example of a simple genetic algorithm. More sophisticated algorithms in-
clude other techniques in order to enhance the performance of the algorithm.


5.3 Multiobjective genetic algorithms


When the population of an ordinary genetic algorithm is evolving, it usually converges
to one optimal point. It is however tempting to adjust the algorithm so that it spreads the
population over the entire Pareto optimal front instead. As this idea is quite natural,
there are many different types of multiobjective genetic algorithms. For a review of
genetic algorithms applied to multiobjective optimization, readers are referred to work
by Fonseca and Fleming [23]. Literature surveys and comparative studies on multiob-
jective genetic algorithms are also provided by several other authors, see Coello [11],
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Horn [37], Tamaki et al. [87] and Zitzler and Thiele [99]. In Paper [IV] a discussion of
some of the most common algorithms is presented. Here just the multiobjective GA
(MOGA) is described, since it is one of the cornerstones of the new multiobjective ge-
netic algorithm being proposed.


In the MOGA presented by Foseca and Fleming [24] and [25], each individual is
ranked according to their degree of dominance. The more population members that
dominate an individual, the higher the ranking for the individual. An individual’s rank-
ing equals the number of individuals that it is dominated by plus one (see Figure 13).
Individuals on the Pareto front have a ranking of one, as they are non-dominated. The
rankings are then scaled to score individuals in the population. In MOGA both sharing
and mating restrictions are employed in order to maintain population diversity. Fonseca
and Fleming also include preference information and goal levels to reduce the Pareto set
to those that simultaneously meet certain attribute values.
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Figure 13. Population ranking according to Fonseca and Fleming.


Although there is a substantial body of research on Pareto multiobjective genetic al-
gorithms, there are still important issues that current methods address with only partial
success. The methods typically require extensive genetic algorithm parameter tuning on
a problem-by-problem basis in order for the algorithm to perform well. However, in a
real-world problem there is little knowledge about the shape of attribute space, which
makes it difficult to assess problem-specific parameters. Additionally, existing methods
do not handle the location of multiple Pareto frontiers in multi-modal problem spaces
consistently. This thesis attempts to develop a reliable algorithm that distributes solu-
tions evenly across Pareto frontiers in a variety of multi-modal problems without prob-
lem-specific tuning.


5.4 A new multiobjective genetic algorithm


The multiobjective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) combines the struggle crowd-
ing genetic algorithm presented by Grüninger and Wallace in [29] with Pareto-based
ranking as devised by Fonseca and Fleming in [24].
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In the struggle algorithm, a variation of restricted tournament selection, Harik [33],
two parents are chosen randomly from the population, and crossover/mutation is per-
formed to create a child. The child then has to compete with the most similar individual
in the entire population, and replaces it if the child has a better fitness. This replacement
strategy counteracts genetic drift that spoils population diversity. To assure diversity in
population is necessary in order to avoid inbreeding, and to spread the population
evenly on the Pareto front.


There is no single objective function to determine the fitness of the different indi-
viduals in a Pareto optimization. Therefore, the ranking scheme presented by Fonseca
and Fleming [24] is employed. Each individual is given a rank based on the number of
individuals in the population that are preferred to it, i.e. for each individual the algo-
rithm loops through the population counting the number of preferred individuals. "Pre-
ferred to" could be implemented in a strict Pareto optimal sense or extended to include
goal levels on the objectives in order to limit the frontier.


The principle of the MOSGA algorithm is outlined below.


Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select parents randomly from the population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the child, and a new ranking of the population that con-
siders the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual, and replace it with the new child if the child’s
ranking is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 until the mating pool is filled.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.


In order to assess the performance of the algorithm a set of test problems from Deb
[19] was explored.


5.4.1 Test Function


Deb developed a set of problems to highlight difficulties that multiobjective genetic
algorithms may encounter. For visualization reasons, the focus is on two-dimensional
problems defined generally by equations (13) and (14).


( ) 1211 , xxxf = (13)


( ) ( ) ( ) 0,0,, 12
1


2
212 >>= x    xg    


x


xg
xxf (14)


If the function g is multi-modal, the corresponding multiobjective problem will have
global and local Pareto-optimal frontiers. A multi-modal g function is defined in equa-
tion (15).
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Figure 14(a) shows the g function for 0 ≤  x2 ≤  1 with the global optimum located at
x2=0.2 and a local optimum at x2=0.6. Figure 14(b) shows a plot of f1 and f2 in the at-
tribute space with the global and local Pareto optimal solutions. 10000 randomly chosen
solutions are generated and plotted in Figure 14(b) to illustrate that the problem is bi-
ased—the solution density is higher towards the local Pareto-optimal front.


(a) (b)


Figure 14. (a) shows the multi-modal function g(x2 ), where the global optimum is situ-
ated at x2=0.2 and the local optimum at x2=0.6. For the multiobjective problem, a f1-f2


plot for 10000 random solutions is shown in (b). Note the low solution density at the
global Pareto optimal front.


The optimization was conducted with a population size of 60 individuals and ran for
200 generations. Deb reported that the NSGA was trapped in the local Pareto front in 59
out of 100 runs. The original MOSGA algorithm used an attribute based distance func-
tion resulting in the algorithm converging to the local Pareto front in only 7% of 100
optimizations. The algorithm found the preferred global Pareto optimal front in 86% of
the optimizations, as shown in Figure 15(a) and (b). In 7% of the optimizations, it con-
verged to both frontiers. Thus, the MOSGA seems more robust in locating the global
Pareto optimal front.


However, the algorithm should ideally be capable of identifying both fronts in every
optimization run. By changing to a parameter based distance function this can be
achieved. However, the parameter based distance function was slower and less exact in
its convergence to the frontier.


In the MOSGA, the new child has to compete with the individual most similar to it-
self. When the comparison is done in parameter space, a portion of the population will
find and maintain local optima, where solutions close in the parameter space are all
dominated. When using an attribute based distance function, solutions at local optima
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might have to compete with solutions at the global optima, as they might be close in
attribute space. Therefore, local optima would not be maintained.


By combining equally weighted attribute-based and a parameter-based distance
function to form a mixed distance measure, the advantages of fast convergence and the
ability of finding multiple fronts were realized. Figure 15 shows how the algorithm
spreads the population evenly on both fronts when using the mixed distance function.
To summarize, the attribute distance function performs well on problems with one Pa-
reto front. For problems with multiple frontiers, a mixed distance function is preferred.
A more detailed discussion about the properties of the algorithm is given in Paper [IV].


(a) (b)


(c) (d)


Figure 15. Optimization results using different distance functions. In (a) and (b) an attrib-
ute-based distance function is used and the population has converged to the global Pareto
front. In (c) and (d) the mixed distance function is used and the population converges to
both the global and the local front. (a) and (c) show the result in attribute space, whereas
(b) and (d) show the result in parameter space.


The method is capable of reliably identifying multiple Pareto fronts in a single opti-
mization run, thus outperforming other techniques. For an engineering problem, the
optimization formulation is often a simplification of the real world problem, which in
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part requires human or inquantifiable judgement. When deciding upon the final design
there are usually more criteria to consider than just the optimization objectives, e.g. the
robustness of the system. Therefore, knowledge of the existence of local Pareto optimal
solutions is very valuable.


Another advantage of the proposed method is that it does not require problem spe-
cific parameter settings. The only GA parameters that have to be determined are popu-
lation size and number of generations. This is an important strength, cause in real word
problems there are little or no knowledge about the properties of the attribute space.
Therefore, determination of problem specific parameters might be a tedious task. The
method has thereby fulfilled the ambitions as it performs well, is robust and is to easy
use on a wide range of problems. This will be exemplified in the upcoming application
chapter.











 6
Applications


THIS CHAPTER DESCRIBES in principle two different applications of the de-
scribed optimization techniques to engineering design problems, mainly in the field of
fluid power. As these real design problems are discussed, new techniques will be intro-
duced that support the employment of optimization to engineering design problems. In
the first application, the multiple objectives are aggregated to one figure of merit before
the optimization is conducted, whereas the second application utilizes the proposed
multiobjective genetic algorithm. For each problem, a simulation model is established in
order to predict the properties of different design proposals. Therefore, the optimization
strategy has to be connected to the simulation environment.


The first application is the design of a landing gear system gathered from Paper [II].
Here a method is presented that structures the optimization problem with the help of the
so-called Design Structure Matrix (DSM). In addition, the relationship matrix from the
House of Quality is introduced in order to support the formulation of the overall objec-
tive function.


The second application constitutes two concepts of hydraulic actuation systems,
gathered from Paper [V] and [VI]. The different concepts are studied with the help of
Pareto optimization, and it will be shown how optimization could be utilized to facili-
tate concept selection. Real design problems usually show a mixture of determining
continuous parameters as well as selecting existing components from catalogs or data-
bases. Therefore, the multiobjective genetic algorithm has been extended to handle a
mixture of continuous variables as well as discrete catalog selections.


6.1 Landing gear system


The landing gear concept chosen for this study is shown in Figure 16. The landing gear
system consists of the actual landing gear, the hydraulic actuator that creates the retar-
dation movement and the hydraulic supply system. This study focuses on a concept with
a local hydraulic system that supports the landing gear system only. This is not common
in today’s aircraft. However, the trend in modern aircraft design is towards more de-
centralized hydraulic systems, with locally powered actuation systems situated directly
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at the various control surfaces, as discussed in Paper [III] and [IX]. The landing gear
system would therefore need its own hydraulic power supply.


In order to analyze the behavior of the landing gear system, a simulation model was
established. The most natural choice for the hydraulic part was to make the model in the
HOPSAN simulation package. For the mechanical structure on the other hand, there is a
choice of modeling it in HOPSAN or some other modeling environment. Since
HOPSAN’s standard library only contains some basic mechanical components, it would
require quite a modeling effort to model the mechanical structure. Therefore, the geo-
metric model of the landing gear was implemented in the simulation package Pro Me-
chanica Motion, which is a Multi-Body-Simulation (MBS) environment. This model
includes all mechanical parts and external forces such as landing gear drag.


The different simulation models and their interconnection are shown in Figure 16. A
more detailed picture is given in Figure 1 in Paper [II]. Figure 16 also shows how the
optimization strategy is connected to the simulation environment. The optimization
method, in this case the Complex method, generates a set of system parameters, which
are fed to the simulation model. The system is then evaluated and the resulting system
characteristics are sent to the optimization strategy, which calculates a new objective
function value. Then the procedure starts over again and the complex method generates
a new set of system parameters, resulting in a system with better characteristics.
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Figure 16. The coupling between HOPSAN, the landing gear subroutine and the optimi-
zation strategy.


6.1.1 Methods that support objective function formulation
This chapter deals with reformulating the design problem as an optimization problem
introducing support tools such as the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) and the relation-
ship matrix from the House of Quality method. These methods were applied in Paper
[II], [III], [VIII] and [IX] in order to support the formulation of the objective function.
Here the DSM is employed to choose relevant optimization parameters. Then, the rela-
tionship matrix supports the formulation of the objective function depending on the pa-
rameters chosen. Furthermore, the method is self-documenting.
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Design structure matrix


The design structure matrix was originally developed by Stewart [84], but has been
further developed by for instance Eppinger et al. [20]. Eppinger et al. extended the
original binary DSM with measures of the degree of dependency between different
tasks, and included the task duration to the matrix. Here however, the matrix is em-
ployed in its binary form.


The DSM is often used to visualize information requirements between various teams
involved in the development process. It can also be used to describe couplings between
different system parameters, and thereby support the selection of optimization parame-
ters.


The strength of the design structure matrix is that it visualizes the couplings between
different design parameters. The crosses in each row identify which parameters that
have to be determined before that particular parameter could be decided upon. The dots
in the matrix represent the decision on each particular parameter and are only included
in order to separate the upper and lower triangles of the matrix, see Figure 17.


A B C D E F G H I J K L M
A ● X Wheel diameter
B X ● Number of wheels


C X ● X Leg length


D X ● Leg diameter


E X X ● Supporting beam


F X X X X ● X X X X Length of lever


G X X X X X ● X X X Angle of lever


H X X X X X X ● X Piston Area


I X X X X ● Piston stroke
J X ● System pressure
K X X X ● Valve size
L X X ● X Pump size
M X X X X ● Accumulator size


Landing gear leg Movement control
Actuation Supply


Figure 17. Design structure matrix for the landing gear system.


In an ideal situation all the crosses would be situated underneath the diagonal, which
indicates that the system can be designed in a top-down fashion. This is often not the
case. On the contrary, engineering system design is often very iterative which results in
numerous crosses above the diagonal, see Figure 17.


An example from the DSM in Figure 17 is that the piston area (H) cannot be de-
signed without knowing the diameter (A) and the number (B) of the wheels, the length
(C) and diameter (D) of the leg, as well as the length (F) and the angel (G) of the lever.
On the other hand, the designer needs to know the piston area and the lever angle in
order to decide on the lever length. Thus, the parameters F, G and H are tightly coupled
with the parameters A, B, C, D as input parameters.
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As can be seen from Figure 17, the landing gear development process is block-
lower- triangular. The blocks indicate design tasks that are executed in sequence. The
marks above the diagonal in each block indicate feedback that leads to a strong coupling
between the parameters within that particular block. The two larger blocks are added in
order to visualize the major design activities. Three main activities can be derived from
the DSM, namely the landing gear leg design, the actuation design and the design of the
hydraulic supply system.


As can be seen from the DSM, the parameters for the system that creates the move-
ment are totally dependent on the landing gear parameters but not vice versa. This indi-
cates that these two design processes can be executed in sequence. Optimization of the
movement control parameters can therefore be conducted with constant values of the
landing gear leg parameters without running the risk of sub-optimization. This is no
limitation or simplification of the actual design problem since the design processes are
done purely sequentially.


Thus, the DSM supports choosing optimization parameters and thereby demarcates
the optimization problem. At first sight, one could think that every system parameter
should be included as optimization parameter in order to avoid sub-optimization. This is
not necessarily the case and the DSM could support the designer in selecting the appro-
priate optimization parameters, see also Pohl et al. [65].


Relationship matrix


The House of Quality method has proven to be a useful tool in providing means for the
translation of customer requirements into critical product control characteristics, as
stated by for instance Cohen [12], Hauser and Clausing [34] and Sullivan [85]. Here the
relationship matrix from the House of Quality method is employed in order relate sys-
tem requirements, or system characteristics, to system parameters. Figure 18 shows how
this can be done for the landing gear system.
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Figure 18. Relationship matrix for the landing gear system.


First the requirements or characteristics of the system are established and listed on
the vertical axis of the relationship matrix. The characteristics are then given a weight-
ing, indicating their relative importance. The higher the figure the more important the
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characteristic. The letter “D” indicates that this particular characteristic is a demand that
just has to be fulfilled. The demands are usually connected to a constraint in the objec-
tive function formulation.


Then the system parameters are listed on the horizontal axis. The relationship matrix
evolves in a team activity where engineers from different disciplines relate the system
parameters to the system characteristics. The strength of the relationship matrix lies in
the visualization of the relation between system characteristics and system parameters.
The figures in the matrix express how strong the relation between one particular system
characteristic and a system parameter is. A high figure indicates a strong relationship.
The boxes that lack a figure are as important as the other ones, since they indicate a
missing relationship. A further advantage of the relationship matrix lies in the fact that it
fosters team activities, which is crucial when weighting system characteristics against
each other and expressing the strength of the different relationships.


An example from Figure 18 shows that with the movement control parameters as op-
timization parameters, the retraction time, weight, cost and energy consumption are the
system characteristics that we can influence. Therefore, these characteristics should be
reflected in the objective function. For a more detailed discussion, see Paper [II].


6.1.2 Objective function formulation
The design problem can be described as a multi-variable constrained optimization
problem. The problem is to minimize the function


( )1 2, ,.. nF x x x


S∈x
(16)


The objective function has to reflect all relevant system characteristics found with the
help of the relationship matrix. Each system characteristic, fi, is expressed as a function
of the optimization parameters, i.e.


( )1 2, ,..i i nf f x x x= , (17)


either explicitly or implicitly through the simulation, see equation (1)-(3) in Paper
[II]. When the objective is to minimize the system characteristics f1, f2,..,fi, the objective
function F  can be represented as
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(18)


where f10,..,fi0 are the function values from an evaluation of one initial acceptable
system, i.e.


( )0 10 20 0, ,..i i nf f x x x= (19)
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where x10…,xn0 are the parameters of the initial solution. γ1,..,γi represent the relative
importance of the different objective functions and can be expressed as functions of the
weighting factors from the relationship matrix in Figure 18, one example is shown in
equation (20).


1
1


2
i


i


wγ +
= + (20)


The functions f10,..,fi0 normalize the different characteristics and reduce the problem
to finding one acceptable solution that the optimization strategy tries to improve. An-
other advantage with this formulation is that each characteristic could be expressed in
relative terms.


In order to handle design constraints a constraint polynomial is multiplied with the
original objective function. Thus the objectives and the constraints are separated in the
objective function, see equation (21).
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In equation (21), cj is a function that equals zero if the j:th constraint is not violated
and significantly greater than unity otherwise. The exponent αj indicates the strength of
the j:th constraint.


The landing gear system was optimized using this objective function formulation and
the result is shown in Figure 19, please not that the problem was reformulated from
min(F) to the equivalent max(-F). For a more thorough discussion of the optimization
result, see Paper [II].


This objective function formulation has successfully been employed in Paper [II] and
[VIII] in order to support the design of the landing gear system. In Paper [III], [IX] and
[XI] this formulation is employed in order to optimize two different concepts of electro-
hydrostatic actuation systems for aircraft applications. These systems constitute a good
example of multi-domain systems as they combine electrical, hydraulical and mechani-
cal sub systems. The different systems have been studied during authentic duty-cycles
and optimization has been introduced in order to form the basis for concept selection.
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Number of Simulations


Figure 19. The optimization result for the landing gear system. The graphs show the pro-
gression of the objective function as well as the performance of the optimized system.


6.2 Multiobjective optimization


The objects of study for this application are two different concepts of hydraulic actua-
tion systems. Both systems consist of a hydraulic cylinder that is connected to a mass of
1000 kilograms. The objective is to follow a pulse in the position command with a small
control error and simultaneously obtain low energy consumption. Naturally, these two
objectives are in conflict with each other. The problem is thus to minimize both the
control error and the energy consumption from a Pareto optimal perspective.


Two different ways of controlling the cylinder are studied. In the first more conven-
tional system, the cylinder is controlled by a directional valve, which is powered from a
constant pressure system. In the second concept, the cylinder is controlled by a servo
pump. Thus, the systems have different properties. The valve concept has all that is re-
quired for a low control error, as the valve has a very high bandwidth. On the other
hand, the valve system is associated with higher losses, as the valve constantly throttles
fluid to the tank. The different concepts have been modeled in the simulation package
HOPSAN [36]. The system models are depicted in Figure 20 and Figure 21 respec-
tively.
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Figure 20. The valve concept for hydraulic actuation.


The valve system consists of the mass and the hydraulic cylinder, the directional
valve and a p-controller to control the motion. The directional valve is powered by a
constant pressure pump and an accumulator, which keeps the system pressure at a con-
stant level. The optimization parameters are the sizes of the cylinder, valve and the
pump, the pressure level, the feedback gain. Furthermore, a leakage parameter is added
to both systems in order to guarantee sufficient damping. Thus, this problem consists of
six optimization parameters and two objectives.


 


Figure 21. The pump concept of hydraulic actuation.


The pump concept contains fewer components: the cylinder and the mass, the con-
troller and the pump. A second order low-pass filter is added in order to model the dy-
namics of the pump. The pump system consists of only four optimization parameters.
The performance of a relatively fast pump system is depicted in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. The pulse response for a relatively fast pump system, i.e. the control
error = 0.05sm.


6.2.1 Optimization results
Both systems where optimized in order to simultaneously minimize the control error f1


and the energy consumption f2. The optimization is conducted with the multiobjective
genetic algorithm with a population size of 30 individuals over 200 generations.


As a Pareto optimization searches for all non-dominated individuals, the final popu-
lation will contain individuals with a very high control error, as they have low energy
consumption. It is possible to obtain an energy consumption of close to zero, if the cyl-
inder does not move at all. However, these solutions are of no interest, as we want the
system to follow the pulse. Therefore, a goal level on the control error is introduced.
The optimization strategy is modified so that solutions below the goal level are always
preferred to solutions above it regardless of their energy consumption. In this manner,
the population is focused on the relevant part of the Pareto front.


The obtained Pareto optimal fronts for both systems are depicted in Figure 23. In or-
der to achieve fast systems, and thereby low control errors, large pumps and valves are
chosen by the optimization strategy. A large pump delivers more fluid, which enables
higher speed of the cylinder. However, bigger components consume more energy,
which explains the shape of the Pareto fronts.
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Figure 23. The Pareto optimal fronts for the servo valve and the servo pump concepts re-
spectively.


It is evident that the final design should preferably be on the overall Pareto front,
which elucidates when to change between concepts. The servo pump system consumes
less energy and is preferred if a control error larger than 0.05sm is acceptable. The servo
valve system is fast but consumes more energy. If a lower control error than 0.05sm is
desired, the final design should preferably be a servo valve system. In order to choose
the final design, the decision-maker has to select a concept and then study the trade-off
between the control error and the energy consumption and select a solution point on the
Pareto front.


This application shows how Pareto optimization can be employed to support concept
selection, by visualizing the pros and cons of each concept. However, optimization
could also support concept selection when the objectives are aggregated into one figure
of merit. Paper [IX] constitutes a good example of such an approach where two differ-
ent concepts of electro-hydrostatic actuation systems were optimized with the same ob-
jective function formulation.


6.2.2 Mixed variable design problems


Real design problems usually show a mixture of determining continuous parameters as
well as selecting existing components from catalogs or databases, see Senin et al. [74].
Therefore, the multiobjective genetic algorithm has been extended to handle a mixture
of continuous variables as well as discrete catalog selections. The extensions made to
the algorithm are presented in Paper [VI]. The objectof study for this example is the
valve actuation system depicted in Figure 20.


The objective is again to design a system with good controllability, but this time at
low cost. To achieve good controllability we can choose a fast servo valve, which is
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more expensive than a slower proportional valve. Therefor, there is a trade-off between
cost and controllability. The cost for a particular design is composed of the cost for the
individual components as well as the cost induced by the energy consumption.


When designing the system, cylinders and valves are selected from catalogs of ex-
isting components. Other parameters such as the control parameter, a leakage coeffi-
cient and the maximum flow of the supply system have to be determined as well. Thus
the problem is multiobjective with two objectives and five optimization variables of
which two are discrete catalog selections and three are continuous variables.


Component catalogs


For the catalog selections, catalogs of valves and cylinders have been included in the
simulation program. For the directional valve, the choice is between a slow but inexpen-
sive proportional valve or an expensive and fast servo valve. Valves from different sup-
pliers have been arranged in two ordered sub-catalogs as depicted in Figure 24. The
same structure applies to the cylinders as they are divided into sub-catalogs based on
their maximum pressure level. The pressure in the system has to be controlled so that
the maximum pressure for the cylinder is not exceeded. A low-pressure system is
cheaper but has inferior performance compared to a high-pressure system. Each catalog
element contains a complete description of that particular component, i.e. the parame-
ters that describe the dynamics of the component, which is needed by the simulation
model as well as information on cost and weight etc.


Servo valvesProportional valves


Directional valves


Figure 24. The catalog of directional valves is divided into proportional valves and servo
valves. Each sub-catalog is ordered based on the valve size. For each component, a set of
parameters describing the component is stored together with information on cost and
weight.


Optimization results


The system has been optimized using a population of 40 individuals and 400 genera-
tions. In order to limit the Pareto frontier a goal level on the control error was intro-
duced. The result could be divided into four distinct regions depending on valve type
and pressure level, see Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Optimization results. In (a) the initial and final population of the optimization
are shown. In (b) the simulated pulse response for a reasonably fast solution is depicted.
Figure (c) shows an enlargement of the Pareto front where different regions have been
identified based on valve and cylinder selections, as shown in (d).


As can be seen from Figure 25, there is a trade-off between system performance
(control error) and system cost. By accepting a higher cost, better performance could be
achieved. The cheapest designs consist of small proportional valves and low-pressure
cylinders. By choosing larger proportional valves and high-pressure cylinders, the per-
formance could be increased at the expense of higher cost. If a still better performance
is desired, a servo valve has to be chosen, which is more expensive but has better dy-
namics.


The continuous parameters, such as the control parameter, tend to smoothen out the
Pareto front. For a given valve and cylinder, different settings on the continuous pa-
rameters affect the pulse response. A faster response results in a lower control error, but
also a higher energy consumption and thereby higher cost. Therefore, there is a local
trade-off between cost and performance for each catalog selection.







 7
Robustness versus


optimality


IN REALITY, SYSTEM parameters will always include variation to some extent and
this fact is likely to influence the result. The system we are designing should have an
optimal performance and still be robust. These two aspects are often in conflict with
each other, and therefore we need to answer not only the question “What is best?”, but
also “What is sufficiently robust?”


The concept of robustness is rather intuitive and is here illustrated in Figure 26,
where the sensitivity to changes in a design parameter is shown for two hypothetical
designs. Design 1 shows a better optimal performance but is more sensitive to distur-
bances. In robust design, the designer tries to determine the design parameters in order
to obtain desirable values on the objectives, while at the same time minimize their vari-
ance. The most well known method that achieves this was presented by Taguchi [86].


Design 1


Design 2


Range of 
operation


Design 
variable


System
characteristic


Figure 26. Sensitivity to changes in a design variable for two hypothetical designs.
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In this chapter, three approaches to handle robustness in design optimization are pre-
sented. In the first approach, the anticipated variations of the design parameters are in-
troduced before each solution is evaluated. With this method, designs like Design 1 are
avoided. The second approach is a design by experience method, were the robustness is
analyzed around the achieved optimum. Here, the optimal design (Design 1) is first
identified. Then disturbances are introduced and the experimental designs guide the
search towards more robust designs (Design 2). The third approach involves a recursive
least square method that identifies the sensitivities, and thereby the robustness, as the
optimization evolves. Here both Designs 1 and 2 are identified and their sensitivities are
estimated by two response surfaces.


7.1 Disturbing the design variables


The first approach is well suited for optimization methods where a population is used
and where individual solutions have to repeatedly prove fit, such as in genetic algo-
rithms. We then assume that we know what parameters are subjected to disturbances
and how big these disturbances are. The optimization process gives normative values
for each design parameter, but before each solution is evaluated, the disturbances are
added to the design parameters. Thus, the anticipated variations are considered during
the optimization process. As the optimization progresses, one lucky shot at the narrow
optima is not enough to guarantee survival. Only solutions that repeatedly show good
performance under the influence of disturbances will survive. Therefore, solutions on
narrow optima or close to sharp edges will not survive. This method has been applied to
a single objective problem as presented by Tsutsui and Ghosh in [91]. In order to clarify
this approach, an example will follow.


Consider the multiobjective problem of equations (15)-(16), with the g-function de-
picted in Figure 14. Now assume that the parameter x2 is subjected to noise of the form


2 2 0.02x x′ = ± . This could correspond to the tolerance of a manufacturing process,


where the disturbance could have any distribution. The disturbance is added to x2 before
each solution is evaluated. Solutions at the global narrow peek, 2 0.2x = , will have a


small disturbance before the objective function is calculated. Therefore, solutions that
should have been on the narrow peek will fall off due to the disturbance. This optimiza-
tion problem has been solved 100 times with the MOSGA, and every time the popula-
tion converged to the local more robust optimum.


Another advantage of the method of adding noise to the design variables is to avoid
sharp edges. Consider the multiobjective problem again, but now with a g-function ac-
cording to Figure 27(a). At the sharp edge, solutions are very sensitive to disturbances.
Therefore, solutions a bit to the right of the optimum are more robust and have almost
the same function value. This problem is solved with the same disturbance on x2. In
Figure 27(b) it can be seen how the population avoids the sharp edge and converges to a
more robust region.
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(a) (b)


Figure 27. (a) shows a g-function with a sharp edge. In (b) the optimization result is
shown when a disturbance is added to x2. The population avoids the sharp edge and con-
verges to a more robust area.


A disadvantage of using the method of adding noise to the design variables is that
each time an objective function value is needed it has to be recalculated, as it is prob-
abilistic and not deterministic. Depending on the method used, this might be more or
less computationally expensive. In the multiobjective genetic algorithm presented in this
thesis, many function calls are needed. Naturally, the new child has to be evaluated, but
then it is compared to the others in the population, and thus they have to be re-evaluated
as well. In an ordinary genetic algorithm, the objective function values are only used
once when the child is initiated. Therefore, this method might be more suited together
with other genetic algorithms such as MOGA [24] or SPEA [99]. However, the per-
formance of these methods goes down when the ranking is no longer deterministic. Re-
cent work by Huges [39] and Teich [89] present methods for dealing with Pareto opti-
mization under uncertainty for MOGA and SPEA respectively.


7.2 The design by experiments approach


Among system parameters, it is possible to distinguish between controllable and non-
controllable factors. The controllable factors can be given a value around which varia-
tion may occur, i.e. these are the typical design parameters such as the size of a hydrau-
lic pump. On the other hand, the non-controllable factors and their variation cannot be
directly affected, such as changes in the environment variables or increased leakage in
the pump. These factors are also known as disturbing factors.


In the proposed method, optimization and simulation are combined with design of
experiments, as indicated in Figure 28. The method originates from Nilsson et al. [60].
The foundations for design of experiments can be found in for instance Box et al. [7]
and Phadke [64].
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The basic idea is to evaluate the behavior of the response variable around the opti-
mum with a polynomial including controllable and non-controllable factors. The re-
sponse variable could be any system characteristic of interest, such as the objective
function. The coefficients of the polynomial are estimated using regression analysis
with the method of least squares. By examining the coefficient values, the influence of
the controlling and the disturbing factors could be estimated.


Step 2
Simulation


Step 2, Result


fm, objective function mean


fσ, objective function variation


R, other response variables


Step 1
Optimization


Step 1, Result


f,  objective function value


R, other response variables


x1, x2… optimization parameters


C2 C1 x1, x2…


Non-controllable factors


N1 N2
1 - -


- +2


++4


-3 +


N3 N4
- -
- -


--
--


5 • • • • 


Controllable factors


C1 C2
1 - -


- +2


++4


-3 +


005


Figure 28. Calculation procedure to evaluate system robustness, considering the effect of
non-controllable factors.


Before applying the procedure in Figure 28 the system is optimized without consid-
ering any variations. Then an orthogonal array is used in step 1 in order to vary the con-
trollable factors around the values achieved for the optimal solution. For each set of
parameters of the orthogonal array, optimization of the remaining system parameters is
performed. This first calculation step gives a measure of how narrow the optimum is
considering changes in the controllable factors. By studying the coefficients of the re-
sulting polynomial, it could be seen which are the main contributing factors to the value
of the response variable. However, no effect of the disturbing factors is considered.


The outcome of the optimization in Step 1 acts as an input to the simulations in Step
2. In Step 2 an orthogonal array of the non-controllable factors is evaluated for each
optimized system solution, i.e. for each row in the first orthogonal array. The levels for
the non-controllable factors can be determined as plus/minus the standard deviation,
corresponding to an assumed real-life distribution around a mean value. The outcome of
Step 2 is the mean and the standard deviation of the response variable considering the
effects of the disturbing factors. It could then be seen which disturbing factors have the
greatest influence on the response variable. By comparing the mean and the standard
deviation for the different designs from Step 1, greater insight into the properties of the
system could be gained. Some of the settings of the controllable factors may result in
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designs with poorer value for the response variable but with a smaller variation. Thus,
system performance could be traded for robustness.


Another approach to analyze the result is to cross the two arrays, thus giving one
large experimental design. By crossing the arrays, interaction effects between the con-
trollable and the non-controllable factors could be found. A result from this analysis is
how the controllable factors should be chosen in order to minimize the influence of the
non-controllable factors. Thus, by assigning appropriate values to the controllable fac-
tors, the system robustness is increased.


The design of experiments approach is discussed further in Paper [III] where it was
applied to the design of two different electro-hydrostatic actuation systems. From this
study, it could be seen how a larger cylinder area could reduce the influence of the dis-
turbing factors. It was also stated that the load sequence and the pump leakage were the
disturbing factors that had the greatest influence on both the value and the deviation of
the objective function. Analyses of different electro-hydrostatic actuation systems were
also performed in Paper [IX], where optimization is introduced in order to support con-
cept selection, and in Paper [XI], where the thermodynamic properties of the two con-
cepts have been studied.


7.3 Metamodel representations


In the third approach, metamodels are introduced in order to assess the properties of the
optimal designs. The metamodel is typically a second order polynomial describing a
system characteristic, such as the objective functions, in terms of the design parameters,
see equation (22). In order to keep the number of parameters in the model low; the
cross-product terms are omitted. Although this is a simplification, the robustness could
still be assessed. If the cross-product terms were not omitted, the required number of
calculations for the estimation would be larger than the number of calculations needed
for the actual optimization.


2 2
0 1 1 2 1 3 2 4 2 ....y x x x xθ θ θ θ θ= + + + + + (22)


In order to estimate the parameters, iθ , a Recursive Least Square (RLS) scheme is


employed, see for example Ljung [51]. As the GA evolves a population of individuals,
there is a large number of evaluations that could be utilized to estimate the model pa-
rameters. The RLS method continuously estimates the parameters of the metamodel and
is ready to present the estimate when the optimization has converged. The RLS method
could be described as:


( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ    1               1Tt t L t y t t tθ θ ϕ θ = − + − − 


new 
estimate


old 
estimate


correcting
vector


new 
y-value


Estimated y 


using old  ̂θ
= + −


(23)
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where ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1
1 1TP t P t L t t P t


t
ϕ


λ
 = − − −  (25)


λ  is the forgetting factor and 
2 2


1 1 2 2
1 ....T x x x xϕ =     is the data vector.


To use the recursive algorithm, initial values for the start-up are required. Here we use


( )ˆ 0 0θ =  and ( )0  P α= Ι , where α  is a large number. If the design parameters are of


different magnitude, the value of α  has to be scaled, so that P(0)=diag(α1, …, α2n+1)
The MOSGA was modified to incorporate the RLS estimation. For each individual,


the current estimate, ( )ˆ tθ , and the covariance matrix ( )P t  are stored. The RLS esti-


mation is then added to Step 5 of the algorithm, so that the child is used to update the
estimate of the most similar individual. If the child is better then the old individual, the


child replaces it. ( )ˆ tθ  and ( )P t  are then transferred to the child.


In Paper [VII], this method is applied to a mathematical test problem similar to the
problem defined by equations (13) - (15). However, the original g-function has been
modified so that the global spike is not as narrow. The metamodels have been applied to
estimate a polynomial for the g-function at the identified Pareto optimal points, see
Figure 29. In Paper [VII], metamodels for the objectives f1, and f2 are estimated as well.


Figure 29. The modified multimodal g-function (solid line) and the model estimation at
the global and local optima (dashed lines).
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The metamodel could be seen as a response surface, which visualizes the shape of the
Pareto optimal front. By studying the coefficients of the metamodel, the robustness of
different optima could be estimated. This approach constitutes a good example of how
information could be extracted from the evolving population of the genetic algorithm.
This information would otherwise have been neglected. The method is computationally
inexpensive, as no extra function evaluations are needed. A similar approach for the
single objective problem has been presented by Krus [47].


7.4 Summary


It is obvious that we want the system we are designing to have the best possible per-
formance. However, we want the system to be robust as well. In this chapter, three dif-
ferent approaches to handle robustness in design optimization were presented. The dif-
ferent approaches have different properties and are therefore suited for different kinds of
applications. The first approach is best suited for genetic algorithm optimization,
whereas the second method, and to some extent the third, works with other optimization
techniques as well.


The first method is easy to implement and performs well if the disturbances of the
design parameters are known. The result of the optimization would be insensitive to
known variation in the design variables. However, no information about the shape of
optimum is given.


The second approach presents an estimate of the shape of the optimum, both due to
changes in the optimization parameters as well as due to disturbing factors. Thereby the
system could be designed so that it is less sensitive to disturbances. A disadvantage of
this method is that it requires a set of extra calculations to be performed after the actual
optimization. This method could however be applied to any optimization technique.


The metamodel method is slightly more complex to implement, as the RLS method
has to be included in the optimization strategy. However, when this is done, useful in-
formation could be extracted from the evolving population. The method only involves a
minor amount of extra calculations, and no extra function evaluations. A disadvantage
of this method is that it only considers the optimization parameters and no other dis-
turbing factors. The advantage of this method is that it can be used to estimate the prop-
erties of different characteristics of the system and not just the objective function. The
resulting response surface can be employed to support decision-making in multiobjec-
tive optimization, so that the final solution should be not only Pareto optimal but also
robust.











 8
Discussion and


conclusions


WITHIN THIS THESIS, methods have been presented that support the employment
of simulation and optimization techniques in engineering design. Applications were
mainly gathered from the field of fluid power system design. Studied systems include a
landing gear system for a civil aircraft, electro-hydrostatic actuation systems for aircraft
applications as well as hydraulic actuation systems. The focus has been twofold. The
first issue was to employ simulation in order to enhance our understanding of the design
process, and the second to develop optimization techniques that support the design of
complex systems based on simulations.


In the first issue, the main goal is to ensure an efficient design process. However, in
order to achieve that a thorough understanding of the process is needed. Here a design
process modeling approach is presented where simulation is employed in order to pre-
dict the performance of the design process in terms of lead-time and process cost. By
studying the outcome of such simulations, increased insight into the properties of the
design process could be gained. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis could be performed
in order to identify the tasks which have the largest impact on the performance of the
process. Thus, the outcome from such models could be used to estimate the risk of the
project. Furthermore, by modeling different competing design processes they can be
compared and evaluated based on process lead-time and cost. The design process mod-
eling method presented in this thesis is described in detail in Paper [I].


The second issue, which is the major part of the thesis, has been to facilitate the em-
ployment of optimization techniques to engineering design problems. The focus was on
the design of complex systems where a set of simulation tools is employed in order to
predict the properties of the system. Optimization is then conducted based on the out-
come of these simulations. This particular environment puts specific demands on the
optimization algorithms that are going to be applied.


In this thesis, it has been concluded that non-gradient optimization methods are best
suited for these types of applications, as they do not need derivatives of the objective
functions. Furthermore, they are more robust in finding the global optimum, and they
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can be applied to a wide range of problems without alterations to the algorithm. Another
advantage is that they can handle a mix of continuous and discrete parameters in a
straightforward manner. This is important, as engineering design typically constitutes a
mix of determining continuous parameters as well as selecting individual components
from catalogs or databases. Therefore, by choosing a non-gradient optimization method,
a wide range of problems might be solved, without having to tailor the method to the
problem. The disadvantage of using non-gradient methods is however that they are
computationally expensive, as they require many function evaluations. Here however
the advantages are considered to outweigh the disadvantages.


The optimization methods applied within this thesis are the Complex method and ge-
netic algorithms. Both methods are characterized by a population that evolves as the
optimization progresses. When the design problem is reformulated as an optimization
problem, it is moved from assigning values on individual design parameters to formu-
lating the objectives, i.e. towards selecting evolutionary pressure.


Design problems are often characterized by the presence of several conflicting ob-
jectives. When optimization is employed in order to support engineering design, these
objectives are usually aggregated to one overall objective function. The outcome of the
optimization is then strongly dependent on how the objectives are aggregated. Within
this thesis, different ways of aggregating the objectives are discussed. Furthermore, a
method is presented that uses the Design Structure Matrix and the relationship matrix
from the House of Quality method. The method formalizes the formulation of the ob-
jective function, it is self-documenting and it guarantees traceability. The proposed
method was applied to support the design of a landing gear system, which combines a
mechanical structure with a hydraulic actuation system. The landing gear system was
successfully optimized with the help of the Complex method.


Another way to handle the multiple objectives of a design problem is to introduce the
concept of Pareto optimality. The search is then not for one optimal solution but for a
set of solutions that are optimal in a broader sense, i.e. they are Pareto optimal. An ad-
vantage of conducting Pareto optimization is that the arbitrariness of the decision-maker
is left out of the optimization. The search is for the Pareto set, which includes all ra-
tional choices, among which the decision-maker has to select the final solution by trad-
ing the objectives against each other. In the two-objective case, the Pareto front is a
curve that clearly visualizes the trade off between the competing objectives. As the di-
mension of the problem increases, this visualization becomes harder as the Pareto front
now is a surface. This demonstrates one weakness of Pareto optimization, namely how
to visualize the trade-off as the dimension of the problem increases.


One way of addressing this problem is to aggregate some objectives, e.g. cost and
energy consumption could be aggregated to one overall cost objective. Another possi-
bility is to filter and cluster the solutions so that the set of Pareto optimal solutions is
reduced to a set of clusters, see Morse [57] and Rosenmann and Gero [71]. Each cluster
consists of solutions with similar properties, and therefore the decision-maker only has
to investigate one solution per cluster. Once the most interesting cluster has been identi-
fied, this is where to focus further analysis. Ways to visualize the trade-off between
more than to objectives have been presented by several authors see for example Tappeta
et al. [88] and Ball et al. [2]. Figure 30 shows an example with four objectives and five
distinct regions on the Pareto front.
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Figure 30. A sample problem with four different objectives visualized for five distinct re-
gions on the Pareto front.


Another possibility is to visualize the different Pareto optimal regions within the
framework of the House of Quality method, see Figure 31. Usually the right side of the
House of Quality is used for customer evaluation of competitive products, see Hauser
and Clausing [34] and Sullivan [85]. Here however it is used to visualize how the dif-
ferent Pareto optimal solutions perform on the systems characteristics, i.e. the objec-
tives. By comparing the ‘Pareto traces’ with the relative importance of the system char-
acteristics it could be determined which solution is the most suitable.
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Figure 31. The same sample problem here visualized with the help of the House of Quality.


Within the thesis different methods to identify Pareto optimal solutions are discussed.
It is concluded that the most appealing methods are within the group of multiobjective
genetic algorithms. These methods are well suited for application in engineering design,
and they are capable of identifying the Pareto front in one single optimization run.


Within the thesis, a new multiobjective genetic algorithm is proposed. The method
was tested on a set of benchmark problems gathered from the literature, and it has
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proven to perform well. It has also been applied to the design of a hydraulic actuation
system. Here two different concepts were studied and it was shown how studying the
resulting Pareto fronts for the competing concepts constitute a valuable support for con-
cept selection. Furthermore, the method was extended to handle problems with a mix of
continuous and discrete parameters. The enhanced algorithm was tested on the design of
the same actuation system, this time with catalogs of directional valves and hydraulic
cylinders. The catalogs were established by collecting data from suppliers of fluid
power components. The optimization resulted in a discrete Pareto front that visualizes
the trade-off between the performance and the cost of the system.


An important issue in engineering design is to ensure the function of the system for a
wide range of operational conditions. The system should preferably perform well even
if there are variations in the system parameters, e.g. due to imperfections in the manu-
facturing process, as well as under the influence of disturbances, e.g. changing envi-
ronmental conditions. Thus, the system should have good (optimal) performance and
simultaneously be robust. Within this thesis, three methods were presented that address
the issue of robustness versus optimality. In the first method, variation in system pa-
rameters is considered during the optimization process. Thereby the optimization avoids
narrow optima where variations have great influence on the performance. This method
has proven to perform well together with genetic algorithms. However, it does not pro-
vide any information on the shape of the objective function and it does not consider the
effect of disturbing factors. It also remains to be tested on a real design problem.


The second approach combines design of experiments with simulation and optimiza-
tion. In this method, post-optimal analysis is performed with the help of designed ex-
periments and statistical methods. Based on the analysis it could be seen which dis-
turbing factors have the greatest influence on the design, and how the design variables
could be selected in order to minimize the influence of the disturbing factors.


In the third approach the use of metamodels is introduced in order to develop a re-
sponse surface that visualizes the shape of the Pareto front. As the population of the
multiobjective genetic algorithm evolves, there are a large number of solutions that
could be used to estimate the shape of the Pareto front. Here the recursive least square
method is applied to estimate the coefficients of the metamodel. By studying these coef-
ficients it could be seen which parameters have the greatest influence on the objective
functions on different regions on the Pareto front. This can be a useful support in se-
lecting the final design. For once, the most robust solutions could be identified, together
with the parameters that contribute the most to the design. At one part of the Pareto
front, one component may be critical, but at other parts, another component might have
the greatest influence, and our effort should thus be focused accordingly. This method
was successfully applied to a mathematical test problem. As the metamodel is only a
function of the optimization parameters, the influences of other disturbing factors are
not taken into account.


To conclude, the thesis presents methods that address many of the important aspects
of design optimization. Furthermore, they are presented together in a framework, which
elucidates how simulation and optimization techniques could be introduced in the de-
sign process in a rewarding manner. Thus, the thesis constitutes a step towards an over-
all framework for employing optimization in engineering design.
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Outlook


A NATURAL AREA for future work is to estimate what impact the presented opti-
mization techniques could have on an actual development process by employing the
presented design process modeling technique. This could help to obtain a measure of the
value provided by simulation and optimization techniques in engineering design.


Another interesting area is to develop an integrated design environment where sys-
tems could be optimized and their robustness evaluated in an easy manner. Within this
framework, the simulation model and the formulation of the optimization problem
would evolve simultaneously as one unit. As the simulation model evolves, the optimi-
zation parameters are determined, their anticipated variation is estimated and the dis-
turbing factors identified. Furthermore, the formulation of the optimization problem
would be an integral part of the simulation model.


Within this framework, there is a need to develop techniques that visualize the ro-
bustness of design proposals, and the influence of different design parameters and dis-
turbing factors on the objectives. There is also a need to incorporate methods that sup-
port multiobjective optimization of large problems and problems with many objectives.
This would include techniques to visualize the trade-off between more than two objec-
tives, and methods to filter and cluster Pareto optimal solutions. A natural desire is then
to study authentic problems gathered from the industry, which would include both more
design parameters as well as more objectives than otherwise studied within this thesis.


A natural extension for design problems with discrete choices is a tighter connection
to database technology. Here component catalogs were created in the simulation pro-
gram, where the elements of the catalogs contain the parameters needed by the simula-
tion program. These catalogs could be interchanged for databases, where each elements
of the database could be extended to contain the entire simulation model for a particular
component. These models could either be made by the designer, or be provided by the
supplier in such a form that proprietary information is not jeopardized. In this way, the
supplier does not only supply a component but also the simulation model describing the
component. Thus, the knowledge of the supplier is incorporated in the development
process.
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Within this thesis a method was presented in which the relationship matrix from the
House of Quality method is used to determine which characteristics should be incorpo-
rated in the objective function formulation. The figures in the matrix are determined in a
team activity where engineers consider what impact different design parameters may
have on different system characteristics. However, the presented metamodel technique
identifies a mathematical relation between system parameters and system characteris-
tics. Hence, the initial figure in the matrix could be compared to the once calculated
during the optimization. Thus, the relationship matrix could also be employed in order
to visualize the computed relation between system parameters and system characteris-
tics.
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Review of papers


Paper I


A DESIGN PROCESS MODELING APPROACH INCORPORATING NONLINEAR


ELEMENTS


The subject of the first paper is to analyze the performance of a design process with the
help of simulation based on design process models. A method is presented where the
design process is decomposed to a set of interconnected design activities with design
information flowing between them. Among the design activities, design tasks and de-
sign reviews could be distinguished. Design work is performed within design tasks,
which are characterized by completion time and cost. Design reviews control the infor-
mation flow of the process, and they are characterized by the probability to proceed
forward to the next design task. The task characteristics can change with the advance of
the design process, so that the second time a task is performed it is completed faster.


The model provides information on the expected value and the probability distribu-
tion of process lead-time and costs. Furthermore, by conducting sensitivity analysis, the
design tasks with the greatest impact on the overall performance of the process could be
identified. Summing up, design process modeling provides greater insight to the prop-
erties of the design process.


Paper II


DESIGN OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR OPTIMIZATION OF MULTIDOMAIN


SYSTEMS


The second paper addresses a multiobjective optimization problem where the different
objectives are aggregated to one overall objective function. The paper presents a method
to support objective function formulation through the incorporation of tools such as the
Design Structure Matrix (DSM) and the House of Quality method. The DSM structures
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the design problem and supports the choosing optimization parameters. After that, the
relationship matrix from the House of Quality method is employed in order to relate
system parameters to system characteristics, thus supporting the formulation of the ob-
jective function. The method presented is applied to a landing gear system, where
simulation and optimization are employed in order to design an actuation system, which
retracts a given landing gear. The hydraulic actuation system is modeled in the
HOPSAN simulation package, whereas the mechanical structure is modeled in Pro-Me-
chanica Motion.


Paper III


METHOD FOR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS DESIGN - A STUDY OF EHA
SYSTEMS


The third paper presents a method for robust design, which combines design by experi-
ments with simulation based optimization. By employing two orthogonal arrays, varia-
tions in both controllable and disturbing factors are considered. The aim was to find
system solutions, which have a good performance (close to the optimum) but are insen-
sitive to disturbances.


Within the paper, two concepts of electro-hydrostatic actuation systems for aircraft
applications were studied with the optimization strategy outlined in Paper [II]. By ap-
plying the method, it is shown that system performance can be traded for increased
system robustness. The method also gives valuable insights into which disturbing fac-
tors have the greatest influence on the system performance. It also suggests how the
controllable factors should be tuned in order to minimize the impact of the disturbing
factors.


Paper IV


PARETO OPTIMIZATION USING THE STRUGGLE GENETIC CROWDING


ALGORITHM


The fourth paper presents a new multiobjective genetic algorithm based on the struggle
crowding algorithm and Pareto based ranking. The method is tested on a set of bench-
mark problems gathered from the literature and it has proven to perform well. The prop-
erties of the method are analyzed and enhancements are proposed.


The method is capable of identifying multiple Pareto fronts in multi modal search
spaces, something that no other methods are capable of. For an engineering problem, the
knowledge of the existence of global as well as local Pareto optimal fronts is very valu-
able. An another advantage of the method is that it requires a minimum of parameters to
be set for each problem, which makes it robust and easy to use.
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Paper V


MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF HYDRAULIC ACTUATION SYSTEMS


In the fifth paper the multiobjective genetic algorithm presented in Paper [IV] is applied
to the design of a hydraulic actuation system. Two different concepts of hydraulic ac-
tuation systems are studied with the help of simulation models. Therefore, the optimi-
zation strategy is coupled to the simulation program. The outcome of the optimization is
a Pareto front elucidating the trade-off between system performance and energy con-
sumption. There is a trade-off between performance and energy consumption because a
system with good performance consumes more energy. By comparing the resulting Pa-
reto fronts for the two concepts, optimization is introduced to support concept selection.
Thereby, it becomes evident under which preferences one concept is to be preferred to
another.


Paper VI


MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF MIXED VARIABLE DESIGN PROBLEMS


In the sixth paper, the multiobjective genetic algorithm is extended to handle a mixture
of discrete and continuous parameters. Real-world engineering design problems usually
consist of a mixture of determining continuous parameters as well as selecting individ-
ual components from catalogs or databases. The extended method was again applied to
the design of a hydraulic actuation system, with the intention of simultaneously mini-
mizing the control error and the cost. For this application, catalogs of valves and cylin-
ders were created by collecting data from suppliers of hydraulic components. The sys-
tem was optimized resulting in a discrete Pareto front elucidating the trade-off between
performance and cost.


Paper VII


METAMODEL REPRESENTATIONS FOR ROBUSTNESS ASSESSMENT IN


MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION


In the last paper, a method to assess the properties of Pareto optimal solutions is pre-
sented. The method utilizes information from the evolving population of the genetic
algorithm by means of a recursive least square method. Thereby metamodels are created
that represent a response surface of the Pareto front. By studying the coefficients of
these metamodels, the robustness of individual solutions could be assessed. It could also
be seen which parameters contributed the most to the system performance at different
locations of the Pareto front. Thus, metamodels constitute an extra support in choosing
the final design. One part of selecting the final design is to trade the objectives against
each other by analyzing the Pareto front. The second part is to assure a robust design,
which is facilitated by the metamodels. Thus, metamodels support the employment of
multiobjective optimization in engineering design.
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Abstract


This paper extends the literature of engineering design process modeling. We focus on
the modeling of design iterations using a task-based description of a development proj-
ect. We present a method to compute process performance and to relate this outcome to
critical activities within the process.


Design tasks are modeled as discrete-event activities with design information flowing
between them. With every design task, we associate process characteristics such as the
completion time and cost per time unit for the task. These characteristics can change
with the advance of the design process. The method is especially suited for comparison
of different design processes on the basis of overall process costs and lead time.


In order to illustrate the method a simple design process was modeled as an example.
Based on this model, the process lead-time distribution and the process costs were
simulated.
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1 Introduction


The costs of a product development project are roughly proportional to the number of
people involved and the duration of the project [10]. For today’s manufacturing firms a
well managed product development process is therefore an important factor to stay
competitive. Process modeling can be one course of action to discover key activities that
influence process lead time and process costs.


In order to be able to compare different design processes, it is important to estimate
their expected lead times. It is also helpful to understand why the lead-time varies. Sen-
sitivity studies can be a complement to design process modeling in order to gain further
insight into the iteration process. Key activities which strongly influence lead time and
process costs can be identified through sensitivity analysis.


When engineering costs are also incorporated in the model, the costs of the develop-
ment process can be calculated. This makes the method well suited for comparison of
different processes. The fastest process is not necessarily the cheapest one. For example,
a process that involves several parallel activities may be more expensive than one where
the work is done sequentially.


2 Design Process Modeling


Iteration is fundamental to the design process, as is stated by several authors [5] - [9].
An increased understanding of design iteration will enlarge our understanding of the
design process. Iterations result from a coupled design task structure, one in which the
(coupled) tasks require information from each other [5].


Generally there are two different ways to execute coupled design tasks: sequential it-
eration or parallel iteration. Prior models, Eppinger et al. [6], and Smith and Eppinger
[8], describe methods to depict sequential iterations where coupled tasks are performed
in sequence and rework is considered by a probabilistic chance of feedback to earlier
tasks. Both the task time and the rework probability are constant with time. A parallel
iteration model is presented by Smith and Eppinger in [7], where the iterations are car-
ried out in parallel and the amount of rework decreases in a linear manner. Adler et al.
[1], model a scenario with concurrent projects and resource constraints. Engineering
resources are modeled as workstations and projects as jobs. A job in their model is ei-
ther receiving service from a workstation or queuing. Iterations in their modeling ap-
proach are purely sequential with fixed characteristics.


Related work has also been done by Austin et al. [2], where the construction design
process is modeled as a discrete event system. Bell et al. [3] modeled a product devel-
opment process using the dynamic systems metaphor. The design process is modeled as
purely sequential or parallel. They focus on computational design, considering process
lead time, costs, and design quality expressed in terms of objective functions. In paral-
lel-task scenarios, iteration is required to resolve conflicting goals. Christian and Seer-
ing [4], model design process dynamics based on a detailed representation of activities
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taking place among several designers in a team. This approach allows both sequential
and parallel iterations as well as overlapping.


The approach presented in this paper follows most closely from Eppinger et al. [6].
We combine both sequential and parallel execution of design tasks in a more general
process model. This is possible due to the way that process lead times are computed.
Some non-linear properties can be modeled, i.e. the task time and the probability of re-
work can vary with the number of iterations completed. The introduction of a cost factor
adds another novel dimension to the process model.


3 Modeling approach


Design process modeling, as implemented here, is based on the observation that a de-
sign process is comprised of a number of smaller design activities. The process can be
modeled by tracking design information that is exchanged between different design
tasks. Work is executed as information flows to the design tasks. In such models, both
parallel and sequential flows can often be observed.


3.1 Model elements


The model elements include two types: design tasks and design reviews. We connect
these by the design information/work flows.


Design Tasks- With every design task, we associate characteristics of execution time
and task cost per time unit, as described in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Characteristics of the model element design task.


To create a flexible and accurate model, we allow the task characteristics to vary with
the number of iterations done. Consider for example a design process with a large
amount of CAD modeling. In the first design iteration, the CAD models have to be cre-
ated, but in the second iteration they need only to be modified, which is less time inten-
sive. This would correspond to a step reduction in task time as shown in Figure 1. A
task in which the execution time decreases with every design iteration can be modeled
as a “learning-by-doing” task with an associated learning curve function.


Since the analysis method is based on a non-linear approach, even an arbitrary func-
tional or random relationship between an individual task duration and the number of
design iterations is conceivable. However, the simplest case is also possible— a con-
stant task time.


Design Reviews- The design review model element (shown in Figure 2) depicts the
probability of proceeding forward to the next design task, otherwise the process flows
back to an earlier task. The design review is evaluated with the help of a random func-
tion. The characteristics of the design review can also be a function of the number of
iterations. Again, the relationship between number of iterations and design review prob-
ability can be a step in probability, a “learning-by-doing” function, or simply constant.
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 Constant probability


 Step in probability


 Learning by doing


 Any desired function?or


Design ReviewModel Element:


characteristic:


variation of probability with
 number of iterations


•Probability:


probability of
proceeding forward


0,7


Figure 2. Characteristics of the model element design review.


3.2 Computation of lead time and process costs


The nonlinear, probabilistic design process model is analyzed using one of two numeri-
cal methods: modified Monte-Carlo simulation or depth-first search, depending upon
the functional form of the model elements.


In the modified Monte-Carlo method, the input signal to the first model element is an
impulse. As the impulse passes through the model network, the appropriate task execu-
tion times and costs are accumulated. Each time the impulse passes a design review, a
probabilistic choice is made to determine the direction to proceed. The likelihood of the
path is calculated by multiplying the probabilities at each design review passed by the
impulse. When the final task is reached, the path is stored together with its lead-time,
cost, and probability, unless this specific path has already been found earlier. By calcu-
lating the exact probability of each path found, we do not rely on a large number of
simulation runs to determine the likelihood of the paths found. Different paths through
the process model can result in different probabilities with the same lead-time. In this
case, the path probabilities are added up to one single probability for that specific lead-
time. The probabilities of all paths found are then summed up to an accumulated prob-
ability which is used as a measure to stop simulation when close to 100% is reached
(say 99%). Since the number of paths is infinite, it is impossible to find them all. The
paths that have not been found have a very low probability of occurring.


In order to speed up the simulation, one could introduce an additional probability in
the design review elements. This can be used to steer the impulse propagating through
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the model in a more efficient manner. This figure can be changed as a function of the
accumulated probability, so that with increasing probability the impulse discovers the
less likely paths. However, for the calculation of process probability the original
(model) probability value is used. After a few simulations, the most common paths are
found. With this method, the likelihood of finding the paths with low probabilities is
increasing with the number of simulations done and the time to reach a certain accuracy
decreases significantly.


In the depth-first search method, the network is fully explored by enumerating (al-
most) all possible paths. The analysis begins by tracing the impulse through the process,
accumulating time, cost, and probability, until a design review is reached. One path is
chosen at this point, but the alternate path is noted (on a stack) for future exploration. A
path is followed until either the final task is reached or a very low probability is reached
(say 0.1%). All paths of interest are thus identified in a rather efficient manner. Note
that this depth-first method is only appropriate where the design task execution times
and design review probabilities are explicit functions of the state (number of iterations
and/or accumulated duration), not random functions.


The outcome of these analyses is the list of all paths found, their lead times, costs and
probabilities. From these data, the expected lead-time and costs can be computed. Not
all possible paths in the model can be found, therefore the expected lead time can only
be calculated approximately. The paths that not have been found are likely to have low
probability values and long lead times, which leads to a slight underestimation of the
expected lead-time.


The complete lead-time distribution can also be plotted, as shown in figure 4 for the
example in the next section. It also shows how the lead-time varies. If the accumulated
probability is plotted on the same graph, as shown in figure 4, one can say what the
likelihood is that the design process will be finished within a certain time. Combining
this with the expected cost of each lead-time, as shown in figure 4, one can understand
the expected cost of the development process. The results shown are computed with the
help of the modified Monte-Carlo method.


The model analysis handles design tasks executed in parallel. The beginning of a
parallel activity flow is called a fork and the finish is a joint. These paths are depicted as
arrows in the information flow model diagram. When the impulse passes a fork it splits
up into as many impulses as there are arrows. The impulses propagate through the
model until a joint is reached. At the joint, the incoming impulses of each parallel path
are delayed until all impulses have arrived, and one is passed through. After the joint,
only one impulse is used for evaluation.


3.3 Sensitivity analysis


A sensitivity analysis of the design process provides insight as to how each task and
design review influences overall lead time and cost, allowing us to focus improvement
efforts accordingly. The expected value and distribution of lead-time and cost are de-
pendent on the task characteristics and the probabilities in the design reviews. The sen-
sitivity of the expected value of the lead time or cost can be calculated as the relative
change in expected value due to a small change in a parameter, e.g. a task characteristic
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or a design review probability. If for instance L represents the lead-time and k a pa-
rameter of interest, the sensitivity of L to changes in k is given by:


[ ] [ ]
S


E L E L


k kk
L =


∆
∆


, according to Eppinger et al (1997)


3.4 Test case


Here an industrial development process is taken as a test case to illustrate the modeling
approach and the analysis methods. The input data to this basic model are obtained by
interviewing the engineers involved.


The development process studied is that of hydraulic pump design at a manufacturer
of heavy mobile equipment. The model is depicted in Figure 3 below.


Figure 3. Hydraulic pump development process


Inputs to the process are constraints such as the fluid to be used, working conditions,
rotational speed, pressure and so forth. In the concept design and preliminary design
tasks, parameters such as pump type, the material to use, lubrication issues, bearings,
and physical layout are established. Both of these tasks have constant lead-time and are
relatively inexpensive. The probability of rework is low (30% to start) and decreasing
with the number of iterations executed.


The next phase is where the detailed design takes place. The product design task is
not very time consuming because most parameters are already set. Product testing in-
cludes prototyping and is the most expensive task due to the large amount of hardware
and engineering time involved. Because of the uncertainties in the analysis methods
used in detailed design the likelihood of having to repeat the product design and testing
phase is high.


In parallel with product design and testing, the manufacturing process design is per-
formed. When doing these tasks in parallel the lead-time is only dependent upon the
most time consuming path (product design and testing). On the other hand, both paths
contribute to the total process cost. The process continues with the manufacturing
analysis and eventually a final design review before completion.


3.5 Results
The lead time distribution of the development process is shown in Figure 4, together
with the cumulative probability and the expected value of lead time. With the help of
such a graph it is possible to get a sense of the performance variation within a develop-
ment process.
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Figure 4. Lead time and cost distribution of the pump development process.


The graph shows the lead times of all paths shorter than 40 time units. The shortest
lead-time possible is 13 time units and the expected value of lead-time is 20.4 time
units. The likelihood of finishing within a certain lead time can also be read from this
graph, e.g. the likelihood of completing the development process within 25 time units is
approximately 70%. This measure helps to understand the variation of the process lead-
time and the schedule risk of the development process.


The associated cost distribution and the expected cost of the development process are
graphed in Figure 4. The cost and the lead time distribution are similar, because the cost
is implemented as proportional to the task lead-time. When analyzing just one develop-
ment process this might be superfluous, but when more development processes are
compared it adds a useful dimension to the comparison.


The results of a sensitivity analysis explain the relative importance of the parameter
values in the model. The sensitivity of overall lead-time and cost are calculated for
changes in task lead time and design review probabilities, as shown in Table 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Lead-time and cost sensitivity due to changes in task lead-time


Design
Task s


Develop
Concept


Prelim.
Design


Product
Design


Product
Testing


Process
Design


Manuf.
Analysis


Lead Time 0.20 0.24 0.33 0.25 0 0.05
Cost 0.08 0.18 0.25 0.48 0.04 0.02


Table 2. Lead-time and cost sensitivity due to changes in design review probability.


Design Review DR1 DR2 DR3
Lead Time -0.35 -0.15 -0.25
Cost -0.22 -0.24 -0.38


The sensitivity analysis confirms a general insight that tasks performed frequently are
more sensitive to changes in task parameters. The positive sensitivity values indicate to
what extent lead times and costs increase for positive variations of the task times. The
negative sensitivity values identify that increasing forward probabilities in the design
reviews shorten the process lead time and cost.


The highest cost sensitivity value is the sensitivity to the lead-time of product testing,
which is the most expensive task. The highest time sensitivity value is not for the long-
est-duration task. The highest time sensitivity instead is to changes in the duration of
product design, which is embedded within the most frequently performed iteration loop.
Another insight is that the process design task has no influence on overall lead time be-
cause it is carried out in parallel with product design and testing, which together have a
longer lead time. However, process design still affects the total cost.


The sensitivity analysis on design reviews shows that changes in the success rate of
the first design review (labeled DR1) has the strongest impact on lead-time. This is be-
cause an iteration in the DR1 loop takes longest time. The rate of the third design re-
view (DR3) has the greatest impact on the process cost, because one iteration of this
loop is more expensive than a repetition through the other loops in the model.


4 Discussion


In this section, we discuss the assumptions and limitations of the modeling approach
and the insights that can be gained by using this method to model design processes.


4.1 Assumptions and limitations


The modeling approach is based on the assumption that the workflow of a design proc-
ess can be described by a probabilistic rule governing the likelihood that tasks have to
be executed or repeated during the design process. We assume that there are no time
delays due to lack of information. (Such delays can be included in the task lead-time.)


The model presented here does not consider any queuing effects. As observed by
others, Adler et al. [1] and Eppinger et al. [6], queuing effects can be significant. In
some cases, the delays due to queuing can be longer then the actual task lead-time. This
is likely to happen when engineers are involved in several parallel development projects
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or many process steps. An approach to handle the effects of queuing using the Monte-
Carlo analysis method is to model several development processes performed simultane-
ously. Queuing can then be taken into consideration by tracking tasks that share re-
sources and assuring that when one task is executed the others have to queue up. The
queue may then be treated using a first-in-first-out rule or any other job prioritization
rule.


Computation of the expected value and the variation is done numerically and thereby
always with a certain amount of uncertainty. By using the modified Monte-Carlo
method, and by calculating the accumulated probability we keep track of the uncer-
tainty.


4.2 Insights gained by process modeling


This modeling approach provides engineering teams insight into their development pro-
cesses through computation of lead-time probability distributions and cost variations
and by sensitivity analyses. It is a powerful aid to compare and evaluate different devel-
opment processes. Some of the insights and positive effects are suggested below:


• Understanding of the process: Studying the lead-time probability distribution and
the sensitivity analysis yields a deep understanding of the process. The tasks which
have the greatest influence on lead-time and costs can be identified and thereby fo-
cused upon when improving the process. The sensitivity analysis also identifies
which design reviews launch iterations with the largest impact.


• Evaluation of risk: The variation of the lead-time and the cost helps in estimating
the budget and schedule risk of the project.


• Comparing alternative design processes: Our approach makes it possible to com-
pare different design processes in terms of lead time and development cost distribu-
tions. For example, performing more tasks in parallel may reduce lead time but may
raise development costs.


5 Conclusion


The modeling approach presented here provides a powerful and flexible method for
modeling and analysis of development processes. The modeling method is non-linear
and incorporates dynamic changes of design conditions in a straightforward manner
without expanding the model. Both sequential and parallel workflow can be modeled in
a natural way. By incorporating both process lead time and cost, this method is well
suited for comparison of different development processes. The model provides infor-
mation of the expected value and the probability distribution of lead-time and costs. By
conducting sensitivity analyses on the lead-time and cost due to changes in model pa-
rameters, a deeper insight into the iterative development process is gained.
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Abstract


Engineering problems are often characterized by many conflicting objectives which
span over several engineering domains. In this paper, an approach to design of objective
functions for engineering problems is presented.


Multi-domain systems can be characterized as complex systems which combine dif-
ferent fields of engineering. Here an aircraft landing gear is studied which is a true ex-
ample of a multi-domain simulation problem due to the presence of mechanical, electri-
cal and hydraulic sub systems. On this simulation model a non-gradient optimization
strategy is applied where the formulation of the objective function is supported by the
House of Quality method. The design of an objective function for optimization is in
many cases a complex procedure involving a great amount of expertise. The House of
Quality method is used here both to facilitate team activities and to elucidate the relation
between system characteristics and system parameters.
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1 Introduction and background


The engineering design process may be understood as an interactive feedback process
incorporating the phases clarification of the task, conceptual design, embodiment design
and detailed design, see for instance Pahl and Beitz [10]. The performance of the design
is compared with the performance specification and changes are made according to the
outcome of the comparison. Usually, this is a manual process in which the designer
makes a prototype system that is tested and modified until satisfactory. With the help of
simulation, the prototyping can be reduced significantly. If the desired behavior can be
expressed as a figure of merit, i.e. an objective function, it is possible to introduce opti-
mization as a tool to reach an optimal solution. In this context, optimization can be seen
as a semi automation of the design process.


Optimization of multi domain systems based on simulation is characterized by a
nonlinear system representation. Gradient optimization methods are unsuitable for these
kinds of systems since the objective function is only given by simulation results, i.e. it
can not be derived analytically. Optimization methods that can handle these types of
problems are non-gradient methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) as presented by
for instance Goldberg [4] or the Complex method presented by Box [1]. These methods
have been used in simulation optimization problems by for instance Jansson [7], Krus et
al. [8] and Pohl et al. [11].


Quality function deployment (QFD) has proven to be a useful tool in providing
means for translating customer requirements into critical product control characteristics.
This is stated by Sulivan [13], Hauser et al. [5] and Cohen [2]. In this paper, the House
of Quality method has been employed in order to support objective function design. The
advantages of the House of Quality method are that it facilitates both team activity and
an understanding of customer requirements.


2 Landing gear design process


The landing gear concept chosen for this study is shown in Figure 1. This is a very
common landing gear of today’s regular aircraft. The landing gear system consists of
the actual landing gear, the hydraulic actuator that creates the retardation movement and
the hydraulic supply system.
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Pump parameters


speed: npump= 1500rpm


displacement: Dp =   10 cm3/rev


pressure: p=250 bar


Piston parameters


diameter: D1 =   19mm


area ratio: α =    0.5


Valve parameters


diameter: sd= 7mm


max. opening: xvmax=1.8mm
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Figure 1. The landing gear system and data of the optimized system.


This study focuses on a concept with a local hydraulic system that supports only the
landing gear system. This is not common in today’s aircraft. However, the trend in
modern aircraft design is going towards more decentralized hydraulic systems.


In order to understand the landing gear design process a parameter based Design
Structure Matrix (DSM) was created. The Design Structure Matrix was originally de-
veloped by Stewart [14] but has been further developed by for instance Smith et al. [12]
and Eppinger et al. [3]. These authors extended the originally binary matrix with meas-
ures for the degree of dependencies and task duration. However, here the DSM is used
in its binary form where the crosses indicate task dependencies and the dots symbolize
the actual design task. The dots are included to distinguish the upper and lower triangles
of the matrix from each other.


The strength of the DSM method is the visualization of the coupling between differ-
ent design tasks. It thereby makes it possible to reorganize the design process in order to
make it perform more successfully. Here the matrix is employed to graphically display
the information flow of the landing gear design process.


The marked elements in each row identify which parameters have to be determined
before that particular parameter could be determined. When analyzing a DSM, the first
step is to try to make the matrix lower triangular, which decouples design tasks from
each other. In Figure 2 a dummy DSM is depicted in order to explain different se-
quences of a design process.
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Coupled


Series


Parallel


A B C D E F G H


A ● X X


B X ● X


C X ●


D X X ●


E X X X ●


F X X ●


G X X X ●


H X X X ●


Figure 2. Binary design structure matrix.


In the coupled blocks, there are marks above the diagonal which indicate feedbacks
which lead to iterations. Iterations are very significant for engineering design problems.
An example from the DSM in Figure 3 is that the piston area can not be designed with-
out knowing the lever angle and length. On the other hand does the designer have to
know the piston area and the lever angle in order to decide on the lever length.


A B C D E F G H I J K L M
A ● X Wheel diameter
B X ● Number of wheels
C X ● X Leg length
D X ● Leg diameter
E X X ● Supporting beam
F X X X X ● X X X X X Length of lever
G X X X X X ● X X X X Angle of lever
H X X X X X X ● X Piston Area
I X X X X ● Piston stroke
J X ● System pressure
K X X X ● Valve size
L X X ● X Pump size
M X X X X ● Accumulator size


Landing gear leg Movement control
Actuation Supply


Figure 3. Design Structure Matrix for the landing gear design process.


As seen from Figure 3, the landing gear development process is block- lower- trian-
gular. The blocks indicate design tasks that are executed in sequence. In each block, the
marks above the diagonal indicate feedback that leads to a strong coupling between
these parameters within that block. The two larger blocks are added in order to visualize
the major design activities. From the DSM three main activities can be derived, namely
the landing gear leg design, the actuation design and the design of the hydraulic supply
system.
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As can be seen from the DSM the parameters for the system that creates the move-
ment are totally dependent on the landing gear parameters but not the other way around.
This indicates that these two design processes can be done in sequence. Optimization of
the movement control parameters could therefore be conducted with constant values of
the landing gear leg parameters. This is no limitation or simplification of the actual de-
sign problem since the design processes are done purely sequentially.


3 The employment of QFD


In this paper the ideas of quality function deployment (QFD) were employed in order to
elucidate the requirements on a landing gear system. The strength of QFD is that it pro-
vides means for relating system characteristics to appropriate system parameters.
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Figure 4. Relationship matrix for the landing gear system.


This study constitutes a technical application of the House of Quality method on a
system level. First, the characteristics of the landing gear system were established.
These characteristics have been listed on the vertical axis of the relationship matrix in
Figure 4. Some characteristics come from aircraft regulations (FAR) that have to be
fulfilled, i.e. these are demands that the system has to meet, for instance minimum de-
scending velocity or maximum brake distance. Other characteristics express the cus-
tomer requirements.


Thereafter the landing gear system parameters were listed on the horizontal axis,
given the specific landing gear concept from Figure 1. By relating these parameters to
the system characteristics the relationship matrix evolves. The strength of the relation-
ship matrix is the visualization of the relation between the system characteristics and the
system parameters. The figures in the matrix express how strong the relation between a
particular requirement and a product characteristic is, a high figure indicates a strong
relationship. The boxes that lack a figure are as important as the other ones, since they
indicate a missing relationship between the specific requirement and characteristic. The
weighting factors express the relative importance of different system characteristics and
the letter “D” indicates that this particular characteristic is a demand, which has to be
fulfilled.
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The descending velocity determines the forces that act on the landing gear during
landing. The required descending velocity is therefore dimensioning for the landing gear
structure, i.e. required length and diameter of the leg in order to manage the ground
contact. Retardation time is determined by both drag and weight of the landing gear as
well as the actuation system. Energy consumption is depending on factors such as drag
and weight of the landing gear and type of actuation system. The braking distance is
only influenced by the size of the brakes. The forces on the landing gear due to braking
are of secondary importance in this study.


The value for a particular relation is of minor importance, the fact that it is nonzero
indicates that a parameter does influence a particular system characteristic. If such a
parameter is changed during the design process, it might be considered to include the
corresponding system characteristic in the objective function.


Weak dependencies indicate that a requirement does not necessarily have to be in-
cluded in the objective function. Thereby the relationship matrix supports the engineer
when deciding which requirements should be taken into account in the objective func-
tion.


In this study, the movement control parameters (see Figure 3) are the free design pa-
rameters that can be manipulated in order to achieve an “optimal” design. This implies
that the system characteristics that can be affected are weight, energy consumption and
system costs, see Figure 4. The demand on retardation time acts as a constraint on the
design.


When using optimization as a tool in the design process it is obvious that the “opti-
mal” design solution has to minimize weight, costs and energy consumption without
violating the retardation time demand.


4 The design problem


The design problem is to design an actuation system that retards a given landing gear
within a certain time and simultaneously minimizes weight, cost and energy consump-
tion.


The system weight can be expressed as a function of the size of each component.
Since the optimization is based on component size selection rather than component de-
sign, it is assumed that each component is in some sense already optimized. A conse-
quence of this assumption is that most parameters of a component or sub system can be
described as a simple function of a very limited set of performance parameter, i.e. the
size.


The weight function of the actuation system can be expressed as:


PistonvalveAcumulatorPumpweight sKsKsKsKf ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅= 4321 (1)


where 41,.., KK  are constants that relate component size to component weight, and


is  is the size of a particular component. The weight of the landing gear lever is negligi-


ble in this context. The remaining landing gear system parameters, that we can not in-
fluence, do not have to be included in the objective function.
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Assuming that the component cost is proportional to the component size the cost
function could be expressed as


PistonvalveAcumulatorPumpt sCsCsCsCf ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅= 4321cos (2)


where 41,..,CC  relates component size to cost.


The systems energy consumption can be expressed in the following manner.


dtqpf
rett


ssEnergy ⋅⋅= ∫
0


(3)


were: sp = the system pressure, =sq  system flow and =rett the retardation time.


The design problem to minimize Emergyf , Emergyf  and Costf  subjected to the retar-


dation constraint can be expressed as a minimization of


( )NXXXF ,.., 21 (4)


subjected to the constraints


iii HXG ≤≤ (5)


where i=1,2,..M. The implicit variables MN XX ,..,1+  are dependent functions of


NXX ,..,1 . The constraints iG  and iH  are either constants or functions of


NXX ,..,1 . In our design study, the retardation time is an example of an implicit con-


straint given by the system parameters NXX ,..,1  through the simulation. For the com-


ponent size parameters, NXX ,..,1 , the explicit constraints iG  and iH  are all con-


stants.


When the objective is to minimize the functions ifff ,..,, 21  the objective function


F  can be represented as
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Here 010 ,.., iff  are the function values from an evaluation of one initial acceptable


system and iγγ ,..,1  represent the relative importance of the different objective func-


tions. iγγ ,..,1  can be expressed as functions of the weighting factors form the relation-


ship matrix in Figure 4. According to Krus et al. [9], γ can typically be chosen in the


interval 2 to 5. Using
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2


1
1


++= i
i


wγ (7)


where iw  is the weighting of the i:th system characteristic. This definition for γ  has


proven to work well.
This formulation shows that the design can be divided into two parts. The first objec-


tive is to find an acceptable system solution and thereafter the optimization itself can be
performed. A strength with this approach is that each objective function could be ex-
pressed in relative terms and thereby simplifies the composition of each objective func-


tion. This implies that the cost and weight factors 41,.., KK  and 41,..,CC  just have to


be related to each other.
In order to handle the design constraints a constraint polynomial is multiplied with


the original objective function, see equation (8), so that the objective function consti-
tutes of both objectives and constraints. In this manner the constraints are separated
from the original objectives.
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objectives constraints


(8)


In equation (8), jcc ∆∆ ,..,1  indicate a deviation from the desired value. 010 ,.., jcc
is a tolerance value for that particular constraint, i.e. the energy difference of the accu-
mulator before and after a load cycle should lie within a certain tolerance. The exponent


iα  indicates the strength of the i:th constraint.


In contradiction to the objectives, which can directly be derived from the relationship
matrix, not all relevant constraints on the system may be obvious right from the start.
Naturally, the need for a constraint arises during the progress of the optimization proce-
dure. Only in few cases, the first objective function will lead to a design satisfying all
demands.


5 Modeling and optimization


In order to analyze the retardation movement of the system, a geometric model of the
landing gear was implemented in the simulation package Pro Mechanica Motion, which
is a Multi-Body-Simulation (MBS) environment. This model includes all mechanical
parts and even landing gear drag is taken into account. The drag changes naturally both
in size and point of attack during the retardation movement. In order to analyze the en-
tire landing gear system, the hydraulic system was modeled as well using the HOPSAN
simulation package. With the help of the Multi-Body-Simulation software the equations
of motion of the landing gear were generated and then linked to the HOPSAN package.
Both the mechanical and the hydraulic sub systems were simulated simultaneously.
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Optimization of multi domain systems is in most cases based on a nonlinear system
representation. Since the objective function value is given by simulation, derivatives of
the objective function are not available. This makes non-gradient methods, such as the
Complex method [1], or genetic algorithms as presented in for instance Goldberg, [4],
well suited for this kind of problem. The optimization presented in this paper was car-
ried out with help of the complex method.


In the complex method a complex consisting of several possible problem solutions
(sets of system parameters) is manipulated. When all points in the complex have con-
verged the optimal solution is found. Each set of parameters represents one point in the
solution space. The starting points are randomly generated and it is checked that both
implicit and explicit constrains are fulfilled. The main idea of this algorithm is to re-
place the worst point by a new and better point. The new point is calculated as the re-
flection of the worst point trough the centeroid of all the points in the complex.


6 Results of the optimization


The optimization process can be studied in figure 5 to 9, where the variation of some of
the optimization parameters is shown.


Figure 5. Objective function value. Figure 6. Cylinder diameter.
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Figure 7. Lever length. Figure 8. Lever angle.


300 simulations were needed in order to reach the optimal solution. However, a sys-
tem with acceptable performance is reached after only 200 simulations, which takes
about 15 minutes on a Pentium II 300Mhz computer.


The behavior of the system with optimal parameters is shown in figure 9 below.


Figure 9. Landing gear retraction and pressure levels.


As can be seen from the figure, the landing gear retracts smoothly and it is fully re-
tracted within five seconds.


7 Discussion and Conclusion


A structured way of looking at a design problem incorporating the Design Structure
Matrix (DSM) and the House of Quality as supporting tools of the optimization problem
has been presented in this paper. The approach presented here fosters good documenta-
tion during the entire design process and traceabillity is guaranteed. Furthermore, the
objective function evolves from the DSM and the House of Quality matrices.
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The value of an objective function can be regarded as the fingerprint of a design.
Thereby the outcome of the optimization process, the final design, is via the House of
Quality method directly related to the customer requirements.


The optimization in this paper was carried out on a landing gear of today’s aircraft,
where both mechanical structure and hydraulic actuation system have been modeled.
The mechanical part has been modeled using Multi-Body-Simulation software and was
then linked to the HOPSAN simulation package, where the hydraulic part was modeled.
In this manner, both the mechanical structure and the hydraulic system have been mod-
eled in each modeling environment rather than in one common simulation package. This
can be seen as a step towards integration of modeling and simulation tools.
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Abstract


In the development and design of general aircraft systems, the focus of today is to reach
more efficient, integrated and robust system solutions in a shorter time and at a lower
cost than has been in demand before. Since requirements are tougher, there is a need for
powerful tools and structured methods. This is especially true when traditional system
solutions are replaced with new ideas that involve integration of several engineering
domains and a robust system performance is required. A structured method for systems
development and design is described, that includes simulation and optimization as well
as statistical methods for analysis of robustness with reference to system variation. This
method has been used in a case study of different concepts of electrically powered
actuation systems.
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1 Introduction


A major task in the industrial design and development work of today is the demand for
lower costs and tighter time schedules. There is also a demand for designs that are more
robust and able to meet life cycle performance requirements. At the same time, re-
quirements are pushed further than before and the integration of multiple domain as-
pects are becoming increasingly important. In this complex environment, the need for
powerful tools and methods in the design effort is evident.


The future development of general aircraft systems is directed towards highly inte-
grated and power efficient systems. The More Electric Aircraft (MEA) technology is
one of the promising techniques for the future. One part of the MEA technology is re-
placement of the traditional hydraulic system with local electrically powered actuation
systems for primary flight control. In order to take full advantage of the MEA technol-
ogy, a change of design rules and standards is necessary, as is stated by Clough [4]. It is
also important to accurately define the operational and environmental requirements and
take into account the integration of systems in the total aircraft design.


In this paper, an integrated design method for multi-domain engineering systems is
described. A platform for systems design is provided by a combination of development
tools, where system solutions can be modeled and compared in detail and evaluated by
simulation and optimization. As is described by Andersson et al. [1], a systematic ap-
proach for solving complex engineering design issues can be introduced by formulating
them as optimization problems. By use of a structured way of setting up the problem, it
is possible to find the coupling between different design parameters and the corre-
sponding engineering domains. It is also possible to relate system parameters to system
characteristics, which will facilitate formulation of the objective function used in the
optimization. When optimization is used as a design tool, it is always essential to evalu-
ate the quality of the result. With statistical methods, the influence of variation among
system parameters can be introduced in the design procedure. When system variation is
considered in the design process, the resulting system performance will become more
robust. As is shown by Nilsson et al. [10], the result will be a trade-off between system
performance and system robustness, that aims at an optimized system with a stable per-
formance for the conditions that are concerned.


2 Actuator systems


In the traditional hydraulic system for primary flight control, power is generated by the
engine and transmitted to the hydraulic system that serves the actuators. The actuators
are controlled by electrical commands in a Fly-By-Wire (FBW) system. The foreseen
future development in this area is to replace the traditional hydraulic power distribution
with electrical wires. In such a Power-By-Wire (PBW) system, both the distribution of
power and the actuator control is performed electrically. A step further in the future
development of these systems is the combination of PBW for the distribution of power
and Fly-By-Light (FBL) technology for the flight control system, where electrical wires
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are replaced by optical fiber data interfaces. An actuation system of this kind is de-
scribed by Roach [11]. There are several anticipated advantages with a PBW system,
like weight reduction, reduced fuel consumption and reduced life cycle cost, see for
example Bildstein [2]. It will also contribute to improved reliability and supportability
of the aircraft. Since the whole actuator system is assembled in one package, it can eas-
ily be removed and replaced. In the design of PBW systems, some areas that not cause
problems in the traditional hydraulic system will have influence. As is described by
Clough [4], some examples of such areas are electromagnetic interference, local heat
rejection, requirements of large hydraulic flow capacities, residual actuator stiffness,
tailoring of load-rate curves and high-peak horsepower demands.


The method described in this paper has been applied in the study of two basic con-
figurations of PBW actuator systems, which are shown in Figure 1. One of these con-
cepts is an EHA-FP (Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator-Fixed displacement Pump) system,
where the actuator movement is controlled by a reversible variable speed DC motor and
a pump with constant displacement. The control signal is in this case a high power volt-
age controlling the motor. The other concept is an EHA-VP (Electro-Hydrostatic Ac-
tuator-Variable displacement Pump) system, using a constant speed AC induction motor
and a variable displacement pump with a separate motor-driven displacement control.
The control signal is in this case the displacement of the pump, which is a low power
signal. The concepts are described in more detail in [1].


Figure 1. The studied concepts of electrical actuation.
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3 Simulation and optimization


The two actuator systems described in Figure 1 have been modeled in the HOPSAN
simulation package [6], which is a simulation software developed for fast simulation of
hydraulic circuits. The simulation is carried out using distributed modeling, described in
[8], and it is based on the transmission line modeling method presented by Johns et al.
[7]. Transmission line modeling implies that each component can be regarded as a sepa-
rate unit numerically isolated from the rest of the system.


Optimization of hydraulic systems will require a non-linear system representation
and this can be accomplished in an iterative calculation procedure, where the system is
modeled in a simulation tool that is coupled to an optimization facility. Optimization
requires the system being simulated each time the objective function is evaluated. Since
the value of the objective function is given only by simulation, derivatives of the objec-
tive function are not available without a large number of additional function evalua-
tions. This implies that ordinary gradient optimization methods are not suited for this
kind of problem. Non-gradient optimization methods, like the Complex method, [3] or
genetic algorithms [5], are well suited to handle the problem at hand. These methods
have a large probability of finding the global optimum by scanning large solution
spaces.


The optimization results presented in this paper were calculated with the Complex
method. The optimization search is then started from an initial population of points ran-
domly spread in the solution space. This population forms a complex, where each point
represents a whole set of solution parameters and a specific objective function value.
The optimization search procedure involves moving the points with poor objective
function value to an assumed better position until convergence is obtained.


4 The design problem


It is clear that the development of a PBW system is a complex engineering design
problem, among other things because it will involve issues from several engineering
disciplines. In order to reach an understanding of the actuation design problem, the ar-
chitecture of a typical PBW system and its related engineering disciplines has been
studied. The PBW architecture originates from the NASA System Research Aircraft,
which is described by Navarro [9], see Figure 2. Since the EHA system and its sur-
roundings are of special interest here, relations to areas such as mechanics and high
power electronics can be anticipated, as is indicated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Typical architecture of a PBW system with the corresponding engineering do-
mains.


In setting up the optimization problem, several choices can be made in the problem
formulation. These choices are essential for the quality of the result. A structured way of
dealing with this will facilitate problem formulation and lead to increased quality, see
also Andersson et al. [1].


In order to attain a systematic approach in the formulation of the optimization prob-
lem, a Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is used. The DSM, shown in Table 1, makes it
possible to graphically display the information flow in the actuation design process, thus
providing a tool to find the coupling between different design parameters and thereby
also the different engineering domains.


Table 1. Design Structure Matrix for design of an actuation system.


Each row in the matrix represents one parameter to be considered in the optimization.
The inserted crosses on each row indicate a strong influence of parameters in the corre-
sponding columns. The dots just separate the upper and the lower triangles of the ma-
trix. The crosses above the diagonal indicate feed-backs, which contribute to the itera-
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tive nature of the engineering design. The DSM is used to determine which parameters
to take into consideration in the optimization procedure.


The actuation part of the matrix is described in more detail, since it is of main focus
in this study. The matrix shows, for example, that the airframe has a strong influence on
the control surface. The control surface will influence the piston area and the stroke and
so forth. But there is also a feed-back to the airframe from the piston area, pump and
motor size, i.e. the actual size of the actuator package is likely to influence the airframe.
The squares, shown in the matrix, marks the coupled blocks, where the big square in the
middle is the actuator where mechanical, hydraulic and electrical engineering is com-
bined.


The method of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) can be used to clarify system
requirements and their relation to system parameters. The relationship matrix from the
first House of Quality has proven to be helpful in relating system parameters to system
characteristics, as is shown in Table 2.


Table 2. Relationship Matrix for an EHA system.


The matrix is established by listing requirements on the vertical axis and system pa-
rameters on the horizontal axis. The system parameters are then related to the system
characteristics by a number in the matrix. A higher number indicates a stronger relation.
The relative importance of the system characteristics is given by the value of a weight
factor or simply by a ‘D’, a demand that the system has to fulfil but is difficult to ex-
press in terms of system parameters.


The value of the number given in the matrix is of minor importance, it merely indi-
cates that a parameter does influence a system characteristic. If one of the parameters
that is related to a system characteristic is subject to changes during the design process,
it might be considered to be included in the objective function.


In a traditional (central) hydraulic system, the cost characteristic would refer to com-
ponent cost during the life cycle period of the aircraft and include purchase as well as
maintenance cost. Maintainability could be added either as a separate characteristic or
be included in the cost. Since the local actuation system in this case can be regarded as a
LRU (Line Replaceable Unit), maintainability is depending on where the system is situ-
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ated on the aircraft but also on accessibility to the individual components within the
system.


The optimization problem was formulated as a study of the system characteristics
weight, energy consumption, cost and controllability. The envelope dimension was con-
sidered as being indirectly given by the weight of the system. The formulation of the
objective function is described in detail in [1].


5 Method for robust design


When a model of a system is used in the design process, the natural variation of the
system variables can not be directly included. A simulation will give the same result at
repeated calculations when steady-state conditions can be obtained and similar input is
given. In reality, system parameters will always include variation to some extent and
this fact is likely to influence the result. There are several ways to investigate the influ-
ence of system variation, leading to results of different value. In the design process, it is
essential to include the actual grade of variation that is anticipated for each variable in
order to evaluate the way it will affect system performance. It is then important not only
to locate the influencing variables and their interaction, but also to evaluate the result of
their specific variation and be able to include this information in the design process. The
method described here includes these aspects and has proven to contribute to increased
knowledge about the studied system, thus forming a tool for decisions in the design pro-
cess, see Nilsson et al. [10].


Su and Renaud [12], have shown that variation can be considered in system design
by including sensitivity derivatives in the optimization procedure. This approach would
require the use of a gradient based (derivative) optimization method or require a consid-
erable effort in additional function evaluation. An alternative is to study the influence of
variation as a post-optimization analysis. The ideas of Taguchi and Wu [13], show that
direct experimentation techniques can be used to improve the quality of a product by a
parameter design that reduces the system sensitivity to variation. The strategy to use
experimental design in the planning of simulation analyses is also described by Wild
and Pignatiello [14], where the approach of crossing the design arrays is used (see the
single response approach described in the following text).


The method for robust design that is described here includes optimization and simu-
lation performed in two steps, where parameter variation is included in each step by use
of full-scale or reduced factorial experiments, see Figure 3. Among system parameters,
it is possible to distinguish between controllable and non-controllable factors. The con-
trollable factors can be given a value around which variation may occur, while the non-
controllable factors and their variation can not be directly affected. Experimental design
is introduced here as two orthogonal arrays, describing variation among controllable and
non-controllable factors respectively. In a system design study, it is of great interest to
find an optimal and robust solution where variation is considered. An advantage in the
use of experimental design is the possibility to set proper values to the controllable fac-
tors in order to minimize or eliminate the influence of non-controllable or disturbing
factors, and thereby obtain a more robust design.
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Step 2
Simulation


Step 2, Result


fm, objective function mean


fσ, objective function variation


R, other response variables


Step 1
Optimization


Step 1, Result


f,  objective function value


R, other response variables


x1, x2… optimization parameters


C2 C1 x1, x2…


Controllable factors


C1 C2
1 - -


- +2


++4


-3 +


Non-controllable factors


N1 N2
1 - -


- +2


++4


-3 +


N3 N4
- -
- -


--
--


5 • • • • 


Figure 3. The calculation procedure.


The purpose of using orthogonal arrays is to facilitate a statistical analysis, where the
effects of different factors can be estimated independently of each other. It is recom-
mended that a preliminary investigation is performed to check that the chosen factor
levels represent the space around the optimum. A two-level array is usually preferred
because many factors can be included and a minimum of trials is required. A center
point is added to check the function linearity of the parameter space. Since a non-linear
objective function behavior can be expected close to optimum, an analysis including
second order terms should be chosen for the further analysis. The effect of factor varia-
tion is obtained by use of regression analysis with the method of least squares that gives
a prediction model for each of the response variables. In this study, the response vari-
ables are the objective function value in Step 1 and the mean and the standard deviation
of the objective function in Step 2. Any system parameter and any number of parame-
ters can be chosen as response variables in the investigation.


The controllable factors are given levels that lie within the region of operability and
interest based on knowledge about the system. The levels for the non-controllable fac-
tors can be determined as plus/minus the standard deviation corresponding to an as-
sumed real-life distribution around a mean value.
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Table 3. A two-level orthogonal array for two factors with a center point - Step 1 Optimi-
zation.


Controllable factors
No. C1


Cylinder area
C2


Tank pressure
1 - -
2 + -
3 - +
4 + +
5 0 0


Table 4. A two-level orthogonal array for five factors with a center point - Step 2 Simu-
lation.


Non-controllable factors
No. N1 Pump


friction
N2
Cyl.


friction


N3
Pump


leakage


N4
Cyl.


leakage


N5
Load
seq.


1 - - - - +
2 + - - - -
3 - + - - -
4 + + - - +
5 - - + - -
6 + - + - +
7 - + + - +
8 + + + - -
9 - - - + -
10 + - - + +
11 - + - + +
12 + + - + -
13 - - + + +
14 + - + + -
15 - + + + -
16 + + + + +
17 0 0 0 0 0


The experimental design can follow two routes of procedure. A dual response ap-
proach can be considered where averages and sample standard deviations of the re-
sponse variables are calculated. These two measures are then analyzed to identify the
controllable factors that affect the mean of the data and the non-controllable factors that
affect the spread.


The other approach involves crossed arrays and can be considered as one experiment
or a single response case, where all factors will affect the mean of the data. The funda-
mental difference between the two approaches is that what appears as effects on the
spread of the data in the first case will appear as interaction effects between the con-
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trollable and the non-controllable factors in the single response approach. This interac-
tion effect can not be found when common sensitivity analyses are used and it implies
that the controllable factors can be given values that will reduce or eliminate the impact
of non-controllable or disturbing factors.


The two experimental design arrays that have been used in the study of the two ac-
tuator systems are shown in the Tables 3 and 4. The plus/minus signs indicate an upper
and a lower factor level, whereas the zero indicates the center point with a mean level
value.


The first part of the calculation procedure involves optimization of each row of Table
3. The result of these calculations will be the objective function value and the value of
the optimization parameters, which also constitute input to the next calculation step.
Each optimization row is then followed by the whole set of simulations shown in Table
4, where the non-controllable factors are varied. This variation will affect the system
performance to some extent, which may be noticed in the mean value and the spread of
the objective function value of Step 2 in accordance with the dual response approach.
Interaction effects between the controllable and the non-controllable factors may be
found by use of the single response approach, where the two calculation arrays are
crossed.


6 Results


The result is presented in the Tables 5 and 6 as the objective function value of Step 1
and its mean value and standard deviation of Step 2. The regression analysis gives in-
formation about the impact of the controllable factors and the effect of disturbances
caused by the non-controllable factors.


The studied system is optimized prior to performing the calculation procedure de-
scribed in Figure 3. The controllable factors are chosen from the optimization variables
and varied around their optimal values. The first calculation step gives a measure of
how narrow the optimum is in both directions, without the influence of the non-
controllable factors. Thus, the best result of Step 1 is given by the center point, row 5 in
the Tables 5 and 6. This also indicates that an optimum really has been found. In the
second step, the shape of the objective function around the optimum can be studied un-
der the influence of disturbance caused by the non-controllable factors. A result of the
statistical evaluation is obtained as polynomials, showing how the response variables
are affected by variation of the controllable and the non- controllable factors. It is also
possible to determine how the levels of the controllable factors can be chosen to mini-
mize the influence of the non-controllable factors. System performance or optimality is
then traded for system robustness with respect to parameters that are hard to control.


The statistical evaluation shows that in the EHA-FP system, the tank pressure has no
significant influence neither on the level of the objective function nor the standard de-
viation. The cylinder area, on the other hand, has a significant influence on the result
and affects both level and deviation. A large cylinder area reduces the effect of the dis-
turbing factors. Thus, one can trade system performance for increased system robust-
ness by choosing a larger cylinder area. These results are also valid in the EHA-VP
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system, with the reservation that the same clear influence of the cylinder area on the
level of the mean objective function value can not be found.


In the EHA-FP system, the disturbing factors renders the objective function steeper
in one direction from the optimum. This is not as obvious in the EHA-VP system.


The tank pressure may have an influence on system performance in the EHA-VP
case, something that can not be statistically confirmed without more observations.


By examining the simulation runs of Step 2, it can be seen that the load sequence and
the pump leakage has the largest influence on the level as well as the deviation of the
objective function value in both systems.


Table 5. Calculation result, EHA-FP.


Result Step 1 Result Step 2
No. f


Obj.f.value
fm


Mean
fσ


Std.dev.
1
2
3
4
5


7.87
7.85
7.99
7.81
7.57


8.06
7.92
8.13
7.88
7.65


0.58
0.40
0.62
0.38
0.42


Table 6. Calculation results, EHA-VP.


Result Step 1 Result Step 2
No. f


Obj.f.value
fm


Mean
fσ


Std.dev.
1
2
3
4
5


5.45
5.13
4.93
5.11
4.86


5.48
5.14
4.96
5.11
4.87


0.28
0.16
0.28
0.16
0.20


When crossing the two calculation matrices, the influence of both controllable and
non-controllable factors can be estimated. In this study, the obvious relation between a
large cylinder area and a reduced sensitivity to load disturbances has been found.


The reason for lower levels of the objective function values in the case of the EHA-
VP system is that it has a faster response. For a more detailed view of the objective
function formulation and the behavior of the two studies systems, see [1].


Efforts are being made to also include the thermal aspects in the EHA models. These
aspects will probably affect the results referred to here, but have not been included in
this study.


7 Discussion and conclusion


In this paper, a method for the design of complex and heterogeneous systems is pre-
sented. In order to find reliable and robust solutions, it is often necessary to combine
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several tools. The employment of simulation and optimization techniques may seem
straight forward, but the complexity of the design problem requires a large number of
aspects to be considered. The method involves the use of a simulation tool combined
with a non-gradient optimization method in an iterative calculation procedure together
with a statistical analysis based on experimental design.


The method presented here also includes means to facilitate the understanding of the
design process and the formulation of the objective function. A Design Structure Matrix
is employed in order to visualize the information flows in the design process, thus re-
vealing the coupling between different system parameters and thereby also different
engineering domains. This knowledge supports the designer in choosing optimization
parameters. With the help of the House of Quality method it can be determined how
specific system parameters affect the system characteristics, which will facilitate the
formulation of the objective function. Once the design problem is formulated as an op-
timization problem, it is time to find a strategy to perform the necessary calculations. At
this point, the aspect of robustness can be regarded by using experimental design to
formulate a calculation procedure where variation among system parameters can be
introduced in the optimization study. It is possible to distinguish between controllable
and non-controllable (disturbing) factors and to find their impact on system perform-
ance as well as possibilities to reduce the effect of the disturbing factors.


The strategy of calculation involves a first step, where the location of the optimum
and the size of the studied solution area is confirmed, and a second step, where the sys-
tem is examined around its optimum with consideration taken to the influence of dis-
turbing factors. The basic idea is to evaluate the behavior of the response variable
around the optimum with a polynomial including the controllable and non- controllable
factors. The coefficients of the polynomial are estimated using statistical methods. By
examining the coefficient values, the influence of the corresponding factors can be
found.


Two concepts of EHA systems have been studied. By applying the method presented
here, it has been shown that the optimal solution is influenced by the disturbing factors
and that system performance can be traded for increased system robustness. The pre-
sented method also gave valuable insight into which of the disturbing factors had the
greatest influence on system performance and how the controllable factors could be
tuned in order to minimize the impact of the disturbing factors.


In the development of aircraft general systems, possibilities to reach the overall goals
and to find effective system solutions depend on the ability to integrate and co-develop
the different subsystems. One step in this direction is to find connections between the
systems and different surrounding engineering domains and include these aspects in the
system development work, as is described here. A further step would be modeling and
optimization on a higher aircraft level, where the subsystems can be included. When
several systems are integrated in the modeling effort, the demand for effective tools and
methods will be even more pronounced. Increased ability to handle the complexity of
heterogeneous systems will require tools for optimization and robust design.
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Abstract


Many real-world engineering design problems involve the simultaneous optimization of
several conflicting objectives. In this paper, a method combining the struggle genetic
crowding algorithm with Pareto-based population ranking is proposed to elicit tradeoff
frontiers. The new method has been tested on a variety of published problems, reliably
locating both discontinuous Pareto frontiers as well as multiple Pareto frontiers in multi-
modal search spaces. Other published multi-objective genetic algorithms are less robust
in locating both global and local Pareto frontiers in a single optimization. For example,
in a multi-modal test problem a previously published non-dominated sorting GA
(NSGA) located the global Pareto frontier in 41% of optimizations, while the proposed
method located both global and local frontiers in all test runs.  Additionally, the algo-
rithm requires little problem specific tuning of parameters.
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1 Introduction


Design engineers are often interested in identifying a Pareto optimal set of alternatives
when exploring a design space. Vilfredo Pareto [14] defined Pareto-optimality as a set
where every element is a problem solution for which no other solutions can be better in
all design attributes. A solution in a Pareto-optimal set cannot be deemed superior to the
others in the set without including preference information to rank competing attributes.


This paper develops a Pareto optimization method for use in multi-objective, multi-
modal design spaces, where simulations from many designers create a mix of continu-
ous numerical simulations and discrete catalog choices. Thus, a Pareto optimization
technique suitable for mixed continuous and discrete problems is needed. Genetic algo-
rithms are well suited for such applications—they have been shown to be effective in
optimizing mixed variable problems [13, 16] and multi-modal search spaces [8].


This paper first defines a general multi-objective optimization problem and reviews
related work on multi-objective genetic algorithms. Then, a new method is proposed
and validated using a suite of test problems gathered from the literature. The initial al-
gorithm's performance is analyzed, and then the algorithm is improved and re-evaluated.


1.1 Background


1.2 General multi-objective optimization problem


A general multi-objective design problem is expressed by equations (1) and (2).


( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )T
kfff xxxxF ,...,,min 21=


S  ts ∈x..
(1)


( )T
nxxx ,...,, 21=x (2)


where ( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxf k,...,, 21  are the k objectives functions, ( )nxxx ,...,, 21  are


the n optimization parameters, and nRS ∈  is the solution or parameter space. Obtain-


able objective vectors, ( ){ }Sx ∈xF  are denoted by Y, so YS a:F , S is mapped by


F onto Y.
kRY ∈  is usually referred to as the attribute space, where Y∂  is the boundary of


Y.  For a general design problem, F is non-linear and multi-modal, and S might be de-
fined by non-linear constraints containing both continuous and discrete member vari-
ables.


**
2


*
1 ,...,, kfff  will be used to denote the individual minima of each respective ob-


jective function, and the utopian solution is defined as ( )T


kfff **
2


*
1 ,...,,=*F . As F*


simultaneously minimizes all objectives, it is an ideal solution that is rarely feasible.
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The Pareto subset of Y∂  is of particular interest to the rational decision-maker. The
Pareto set is defined by equation (3). Considering a minimization problem and two so-
lution vectors x, y∈S. x is said to dominate y, denoted yx f , if:


{ } ( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( )yxyx jjii ffkj    and    ffki <∈∃≤∈∀ :,...,2,1:,...,2,1 (3)


The space in Rk formed by the objective vectors of Pareto optimal solutions is known
as the Pareto optimal frontier, P. It is clear that any final design solution should pref-
erably be a member of the Pareto optimal set. Pareto optimal solutions are also known
as non-dominated or efficient solutions. Figure 1 provides a visualization of this no-
menclature.


x1


x2


S


F*


�Y


f1


f2


f1
*


*
f2


Y


P


F(x)


Figure 1. Parameter/solution and attribute space nomenclature for a two dimensional
problem with two objectives.


1.3 Multi-objective genetic algorithms


Genetic algorithms are modeled after mechanisms of natural selection. Each optimiza-
tion parameter (xn) is encoded by a gene using an appropriate representation, such as a
real number or a string of bits. The corresponding genes for all parameters x1,..xn form a
chromosome capable of describing an individual design solution. A set of chromosomes
representing several individual design solutions comprise a population where the most
fit are selected to reproduce. Mating is performed using crossover to combine genes
from different parents to produce children. The children are inserted into the population
and the procedure starts over again, thus creating an artificial Darwinian environment.
For a general introduction to genetic algorithms, see work by Goldberg [7].


Additionally, there are many different types of multi-objective genetic algorithms.
For a review of genetic algorithms applied to multi-objective optimization readers are
referred to work by Fonseca and Fleming [3]. Literature surveys and comparative stud-
ies on multi-objective genetic algorithms are also provided by several other authors [1,
10, 18, 20]. Multi-objective genetic algorithms are typically divided into non-Pareto and
Pareto based approaches.
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1.3.1 Non-Pareto based multi-objective approaches


The first multi-objective genetic algorithm was VEGA (Vector Evaluating Genetic Al-
gorithm) developed by Schaffer [15]. VEGA uses the selection mechanism of the GA to
produce non-dominated individuals. Each individual objective is designated as the se-
lection metric for a portion of the population. However, it is reported that the method
tends to crowd results at extremes of the solution space, often yielding poor coverage of
the Pareto frontier.


Fourman [6] presents a genetic algorithm using binary tournaments, randomly
choosing one objective to decide each tournament. Kurasawe [12] further developed this
scheme by allowing the objective selection to be random, fixed by the user, or to evolve
with the optimization process. He also added crowding techniques, dominance, and
diploidy to maintain diversity in the population.


All of these Non-Pareto techniques tend to converge to a subset of the Pareto-optimal
frontier, leaving a large part of the Pareto set unexplored. Preferably, one wants to
maintain diversity so that the entire Pareto frontier is elicited. Additionally, maintaining
diversity will tend to improve robustness in multi-objective problems by ensuring that
there is a genetic variety for mating mechanisms to operate upon [8, 9].


1.3.2 Pareto based multi-objective approaches


Goldberg [7] introduced non-dominated sorting to rank a search population according to
Pareto optimality. First, non-dominated individuals in the population are identified.
They are given the rank 1 and are removed from the population. Then the non-
dominated individuals in the reduced population are identified, given the rank 2, and
then they are also removed from the population. This procedure of identifying non-
dominated sets of individuals is repeated until the whole population has been ranked, as
depicted in Figure 2. Goldberg also discusses using niching methods and speciation to
promote diversity so that the entire Pareto frontier is covered.


f1
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Figure 2. Population ranking based upon non-dominated sorting.


The non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA) of Srinivas and Deb [17] implements Gold-
berg’s thoughts about the application of niching methods. In NSGA, non-dominated
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individuals in the population are identified, given a high initial individual score and are
then removed from the population. These individuals are considered to be of the same
rank. The score is then reduced using sharing techniques between individuals with the
same ranking. Thereafter, the non-dominated individuals in the remaining population
are identified and scored lower than the lowest one of the previously ranked individuals.
Sharing is then applied to this second set of non-dominated individuals and the proce-
dure continues until the whole population is ranked.


Sharing is performed in the parameter space rather than in the attribute space. This
means that the score of an individual is reduced according to how many individuals
there are with similar parameters, regardless of how different or similar they might be
based on objective attributes.


In the multi-objective GA(MOGA) presented by Foseca and Fleming [4, 5] each in-
dividual is ranked according to their degree of dominance. The more population mem-
bers that dominate an individual, the higher ranking the individual is given. An individ-
ual’s ranking equals the number of individuals that it is dominated by plus one (see
Figure 3). Individuals on the Pareto front have a rank of 1 as they are non-dominated.
The rankings are then scaled to score individuals in the population. In MOGA both
sharing and mating restrictions are employed in order to maintain population diversity.
Fonseca and Fleming also include preference information and goal levels to reduce the
Pareto solution set to those that simultaneously meet certain attribute values.
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Figure 3. Population ranking according to Fonseca and Fleming.


The niched Pareto GA (NPGA) by Horn et al. [11] is Pareto-based but does not use
ranking methods. Rather, Pareto domination tournaments are used to select individuals
for the next generation. For binary tournaments, a subset of the population is used as a
basis to assess the dominance of the two contestants. If one of the contestants is domi-
nated by a member in the subset but the other is not, the non-dominated one is selected
to survive. If both or neither are dominated, selection is based on the niche count of
similar individuals in the attribute space. An individual with a low niche count is pre-
ferred to an individual with a high count to help maintain population diversity.


Zitzler and Thiele [20] developed a multi-objective genetic algorithm called the
strengthen Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA). SPEA uses two populations, P and
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P’. Throughout the process copies of all non-dominated individuals are stored in P’.
Each individual is given a fitness value, fi, based on Pareto dominance. The fitness of
the members of P’ is calculated as a function of how many individuals in P they domi-
nate (3).


( ) 1+
=


Psize


iby  dominated sindividual of number
fi (4)


The individuals in P are assigned their fitness according to the sum of the fitness val-
ues for each individual in P’ that dominate them plus one (see Figure 4). Lower scores
are better and ensure that the individual spawns a larger number of offspring in the next
generation. Selection is performed using binary tournaments from both populations until
the mating pool is filled. In this algorithm, fitness assignment has a built-in sharing
mechanism. The fitness formulation ensures that non-dominated individuals always get
the best fitness values and that fitness reflects the crowdedness of the surroundings.
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Figure 4. Population ranking according to Zitzler and Thiele.


Although there is a substantial body of research on Pareto multi-objective genetic al-
gorithms, there are still important issues that current methods address with only partial
success. The methods typically require extensive genetic algorithm parameter tuning on
a problem-by-problem basis in order for the algorithm to perform well. However, in a
real-world problem there is little knowledge about the shape of attribute space, which
makes it difficult to assess problem specific parameters. Additionally, existing methods
do not handle consistently the location of multiple Parteo frontiers in multi-modal
problem spaces. The work in this paper attempts to develop a reliable algorithm that
distributes solutions evenly across Pareto frontiers in a variety of multi-modal problems
without problem specific tuning.
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2 The multi-objective struggle genetic algorithm


The multi-objective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) developed in this work com-
bines the struggle crowding genetic algorithm presented by Grueninger and Wallace [8]
with Pareto-based ranking as devised by Fonseca and Fleming [4].


In the struggle algorithm, a variation of restricted tournament selection, two parents
are chosen from the population, and crossover/mutation are performed to create a child.
The child replaces the most similar individual in the entire population, but only if it has
a better fitness. This replacement strategy counteracts genetic drift that can spoil popu-
lation diversity. The struggle genetic algorithm has been demonstrated to perform well
in multi-modal function landscapes where it successfully identifies and maintains mul-
tiple peaks. The struggle genetic algorithm is defined by the following steps.
Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select individuals uniformly from population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation.


Step 4: Find the most similar individual in parameter space, and replace it if the new
individual has a higher objective score.


Step 5: Perform steps 2-5 according to the population size.


Step 6: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.


As there is no single objective function to determine the fitness of the different indi-
viduals in a Pareto optimization, the ranking scheme presented by Fonseca and Fleming
is employed, and the “degree of dominance” in attribute space is used to rank the popu-
lation. Each individual is given a rank based on the number of individuals in the popu-
lation that are preferred to it, i.e. for each individual the algorithm loops through the
whole population counting the number of preferred individuals. “Preferred to” is im-
plemented in a strict Pareto sense, but one could also combine Pareto optimality with
the satisfaction of objective goal levels.


The principle of the MOSGA algorithm is outlined below.
Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select individuals uniformly from population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the new child, and a new ranking of the population that
considers the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual in attribute space, and replace it with the new
child if the child’s ranking is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 according to the population size.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.
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3 Test Problems


To investigate the performance of the new algorithm benchmark test problems from the
literature were employed. Unless otherwise noted, the variables are real coded, BLX
crossover is used to produce offspring, and the likeness of two individuals is measured
using the Euclidean distance in attribute space. The result from a BLX crossover be-
tween two real numbers A and B is randomly selected from a uniform distribution cen-
tered at the mean of A and B, with a width corresponding to twice the difference be-
tween A and B.


3.1 Single variable test problem


The first test problem is the simple f2 function from Schaffer [15]. This is a function in
one variable.


Minimize ( ) 2
1 xxf = (5)


Minimize ( ) ( )2
2 2−= xxf (6)


Figure 5(a) plots f1 and f2 over the interval [-4,6], whereas (b) and (c) show the opti-
mization results after 100 generations with a population of 30 individuals.
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Figure 5. (a) shows Schaffers f1 and f2 as function of x. In (b) the optimization results is
shown. (c) shows optimization result as a f1-f2 plot, showing how the population spreads
evenly on the Pareto-optimal front.


Like many of the published Pareto techniques, MOSGA maintains diversity to pro-
vide solutions evenly distributed over the frontier. VEGA, however, tends to converge
to the extremes of the individual objectives as the number of generation increases.


3.2 Multi-variable test problems


A second set of test problems from Deb [2] was also explored. Deb developed a set of
problems to highlight difficulties that multi-objective genetic algorithms may encounter.
For visualization reasons, the focus is on two-dimensional problems defined generally
by equations (7) and (8).


minimize ( ) 1211 , xxxf = (7)


minimize ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,0,, 12
1


2
212 >>= x    xg    


x


xg
xxf


(8)


This formulation is used to construct both a multi-modal multi-objective problem and
a problem with a discrete Pareto-optimal front.


3.3 Multi-modal problem formulation
If the function g is multi-modal, the corresponding multi-objective problem will have
global and local Pareto-optimal frontiers. The multi-modal g function is defined in
equation (9).
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Figure 6(a) shows the g function for 0 ≤  x2 ≤  1 with the global optima located at
x2=0.2 and a local optima at x2=0.6. Figure 6(b) shows a plot of f1 and f2 in the attribute
space with the global and local Pareto optimal solutions. 10000 randomly chosen solu-
tions are generated and plotted to illustrate that the problem is biased—the solution den-
sity is higher towards the local Pareto-optimal front.
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Figure 6. (a): The function g(x2) with the global optima situated at x2=0.2 and the local
optima at x2=0.6. In (b) a random set of 10.000 solutions is shown on a f1-f2 plot. Notice
the low solution density at the global Pareto-optimal front


Deb reported that the NSGA was trapped in the local Pareto front in 59 out of 100
runs. The proposed MOSGA converges to local Pareto solution in only 7 of 100 runs,
finding the preferred global Pareto optimal front in 86 out of 100 runs. In 7 runs it con-
verges to both frontiers. Figure 7 shows optimization results after 200 generations for
the cases when the global Pareto optimal front is located, and when both are found in
the same optimization. The algorithm spreads the population evenly on the Pareto-
optimal front.


This initial MOSGA appears to be more robust in locating the global frontier, but
performance still could be better. After evaluating performance in a discontinuous dis-
crete frontier in the following section, the MOSGA algorithm will be modified so that it
more reliably locates both Pareto solutions during a single optimization.
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(a) (b)


Figure 7. Optimization results using a population of 60 individuals after 200 generations.
In (a) the population has converged on the global Pareto-optimal front. In (b) the popula-
tion has converged on both the local and global fronts.


3.4 Discrete Pareto optimal frontier


Deb also constructed a test to produce a discontinuous Pareto optimal frontier, as de-
fined in equations (10) through (13).


Minimize ( ) 1211 , xxxf = (10)


Minimize ( ) ( ) ( )gfhxgxxf ,, 12212 ⋅= (11)


( ) 22 101 xxg += (12)


( ) ( )1
1


2


1
1 2sin1, qf


g


f


g


f
gfh π−







−= (13)


The parameter q determines the number of discrete Pareto optimal fronts. We have
chosen to use q=4. Figure 8(a) shows 10.000 random solutions for x1 and x2 in the inter-
val [0,1]. Figure 8(b) shows the optimization result of the MOSGA algorithm after 200
generations.
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Figure 8. (a) 10.000 random solutions shown in a f1-f2 plot, with the Pareto-optimal front
indicate in the lower part. (b) the population of 60 individuals at generation 200. The al-
gorithm has found all four regions and spreads evenly among them.


Compared to NSGA, MOSGA spreads the population more evenly on the different
Pareto frontiers, and covers the whole Pareto set with a considerably smaller population,
resulting in much fewer function evaluations. Deb uses a population size of 200 and
runs the algorithm for 300 generations, resulting in five times as many function evalua-
tions as used for MOSGA. As a real-world problem often involve CAE tools to evaluate
each new solution, there might be a heavy computation burden associated with each
function evaluation.


Similar tests were completed on the remainder of Deb’s test suites, including a de-
ceptive binary encoded problem using hamming distance as the similarity measure, with
similar results. These results suggest the MOSGA algorithm can reliably find global
frontiers in the multi-objective test problems without problem specific tuning of the GA,
other than population size. In general, the goal was to reduce computation by choosing
small populations that, when spread across the frontiers, were sufficient to define their
contours. In general, the MOSGA required significantly smaller populations and func-
tion evaluations to locate frontiers.


4 Improvements to the MOSGA algorithm


Although more robust in finding global frontiers, the MOSGA, like other approaches,
showed poor performance in locating multiple frontiers in a single optimization. For the
multi-model test problem presented, it stably converged to both the local and global
frontier in only 7% of the optimizations. In this section, properties of the algorithm are
explored and improvements are made to reliably converging to multiple frontiers. The
multi-modal test problem is used as the basis for the exploration.
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4.1 Robust location of multiple frontiers


The MOSGA algorithm identifies points on both the local and global Pareto frontiers in
early stages of the optimization process. A typical population after 40 generations is
shown in Figure 9(a). As the optimization progresses, individuals move towards the
global front and the individuals on the local front are eliminated, Figure 9(b) and (c).
Ideally, the algorithm should be capable of identifying both the global and local fron-
tiers in a stable manner.
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Figure 9. The population after (a) 40 generations, (b) 80 generations and (c) after 200
generations.


The MOSGA algorithm progresses by permitting new offspring to replace the most
similar individual in attribute space if their rank is better. Similarity is determined with
a function that calculates the distance between two individuals. For example, Euclidian
distance is used for comparing attribute values. While this mechanism effectively pre-
serves diversity on the global Pareto optimal front, it can still eliminate local Pareto
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frontiers. A new individual in the surrounding of the global Pareto optimal set may be
closest to an individual at the local frontier in attribute space, and thus would replace it
even though it might be quite different in parameter space.


To validate this belief, a set of tests was conducted on the original multi-modal g
function in equation (9) using a parameter based similarity measure. The resulting dis-
tribution of population in the attribute space supports our observations, but there is poor
design convergence in parameter space (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The population after 400 generations using comparison in the parameter space,
(a) shows the result in attribute space whereas (b) shows the result in parameter space.


In this case, many non-Pareto solutions survive because they are not dominated by
the individuals in their close surroundings. The poor performance in parameter space is
partly due to the fact that the local Pareto front is very broad for this problem. Individu-
als not exactly on the local front will not be dominated by the individuals in their neigh-
borhood and therefore continue to survive.


In order to test this hypothesis, a g-function with two equal global optima corre-
sponding to Figure 11(a) In this problem comparison in parameter space is preferred,
see Figure 11(b) and (c). Note that both global fronts have the same values in the attrib-
ute space so a comparison in attribute space cannot distinguish between the optima.
When employing a distance function in the attribute space only one front is identified in
a given optimization run.
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Figure 11. (a) a modified g-function with two equal optima. (b) shows the final popula-
tion in attribute space and (c) in parameter space. Notice that both Pareto fronts have the
same values.


In order to take advantage of the strengths of both a parameter based and attribute
based similarity measures, they were combined into one equally weighted distance
measure. This mixed distance function was implemented and tests on the original g-
function in equation (9) are shown in Figure 12. The new mixed distance measure
maintains stable populations on both Pareto frontiers.
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Figure 12. The final population after 200 generation with the mixed distance measure
using the original g function. (a) shows the result in attribute space and (b) in parameter
space.


The mixed distance measure yields a better convergence in fewer generations than
the parameter based distance measure. Both the parameter based and the mixed similar-
ity measure managed to locate both the global and the local frontiers in all 100 test runs.
The population is evenly spread on the frontiers with in average 9 individuals at the
narrow global frontier and the remaining 51 at the broader local frontier.


Thus, we conclude that the original an attribute based similarity measure yielded
rapid and precise convergence but is only capable of identifying one Pareto frontier in
each run. On the other hand, with a parameter based similarity measure the algorithm
was able to locate multiple Pareto frontiers but the convergence was slower and not as
precise. By combining both distance measures to one mixed distance measure the ad-
vantages of both approaches are realized.
The refined MOSGA algorithm is thus defined below.
Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select individuals uniformly from the population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the new child, and a new ranking of the population that
considers the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual, equally combining differences in both the
parameter space and attribute space. Replace this individual if the new child’s
rank is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 according to the population size.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.
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4.2 Reduction of optimization time


In order to speed up the optimization process, alterations to the replacement strategy
might be considered. For example, rather than replacing the most similar individual
with the newly generated better ranking individual, one might also replace the worst
individual if it is dominated by ndom individuals. This modified replacement strategy
could drastically increase the convergence speed of the algorithm. However, robustness
might be compromised by the heuristic if ndom is a low number—population diversity
will be reduced rapidly. In the original method, poor individuals have to be gradually
moved towards more promising areas. With the modified strategy, very poor individuals
are instantly replaced with better performing individuals to speed convergence.


This strategy has been applied to the discrete problem in equation (10)-(13) with
ndom=3, and the results are shown in Figure 13. Note that the whole population has
converged on the different frontiers after only 40 generations, and compare with the
population after 40 generations using the normal replacement strategy. With the normal
replacement strategy 200 generations were required for the population to converge (see
Figure 8).
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Figure 13. (a) shows the optimization results after 40 generations using the modified re-
placement strategy, whereas (b) shows the results after 40 generations using the original
replacement strategy.


For specific problems, where the MOSGA algorithm shows slow convergence this
might be a useful technique. However, the MOSGA algorithm with combined parameter
and attribute similarity measure works reliably without problem specific adjustment—
problem specific fine-tuning with ndom might reduce computation time but may also re-
sult in premature convergence if used inappropriately.
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5 Conclusions


Many real-world engineering problems are characterized by the presence of multiple
conflicting objectives. A Pareto optimization algorithm that can handle mixed continu-
ous and discrete problems in multi-modal solution spaces is needed. In this paper, a new
Pareto multiple objective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) was developed for this
purpose.


The proposed method combines Pareto based ranking with the struggle genetic
crowding algorithm. Each individual is ranked based on how many members of the
population that is preferred to it in a Pareto-optimal sense. Then parents are selected
uniformly from the population and crossover and mutation are employed in order to
produce a child. The child is inserted into the population and replaces the individual
most similar to itself, but only if it has a better ranking. The similarity between two in-
dividuals is measured with a function considering differences in both parameter and
attribute space.


Observations based on a suite of test problems shows that MOSGA identifies and
maintains multiple Pareto optimal frontiers in multi-modal landscapes more reliably
than previously published GA-based methods. Another strength of the algorithm is its
ability to address a wide variety of problems without tuning the genetic optimization
parameters and to operate successfully with relatively small populations. This is an im-
portant issue for real world applications where there may be little knowledge about the
shape of the attribute space.
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Abstract


Many real world engineering problems are characterized by the presence of several con-
flicting design objectives. In this paper, a new multi-objective genetic algorithm is em-
ployed to optimize two different concepts of hydraulic actuation systems. The different
concepts have been modeled in a simulation environment to which the optimization
strategy has been coupled.


The outcome from the proposed optimization strategy is a set of Pareto optimal solu-
tions elucidating the tradeoffs between competing objectives. By comparing Pareto
frontiers for competing concepts, valuable insights about the properties of the different
concepts can be gained. Depending on how the decision-maker values the different ob-
jectives, different design solutions are more appropriate. This is exemplified in the hy-
draulic actuation systems, where the acceptance of a larger control error results in a de-
sign with low energy consumption.
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1 Introduction


Many real-world engineering design problems involve simultaneous optimization of
several conflicting objectives. In many cases, multiple objective problems are aggre-
gated into one single overall objective function. Optimization is then conducted with
one optimal design as the result. This paper presents a method where the solution space
is searched for a set of Pareto optimal solutions, from which the decision-maker may
choose the final design. Vilfredo Pareto, [16] defined Pareto-optimality as a set where
every element is a problem solution for which no other solutions can be better in all
design attributes. A solution in the Pareto optimal set cannot be deemed superior to the
others in the set without including preference information to rank competing attributes.
For the two-dimensional case, the Pareto front is a curve that clearly elucidates the
tradeoff between the objectives. By comparing such Pareto frontiers for different com-
peting concepts, valuable support for concept selection could be gained.


The paper starts with presenting a nomenclature for the multi-objective design prob-
lem. Thereafter, existing multi-objective genetic algorithms are reviewed. Then the pro-
posed method is presented and tested on a benchmark problem. Finally, a design prob-
lem consisting of two different hydraulic actuation concepts is studied with the help of
simulation models and the proposed optimization strategy. It is shown that the new
method performs well and that Pareto optimization could be a powerful tool for concept
selection.


2 Background


2.1 The multi-objective design problem
A general multi-objective design problem could be expressed by equations (1) and (2).


( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )T
kfff xxxxF ,...,,min 21=


S  ts ∈x..


(1)


( )T
nxxx ,...,, 21=x (2)


where ( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxf k,...,, 21  are the k objectives functions, ( )nxxx ,...,, 21  are the n


optimization parameters, and nRS ∈  is the solution or parameter space. Obtainable


objective vectors, ( ){ }Sx ∈xF  are denoted by Y, so YS a:F , S is mapped by F onto


Y. kRY ∈  is usually referred to as the attribute space, where Y∂  is the boundary of Y.
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For a general design problem, F is non-linear and multi-modal, and S might be defined
by non-linear constraints containing both continuous and discrete member variables.


The Pareto subset of Y∂  is of particular interest to the rational decision-maker. The
Pareto set is defined by equation (3). Considering a minimization problem and two so-
lution vectors x, y∈S. x is said to dominate y, denoted yx f , if:


{ } ( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( )1,2,..., :     1, 2,..., :i i j ji k f f and j k f f∀ ∈ ≤ ∃ ∈ <x y x y (3)


The space in Rk formed by the objective vectors of Pareto optimal solutions is known
as the Pareto optimal front, P. It is clear that any final design solution should preferably
be a member of the Pareto optimal set. Pareto optimal solutions are also known as non-
dominated or efficient solutions.


2.2 Related work


Genetic algorithms are modeled after mechanisms of natural selection. Each optimiza-
tion parameter (xn) is encoded by a gene using an appropriate representation, such as a
real number or a string of bits. The corresponding genes for all parameters x1,..xn form a
chromosome capable of describing an individual design solution. A set of chromosomes
representing several individual design solutions comprise a population where the most
fit are selected to reproduce. Mating is performed using crossover to combine genes
from different parents to produce children. The children are inserted into the population
and the procedure starts over again, thus creating an artificial Darwinian environment.
For a general introduction to genetic algorithms, see Goldberg [9].


Additionally, there are many different types of multi-objective genetic algorithms.
For a review of genetic algorithms applied to multi-objective optimization, readers are
referred to work by Fonseca and Fleming [7]. Literature surveys and comparative stud-
ies on multi-objective genetic algorithms are also provided by several other authors, see
for example [2], [13], [19] and [21].


The first multi-objective genetic algorithm was VEGA (Vector Evaluating Genetic
Algorithm) developed by Schaffer [17]. VEGA uses the selection mechanism of the GA
to produce non-dominated individuals. Each individual objective is designated as the
selection metric for a portion of the population.


Fourman [8] presents a genetic algorithm using binary tournaments, randomly
choosing one objective to decide each tournament. Kurasawe [15] further developed this
scheme by allowing the objective selection to be random, fixed by the user, or to evolve
with the optimization process.


These early techniques tend to converge to a subset of the Pareto-optimal frontier,
leaving a large part of the Pareto set unexplored. Preferably, one wants to maintain di-
versity so that the entire Pareto frontier is elicited. Additionally, maintaining diversity
will tend to improve robustness in multi-objective problems by ensuring that there is a
genetic variety for mating mechanisms to operate upon [10], [11].


Goldberg [9] introduced non-dominated sorting to rank a search population accord-
ing to Pareto optimality. First, non-dominated individuals in the population are identi-
fied. They are given the rank 1 and are removed from the population. Then the non-
dominated individuals in the reduced population are identified, given the rank 2, and
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then they are also removed from the population. This procedure of identifying non-
dominated sets of individuals is repeated until the whole population has been ranked,
see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Population ranking based upon non-dominated sorting.


The non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA) of Srinivas and Deb [18] implements Gold-
berg’s algorithm together with niching techniques to maintain diversity in the popula-
tion.


In the multi-objective GA (MOGA) presented by Foseca and Fleming [6] and [7]
each individual is ranked according to their degree of dominance. The more population
members that dominate an individual, the higher ranking the individual is given. An
individual’s ranking equals the number of individuals that it is dominated by plus one,
see Figure 2. Individuals on the Pareto front have a rank of 1 as they are non-dominated.
The rankings are then scaled to score individuals in the population. In MOGA both
sharing and mating restrictions are employed in order to maintain population diversity.
Fonseca and Fleming also include preference information and goal levels to reduce the
Pareto set to those that simultaneously meet certain attribute values.
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Figure 2. Population ranking according to Fonseca and Fleming.
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The niched Pareto GA (NPGA) by Horn and Nafpliotis [14] does not use ranking
methods. Rather, Pareto domination tournaments are used to select individuals for the
next generation. For binary tournaments, a subset of the population is used as a basis to
assess the dominance of the two contestants. If one of the contestants is dominated by a
member in the subset but the other is not, the non-dominated one is selected to survive.
If both or neither are dominated, selection is based on the niche count of similar indi-
viduals in the attribute space. An individual with a low niche count is preferred to an
individual with a high count to help maintain population diversity.


Zitzler and Thiele [21] developed a multi-objective genetic algorithm called the
strengthen Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA). SPEA uses two populations, P and
P’. Throughout the process copies of all non-dominated individuals are stored in P’.
Each individual is given a fitness value based on Pareto dominance. The fitness of the
members of P’ is calculated as a function of how many individuals in P they dominate.
The individuals in P are assigned their fitness according to the sum of the fitness values
for each individual in P’ that dominates them. Selection is performed using binary tour-
naments from both populations until the mating pool is filled. In this algorithm, fitness
assignment has a built-in sharing mechanism. The fitness formulation ensures that non-
dominated individuals always get the best fitness values and that the fitness reflects the
crowdedness of the surroundings.


Donne et al. [4] used a multi-objective parallel genetic algorithm to optimize differ-
ent hydraulic circuits. Their method employs a number of subpopulations and migration
between populations in order to maintain diversity. Within each subpopulation the Pa-
reto optimal individuals are identified and given a high ranking. All Pareto optimal so-
lutions found are stored in an array, which is updated each generation in order to include
new Pareto optimal individuals.


Although there is a substantial body of research on Pareto multi-objective genetic al-
gorithms, there are still important issues that current methods address with only partial
success. The methods typically require extensive genetic algorithm parameter tuning on
a problem-by-problem basis in order for the algorithm to perform well. However, in a
real-world problem there is little knowledge about the shape of attribute space, which
makes it difficult to assess problem specific parameters. Additionally, existing methods
do not handle consistently the location of multiple Pareto frontiers in multi-modal
problem spaces. The method presented in this paper is capable of identifying multiple
frontiers without any problem specific parameter tuning.


3 The proposed method


The multi-objective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) [1] combines the struggle
crowding genetic algorithm presented by Grueniger and Wallace in [10] with Pareto-
based ranking as devised by Fonseca and Fleming in [6].


In the struggle algorithm, a variation of restricted tournament selection, two parents
are chosen from the population, and crossover/mutation are performed to create a child.
The child replaces the most similar individual in the entire population, but only if it has
a better fitness. This replacement strategy counteracts genetic drift that can spoil popu-
lation diversity. The struggle genetic algorithm has been demonstrated to perform well
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in multi-modal function landscapes where it successfully identifies and maintains mul-
tiple peaks.


As there is no single objective function to determine the fitness of the different indi-
viduals in a Pareto optimization, the ranking scheme presented by Fonseca and Fleming
is employed, and the “degree of dominance” in attribute space is used to rank the popu-
lation. Each individual is given a rank based on the number of individuals in the popu-
lation that are preferred to it, i.e. for each individual the algorithm loops through the
whole population counting the number of preferred individuals. "Preferred to" could be
implemented in a strict Pareto optimal sense or extended to include goal levels on the
objectives in order to limit the frontier.


The principle of the MOSGA algorithm is outlined below.


Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select individuals uniformly from population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the new child, and a new ranking of the population that
considers the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual, and replace it with the new child if the child's
ranking is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 until the mating pool is filled.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.


The likeness of two individuals is measured using a distance function. The method
has been tested with distance functions based upon the Euclidean distance in both the
attribute as well as parameter space. A mixed distance function combining both the at-
tribute and parameter distance has been evaluated as well.


3.1 Test function
In order to assess the performance of the algorithm a set of test problems from Deb [3]
was explored. Deb developed a set of problems to highlight difficulties that multi-
objective genetic algorithms may encounter. For visualization reasons, the focus is on
two-dimensional problems defined generally by equations (4) and (5).


( ) 1211 , xxxf = (4)


( ) ( ) ( ) 0,0,, 12
1


2
212 >>= x    xg    


x


xg
xxf (5)


If the function g is multi-modal, the corresponding multi-objective problem will have
global and local Pareto-optimal frontiers. The multi-modal g function is defined in
equation (9).
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Figure 3 (a) shows the g function for 0 ≤  x2 ≤  1 with the global optima located at
x2=0.2 and a local optima at x2=0.6. Figure 3(b) shows a plot of f1 and f2 in the attribute
space with the global and local Pareto optimal solutions. 10,000 randomly chosen solu-
tions are generated and plotted in Figure 3 (b) to illustrate that the problem is biased—
the solution density is higher towards the local Pareto-optimal front.
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Figure 3. In (a) the function g(x2) is depicted. The global optimum is situated at x2=0.2
and the local optimum at x2=0.6. Figure (b) shows a random set of 10.000 solutions on a
f1-f2 plot. Notice the low solution density at the global Pareto optimal front.


The optimization was conducted with a population size of 60 individuals and ran for
200 generations. The variables are real encoded, and BLX crossover is employed to
produce offspring. The result from a BLX crossover between two real numbers A and B
is randomly selected from a uniform distribution centered at the mean of A and B, with
a width corresponding to twice the difference between A and B.


Deb reported that the NSGA was trapped in the local Pareto front in 59 out of 100
runs.


The original MOSGA algorithm used an attribute based distance function resulting in
the algorithm converging to the local Pareto frontier in only 7% of 100 optimizations.
The algorithm found the preferred global Pareto optimal front in 86% of the optimiza-
tions. In 7% of the optimizations it converged to both frontiers. Thus, the MOSGA
seems more robust in locating the global Pareto optimal frontier.


However, one whishes that the algorithm should be capable of identifying both fron-
tiers in every optimization run. By changing to a parameter based distance function this
was achieved. However, the parameter based distance function was slower and less ex-
act in its convergence to the frontier.


By combining equally weighted attribute-based and a parameter-based distance
functions to form a mixed distance measure, the advantages of fast convergence and the
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ability of finding multiple frontiers were realized. Figure 4 shows how the algorithm
spreads the population evenly on both frontiers when using the mixed distance function.
A more detailed discussion about the properties of the algorithm is given in [1].


(a) (b)


Figure 4. The final population after 200 generation using the mixed distance measure. (a)
shows the population in attribute space whereas (b) shows the population in parameter
space.


Thus, the method is capable of reliably identifying multiple Pareto frontiers in a sin-
gle optimization run, outperforming other techniques. Another advantage is that the
method does not require problem specific parameter settings. The only GA parameters
that have to be determined are population size, number of generations and the distance
function. The distance function is dependent on how the optimization parameters are
encoded. As long as they are real encoded, a mixed distance function based upon
Euclidean distance is preferred. If a problem requires for instance binary encoding,
other distance functions such as the hamming distance might be considered.


The method has been successfully tested on several benchmark problems proposed
by Deb [3].


4 The design problem


The objects of study for the design problem are two different concepts of hydraulic ac-
tuation systems. Both systems consist of a hydraulic cylinder that is connected to a mass
of 1000 kilograms. The objective is to follow a pulse in the position command with a
small control error and simultaneously obtain a low energy consumption. Naturally,
these two objectives are in conflict with each other. The problem is thus to minimize
both the control error and the energy consumption from a Pareto optimal perspective.


Two different ways of controlling the cylinder are studied. In the first more conven-
tional system, the cylinder is controlled by a servo valve, which is powered from a con-
stant pressure system. In the second concept, the cylinder is controlled by a servo pump.
Thus, the systems have different properties. The valve concept has all that is required
for a low control error, as the valve has a very high bandwidth. On the other hand, the
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valve system associated with higher losses, as the valve constantly throttles fluid to the
tank.


The different concepts have been modeled in the simulation package Hopsan [12].
The models of each component consist of a set of algebraic and differential equations
taking aspects such as friction, leakage and non-linearities into account. The system
models are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively.


 


Figure 5. The servo valve concept for hydraulic actuation.


The servo valve system consists of the mass and the hydraulic cylinder, the servo
valve and a p-controller that is controlling the motion. The servo valve is powered by a
constant pressure pump and a accumulator, which keeps the system pressure at a con-
stant level. The optimization parameters are the sizes of the cylinder, valve and the
pump, the pressure lever, the feedback gain and a leakage parameter that is necessary to
dampen the system. Thus, this problem consists of six optimization parameters and two
objectives.
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Figure 6. The servo pump concept of hydraulic actuation.


The servo pump concept contains fewer components, the cylinder and the mass, the
controller and the pump. A second order low-pass filter is added in order to model the
dynamics of the pump. The servo pump system consists of only four optimization pa-
rameters. The performance of a relatively fast servo pump system is depicted in Figure
7.
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Figure 7. The pulse response for a relatively fast servo pump system, control error =
0.05 ms.


4.1 Optimization


The optimization is based on component size selection rather then component design,
i.e. it is assumed that each component is a predefined entity. As a consequence of this
assumption most component parameters are expressed as a function of the component
size.
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Both systems where optimized in order to simultaneously minimize the control error
f1 and the energy consumption f2. The control error is obtained by integrating the ab-
solute value of the control error and adding a penalty for overshoots, see equation (7).
The energy consumption is calculated by integrating the hydraulic power, expressed as
the pressure times the flow, see equation (8).
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The optimization is conducted with a population size of 30 individuals over 200 gen-
erations. The parameters are real encoded and BLX crossover is used to produce new
offspring. Euclidean distance measures were used.


As a Pareto optimization searches for all non-dominated individuals, the final popu-
lation will contain individuals with a very high control error, as they have low energy
consumption. It is possible to obtain an energy consumption close to zero, if the cylin-
der does not move at all. However, these solutions are not of interest, as we want the
system to follow the pulse. Therefore, a goal level on the control error is introduced.
The optimization strategy is modified so that solutions, which are bellow the goal level
on the control error are always preferred to solutions that are above it regardless of their
energy consumption. In this manner, the population is focused on the relevant part of
the Pareto front.


The obtained Pareto optimal front for the servo valve system is depicted in Figure 8
(a), and for the servo pump system in Figure 8 (b).
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Figure 8. The resulting Pareto optimal front, in (a) for the servo valve concept, and in (b)
for the servo pump concept.


In order to achieve fast systems, and thereby low control errors, large pumps and
valves are chosen by the optimization strategy. A large pump delivers more fluid, which
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enables a higher speed of the cylinder. However, bigger components consume more
energy, which explains the shape of the Pareto frontiers.


If the Pareto fronts for both concepts are displayed within the same graph, the prop-
erties of both systems are clearly elucidated, see Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The Pareto frontiers for both concepts.


It is evident that the final design should preferably be on the overall Pareto frontier,
which elucidate when to change between concept. The servo pump system consumes
less energy, and is preferred if a control error larger then 0.05ms is acceptable. The
servo valve system is fast but consumes more energy. If lower control error then 0.05ms
is desired, the final design should preferably be a servo valve system.


In order to choose the final design, the decision-maker has to select concept and then
study the tradeoff between the control error and the energy consumption and select a
solution point on the Pareto frontier.


Naturally there are other criteria that has to be taken into account as well, for instance
system weight and cost, flexibility, reliability and robustness. Some of these properties
are hard to assess, and has to be left outside the optimization. New criteria could be in-
troduced either as new objectives or aggregated with one of the other objectives to a
new composite objective. There are no fundamental limitations as to how many objec-
tives one could optimize, but visualization becomes harder as the number of objectives
increases.


5 Conclusion


A multi-objective Pareto genetic algorithm has been proposed and shown to outperform
previously published methods in its capability to identify multiple Pareto frontiers in a
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single optimization run. Another advantage of the method is that it does not require ex-
tensive parameter tuning on a problem by problem basis.


The method has been tested on both mathematical functions and design problems
where simulation models have been employed to predict the performance of different
design solutions. The outcome of the optimization is a set of Pareto optimal designs,
where the tradeoff of the conflicting objectives is clearly elucidated. By comparing Pa-
reto frontiers for different design concepts, valuable insight on the properties of the dif-
ferent concepts could be gained. Thus, Pareto optimization could be a valuable support
for concept selection.


The method has been applied to two concepts of hydraulic actuation systems. The re-
sulting Pareto optimal frontiers elucidate the advantages of the different concepts and,
advice the decision-maker which concept to choose depending on his or her preferences.
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Abstract


In this paper, a new multiobjective genetic algorithm is employed to support the design
of a hydraulic actuation system. First, the proposed method is tested using benchmark
problems gathered from the literature. The method performs well and it is capable of
identifying multiple Pareto frontiers in multi-modal function spaces. Secondly, the
method is applied to a mixed variable design problem where a hydraulic actuation sys-
tem is analyzed using simulation models. The design problem consists of a mixture of
determining continuous variables and selecting components from catalogs. The mul-
tiobjective optimization results in a discrete Pareto front, which illustrates the trade-off
between system cost and system performance.
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1 Introduction


Most engineering design problems consist of several, often conflicting, objectives. In
many cases, the multiple objectives are aggregated into one single overall objective
function. Optimization is then conducted with one optimal design as the result. The re-
sult is then strongly dependent on how the objectives are aggregated. To avoid this dif-
ficulty and in order to explore a broader set of optimal solutions, the concept of Pareto
optimality is employed. Valuable insights about the trade-off between the objectives
could be gained by investigating the set Pareto optimal solutions. Vilfredo Pareto de-
fined Pareto optimality as the set where every element is a problem solution for which
no other solutions can be better in all design attributes. A solution in a Pareto optimal
set cannot be deemed superior to the others in the set without including preference in-
formation to rank competing attributes.


This paper develops a Pareto optimization method for use in multiobjective, multi-
modal design spaces. For a general design problem, the design space consists of con-
tinuous variables as well as selection of individual components from catalogs or data-
bases. Furthermore, numerical simulations and other CAE tools are often employed to
evaluate design solutions; i.e. simulation is employed to transform solutions from the
design space to the attribute space. As the attributes or objectives are calculated using
numerical simulations, there is no simple way of obtaining derivatives of the objective
functions. Therefore genetic algorithms are-well suited for such applications—they do
not need derivatives of the objective functions and they have shown to be effective in
optimizing mixed variable problems [11] in multi-modal search spaces [7].


The paper first defines a general multiobjective optimization problem and reviews
related work on multiobjective genetic algorithms. Then, a new method is proposed and
validated using a problem gathered from the literature. Later the method is applied to a
real design problem containing a mixture of continuous design variables and discrete
selections of components from catalogs. The problem is solved by connecting the opti-
mization strategy to a simulation program.


1.1 The multiobjective design problem


A general multiobjective design problem could be expressed by equations (1) and (2)


( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )T
kfff xxxxF ,...,,min 21=


S  ts ∈x..
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( )T
nxxx ,...,, 21=x (2)


where ( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxf k,...,, 21  are the k objective functions, ( )nxxx ,...,, 21  are the n


optimization parameters, and nRS ∈  is the solution or parameter space. Obtainable
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objective vectors, ( ){ }Sx ∈xF  are denoted by Y. kRY ∈  is usually referred to as the


attribute space.
The Pareto set consists of solutions that are not dominated by any other solutions.


Considering a minimization problem and two solution vectors x, y∈S. x is said to domi-
nate y, denoted yx f , if:


{ } ( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( )yxyx jjii ffkjandffki <∈∃≤∈∀ :,...,2,1       :,...,2,1 (3)


The space in Rk formed by the objective vectors of Pareto optimal solutions is known
as the Pareto optimal front.


1.2 Multiobjective genetic algorithms


Genetic algorithms are modeled after mechanisms of natural selection. Each optimiza-
tion parameter (xn) is encoded by a gene using an appropriate representation, such as a
real number or a string of bits. The corresponding genes for all parameters x1,..xn form a
chromosome capable of describing an individual design solution. A set of chromosomes
representing several individual design solutions comprises a population where the fittest
are selected to reproduce. Mating is performed using crossover to combine genes from
different parents to produce children. The children are inserted into the population and
the procedure starts over again, thus creating an artificial Darwinian environment. For a
general introduction to genetic algorithms, see [6].


Additionally, there are many different types of multiobjective genetic algorithms.
Literature surveys and comparative studies on multiobjective genetic algorithms can be
found in for example [3], [10] and [12].


Most multiobjective genetic algorithms use either the selection mechanism or some
sort of Pareto-based ranking to produce non-dominated solutions. In the proposed
method, the ranking scheme presented by Fonseca and Fleming [5] is employed.


In the multiobjective GA (MOGA) [5] each individual is ranked according to its de-
gree of dominance. The more population members that dominate an individual, the
higher the ranking of the individual. Here an individual’s ranking equals the number of
individuals that it is dominated by plus one, see Figure 1. Individuals on the current
Pareto front will have a rank of 1, as they are non-dominated. The rankings are then
scaled to score individuals in the population. In MOGA, both sharing and mating re-
strictions are employed in order to maintain population diversity. Fonseca and Fleming
also introduce preference information and goal levels to reduce the Pareto set to those
that simultaneously meet certain attribute values.
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Figure 1.  Population ranking according to Fonseca and Fleming.


Although there is a substantial body of research on multiobjective genetic algorithms,
there are still important issues that current methods address with only partial success.
The methods typically require extensive genetic algorithm parameter tuning on a prob-
lem-by-problem basis in order for the algorithm to perform well. However, in a real-
world problem there is little knowledge about the shape of the attribute space, which
makes it difficult to assess problem-specific parameters. Additionally, existing methods
do not handle the location of multiple Pareto frontiers in multi-modal problem spaces
consistently. The method presented in this paper is capable of identifying multiple fron-
tiers without any problem-specific parameter tuning.


2 The Proposed Method


The multiobjective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) [1] combines the struggle
crowding genetic algorithm [7] with Pareto-based ranking as devised in [5].


In the struggle algorithm, a variation of restricted tournament selection [8], two par-
ents are chosen randomly from the population, and crossover/mutation is performed to
create a child. The child then has to compete with the most similar individual in the en-
tire population, and replaces it if the child has a better fitness. This replacement strategy
counteracts genetic drift that can spoil population diversity. The struggle genetic algo-
rithm has been demonstrated to perform well in multi-modal function landscapes where
it successfully identifies and maintains multiple peaks.


There is no single objective function to determine the fitness of the different indi-
viduals in a Pareto optimization. Therefore, the ranking scheme presented by Fonseca
and Fleming is employed, and the “degree of dominance” is used to rank the population.
Each individual is given a rank based on the number of individuals in the population
that are preferred to it, i.e. for each individual the algorithm loops through the popula-
tion counting the number of preferred individuals. “Preferred to” can be implemented in
a strict Pareto optimal sense or extended to include goal levels on the objectives in order
to limit the frontier.
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The principle of the MOSGA algorithm is outlined below.


Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select parents randomly from the population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the child, and a new ranking of the population that con-
siders the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual, and replace it with the new child if the child’s
ranking is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 until the mating pool is filled.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.


The similarity between two individuals is measured using a distance function. The
method was tested with distance functions based upon the Euclidean distance in both
the attribute as well as the parameter space. A mixed distance function combining both
the attribute and the parameter distance was evaluated as well.


2.1 Genome Representation


The genome encodes design variables in a form suitable for the GA to operate upon.
Design variables may be values of parameters (real or integer) or represent individual
components selected from catalogs or databases. Thus, the genome is a hybrid list of
real numbers (for continuous parameters), integers and references to catalog selections,
see Figure 2.


A catalog could be either a straight list of elements, or the elements could be ar-
ranged in a hierarchy. Each element of a catalog represents an individual component.
The characteristics of catalogs will be discussed further on and exemplified by the de-
sign example.


4.237 6.87e-3


Real numbers Catalog selections


12 37


12th element, 1st catalog


Figure 2. Example of the genome encoding. The first two elements represent real vari-
ables and the last two elements catalog selections.


2.2 Similarity Measures


Speciating GAs require a measure of likeness between individuals, a so-called similarity
measure. Here the similarity measure is based on a distance function calculating the
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distance between two genomes. The similarity could be based on the distance in either
the attribute space (between the objectives), the phenotype space (between the design
parameters) or the genotype space (in the genome encoding). As direct encoding is used
(not a conversion to a string of bits), a phenotype and a genotype distance function
would yield the same result. It is shown that the choice between an attribute-based and a
parameter based distance function might have a great influence on the outcome of the
optimization.


2.2.1 Attribute Based Distance Function


One way of comparing two individual designs is to calculate their distance in attribute
space. As we want the population to spread evenly on the Pareto front (in attribute
space) it seems to be a good idea to use an attribute-based distance measure. The dis-
tance between two solutions (genomes) in attribute space is calculated using the nor-
malized Euclidean distance (4).
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Here, fia and fib are the objective values for the i:th objective for a and b respectively.
fimax and fimin are the maximum and the minimum of the i:th objective in the current
population, and k is the number of objectives. Thus, the distance function will vary be-
tween 0, indicating that the individuals are identical, and 1 for the very extremes.


2.2.2 Phenotype Based Distance Function


Another way of calculating the distance between solutions is to use the distance in pa-
rameter (phenotype) space. As the genome is a hybrid mixture of real numbers and
catalog selections, we have to define different distance functions to work on different
types of elements. The methods described here are founded on the framework presented
by Senin et al. [11]. In order to obtain the similarity between two individuals, the dis-
tance between each search variable is calculated. The overall similarity is then obtained
by summing up the distances for each search variable.


Real Number Distance
A natural distance measure between two real numbers is the normalized Euclidean dis-
tance, see equation (5).
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Here, a and b are the values for the two real numbers and max distance is the maxi-
mum possible distance between the two values (i.e. the search boundaries).
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Catalog Selection Distance
Distance between two catalog selections could be measured through relative position in
a catalog or a catalog hierarchy. The relative position is only meaningful if the catalog is
ordered, see Figure 3.


Ordered catalog of hydraulic cylinders


Unordered catalog of hydraulic cylinders


Figure 3. Examples of ordered and unordered catalogs.


The dimensionless distance between two elements within the same catalog is ex-
pressed by equation (6) and exemplified in Figure 4.


distancemax 
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1 2 3 4 5 6


a b


Distance(a,b)=3/5


Figure 4. Distance evaluation for two elements of an ordered catalog.


For catalog hierarchies equation (6) has to be generalized. For elements belonging to
the same sub-catalog, the distance is evaluated using the relative position within that
sub-catalog. Otherwise, the maximum length of the path connecting the different sub-
catalogs is used. This implies that for two given sub-catalogs an element in one catalog
is equally distant from every element in the other catalog. The length of the path is cal-
culated as the maximal distance within the smallest common hierarchy. In both cases,
the distance is normalized by dividing with the maximum distance (i.e. the catalog size).
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Distance(a,b)=3/13


Distance(c,d)=2/13


Distance(c,e)=7/13


Figure 5. Exemplification of distances between different catalog elements in a hierarchi-
cal catalog.


Overall Distance
So far, distance measures for individual design variables have been developed. An over-
all distance measure for comparing two genomes is obtained by aggregating the dis-
tances for the individual design variables, see equation (7).
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Where a and b are the two designs being compared, and n is the number of design
variables (DV) encoded by the genome. Thus, the phenotype distance between two in-
dividual designs is calculated by summing up the individual distances for each element
of the genome.


Mixed Distance Function
As we will show later, different distance functions have different properties. By com-
bining an attribute based distance function with a parameter-based one, the strengths
from both methods were taken advantage of. As each distance function is normalized,
the mixed distance function is simply calculated according to equation (8).
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2.3 Genetic operators


As the genome is a hybrid mix of continuous variables and catalog selections, we define
different operators to work on different types of elements. Uniform crossover is used,
which implies that each element of the father’s genome is crossed with the correspond-
ing element from the mother’s genome.
For real numbers, BLX crossover is used, see exemplification in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The outcome of a BLX crossover between two real numbers a and b is ran-
domly selected from an interval of width 2d centered on the average M.


For catalog selections, an analog crossover scheme is employed as illustrated in Figure
7.


Figure 7. An exemplification of the catalog crossover. The outcome of a crossover of in-
dividuals within the same catalog (a and b) are randomly selected from the interval be-
tween them. For individuals from different sub-catalogs (c and d) the outcome is ran-
domly selected within the smallest common hierarchy.


2.4 Test Function


In order to assess the performance of the algorithm, a set of test problems from Deb [19]
was explored. Deb developed a set of problems to highlight difficulties that multiobjec-
tive genetic algorithms may encounter. For visualization purposes, the focus is on two-
dimensional problems defined generally by equations (9) and (10).


( ) 1211 , xxxf = (9)
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If the function g is multi-modal, the corresponding multiobjective problem will have
global and local Pareto optimal frontiers. A multi-modal g function is defined in equa-
tion (11).
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Figure 8(a) shows the g function for 0 ≤  x2 ≤  1 with the global optimum located at
x2=0.2 and a local optimum at x2=0.6. Figure 8(b) shows a plot of f1 and f2 in the attrib-
ute space with the global and local Pareto optimal solutions. 10,000 randomly chosen
solutions are generated and plotted in Figure 8(b) to illustrate that the problem is bi-
ased—the solution density is higher towards the local Pareto optimal front.


(a)
(b)


Figure 8. Figure (a) shows the multi-modal function g(x2 ), where the global optimum is
situated at x2=0.2 and the local optimum at x2=0.6. For the multiobjective problem, a f1-f2


plot for 10,000 random solutions is shown in (b). Note the low solution density at the
global Pareto optimal front.


The optimization was conducted with a population size of 60 individuals and ran for
200 generations. The variables are real-encoded, and BLX crossover is employed to
produce offspring. Deb reported that the NSGA was trapped in the local Pareto front in
59 out of 100 runs.


The original MOSGA algorithm used an attribute based distance function resulting in
the algorithm converging to the local Pareto frontier in only 7% of 100 optimizations.
The algorithm found the preferred global Pareto optimal front in 86% of the optimiza-
tions, as shown in figure 9 (a) and (b). In 7% of the optimizations, it converged to both
frontiers. Thus, the MOSGA seems more robust in locating the global Pareto optimal
frontier.


However, the algorithm should ideally be capable of identifying both fronts in every
optimization run. By changing to a parameter based distance function this can be
achieved. However, the parameter based distance function was slower and less exact in
its convergence to the frontier.


In the MOSGA, the new child has to compete with the individual most similar to it-
self. When the comparison is done in parameter space, a portion of the population will
find and maintain local optima, where solutions close in the parameter space are all
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dominated. When using an attribute based distance function, solutions at local optima
might have to compete with solutions at the global optima, as they might be close in
attribute space. Therefore, local optima would not be maintained.


By combining equally weighted attribute based and a parameter based distance func-
tions to form a mixed distance measure, the advantages of fast convergence and the
ability to find multiple frontiers were realized. Figure 9 shows how the algorithm
spreads the population evenly on both frontiers when using the mixed distance function.
To summarize, the attribute distance function performs well on problems with one Pa-
reto frontier. For problems with multiple frontiers, a mixed distance function is pre-
ferred. A more detailed discussion about the properties of the algorithm is given in [1]
and [2].


(a) (b)


(c) (d)


Figure 9. Optimization results using different distance functions. In (a) and (b) an attrib-
ute based distance function is used and the population has converged to the global Pareto
front. In (c) and (d) the mixed distance function is used and the population converges to
both the global and the local frontier. (a) and (c) show the result in attribute space,
whereas (b) and (d) show the result in parameter space.


Thus, the method is capable of reliably identifying multiple Pareto frontiers in a sin-
gle optimization run, thus outperforming other techniques. Another advantage is that the
method does not require problem-specific parameter settings. The only GA parameters
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to be determined are population size, number of generations and the distance function.
The method was successfully tested on several benchmark problems proposed by Deb,
see [1].


3 Design Example


The object of study for the design example is a hydraulic actuation system. The system
consists of a hydraulic cylinder connected to a mass. The motion of the mass is con-
trolled by a directional valve, which in turn is controlled by a proportional controller.
The system is powered from a constant pressure hydraulic supply system.


In order to investigate the properties of different designs, the system was modeled in
the simulation package Hopsan [9]. For every new genome, the optimization strategy
calls the simulation program to evaluate that particular design. Each component in the
simulation model consists of a set of algebraic and differential equations taking aspects
such as friction, leakage and non-linearities into account. A graphical representation of
the system model is depicted in figure 10.


 


Figure 10. The simulation model of the hydraulic actuation system. The main compo-
nents are (from the upper left): cylinder, mass, pulse generator, p-controller, directional
valve, accumulator and constant pressure pump.


The objective of the study is to design a system with good controllability to a low
cost. Naturally, these two objectives are in conflict with each other. To achieve good
controllability we can choose a fast servo valve, which is more expensive than a slower
proportional valve. Therefore, there is a trade-off between cost and controllability. The
cost for a particular design is composed of the cost for the individual components as
well as the cost induced by the energy consumption.
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The system was studied for a pulse in the position command. The control error and
the energy consumption are calculated based on the simulation result.


When designing, the system cylinders and valves are selected from a catalog of ex-
isting components. Other parameters such as the control parameter, a leakage coeffi-
cient and the maximal flow of the supply system have to be determined as well. Thus
the problem is multiobjective with two objectives and five optimization variables, of
which two are discrete catalog selections and three are continuous variables.


3.1 Component Catalogs


For the catalog selections, catalogs of valves and cylinders were created. For the direc-
tional valve, the choice is between a slow but inexpensive proportional valve or an ex-
pensive and fast servo valve. Valves from different suppliers were arranged in two or-
dered sub-catalogs as depicted in figure 11. The same structure applies to the cylinders
as they are divided into sub-catalogs based on their maximal pressure level. The pres-
sure in the system has to be controlled so that the maximum pressure for the cylinder is
not exceeded. A low-pressure system is more economical but shows inferior perform-
ance compared to a high-pressure system.


Servo valvesProportional valves


Directional valves


Figure 11. The catalog of directional valves is divided into proportional valves and servo
valves. Each sub-catalog is ordered based on the valve size. For each component, a set of
parameters describing the component is stored together with information on price and
weight.


Naturally, the component catalog is connected to the simulation program. The opti-
mization strategy however needs information about the topology of the catalog in order
for the genetic operators to work.


3.2 Optimization Results


The system was optimized using a population of 40 individuals and 400 generations. In
order to limit the Pareto frontier, a goal level on the control error was introduced. The
goal level corresponds to the highest acceptable control error. Without such a goal level,
the result would include very inexpensive designs that do not follow the position com-
mand at all. The introduction of goal levels therefore focuses the population on the most
interesting parts of the Pareto frontier.
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The result could be divided into four distinct regions depending on valve type and pres-
sure level, see figure 12.
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Figure 12. Optimization results. In (a) the initial and final population of the optimization
is shown. In (b) the simulated pulse response for a reasonably fast solution is depicted.
Figure (c) shows an enlargement of the Pareto front where different regions were identi-
fied based on valve and cylinder selections, as shown in (d). The graphs (c) and (d) are
obtained using an attribute based distance function, whereas (e) and (f) are the corre-
sponding graphs obtained using the mixed distance function.
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As can be seen from figure 12, there is a trade-off between system performance
(control error) and system cost. By accepting a higher cost, better performance could be
achieved. The most economical designs consist of small proportional valves and low-
pressure cylinders. By choosing larger proportional valves and high-pressure cylinders,
the performance could be increased at the expense of higher cost. If an even better per-
formance is desired, a servo valve has to be chosen, which is more expensive but has
better dynamics.


The continuous parameters, such as the control parameter, tend to smoothen out the
Pareto front. For a given valve and cylinder, different settings on the continuous pa-
rameters affect the pulse response. A faster response results in a lower control but also a
higher energy consumption and thereby higher cost. Therefore, there is a local trade-off
between cost and performance for each catalog selection.


4 Discussion


In the proposed method, new solutions have to compete with the most similar individual
before they are inserted into the population. Therefore, the similarity measure has a
great influence on the optimization result. When using the attribute based distance
function as a similarity measure, the true Pareto optimal front is identified, as shown in
figure 12 (c) and (d). When using the mixed distance function, some dominated solu-
tions survive, for example servo valves with low-pressure cylinders, see 12 (e) and (f).
These solutions represent local optima, as they dominate the solutions close in parame-
ter space.


The obtained results are in accordance with the results from the mathematical test
functions. An attribute based distance function gives fast convergence to the Pareto op-
timal front, whereas a mixed distance function is a little slower in convergence but is
capable of finding and maintaining multiple Pareto frontiers, see figure 9.


For an engineering problem, the optimization formulation is often a simplification of
the real world problem, which in part requires human or inquantifiable judgment. When
deciding upon the final design there are usually more criteria to consider than just the
optimization objectives. Therefore, knowledge of the existence of local Pareto optimal
solutions is very valuable. For example, aspects such as robustness, product portfolio,
maintenance and quality might be important but hard to include in the optimization. A
local Pareto optimal solution might therefore be preferred to a solution at the global
Pareto optimal front. Hence, a method to identify and maintain local Pareto optimal
solutions is valuable from an engineering perspective.


5 Conclusions


In this paper, a new multiobjective genetic algorithm was presented and applied to solve
a mathematical test problem as well as a mixed variable design problem. The method is
capable of finding and maintaining multiple Pareto optimal fronts with a minimum of
problem-specific parameter settings. For the design problem, a hydraulic actuation sys-
tem was studied with the help of a simulation program. The optimization parameters
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were divided into continuous parameters and discrete catalog selections. For the catalog
selections, hierarchical catalogs of valves and cylinders were created using existing
components. The optimization results in a set of Pareto optimal designs, elucidating the
trade-off between system cost and system performance. Among the optimal solutions,
distinct regions representing different catalog choices could be distinguished


In future work, comparisons between MOSGA and other multiobjective genetic algo-
rithms should be performed. We will also develop methods to assess the robustness of
individual solutions and the importance of different design parameters. Such methods
would facilitate the use of multiobjective optimization in engineering design.
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Abstract


Engineering design problems are often characterized by the presence of several con-
flicting objectives. When using optimization to support engineering design, these ob-
jectives are usually aggregated to one overall objective function. Optimization is then
conducted with one optimal design as the result. Another way of handling the problem
of multiple objectives is to introduce the concept of Pareto optimality. The outcome
from a Pareto optimization is a set of Pareto optimal solutions, which visualizes the
trade-off between the objectives.


However, we want the final design to be not only optimal, but also robust. In this pa-
per, a multiobjective genetic algorithm is applied to identify the Pareto optimal front.
Metamodels are then introduced in order to assess the robustness of the Pareto optimal
solutions. The metamodel is a second order polynomial that represents a response sur-
face around the Pareto front. The coefficients of the metamodel are determined with the
help of a recursive least squares (RLS) method. As the population of the genetic algo-
rithm evolves, the RLS method extracts information about the shape of the Pareto front.
By investigating the coefficients of the metamodel, the robustness of individual solu-
tions was assessed.
.
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1 Introduction


Most engineering design problems consist of several, often conflicting, objectives.
Commonly the different objectives are aggregated to one overall objective function.
Optimization is then conducted with one optimal design as the result. The result is
strongly dependent on how the objectives are aggregated. To avoid this difficulty, the
concept of Pareto optimality is employed. In his paper, a multiobjective genetic algo-
rithm is used to identify the Pareto optimal front, which elucidates the trade-off between
the conflicting objectives. The final design solution is then chosen from the set of Pareto
optimal solutions. An important aspect in optimization is to assess the robustness of
optimal solutions. Here, the use of metamodels is introduced to extract information and
visualize the properties of different Pareto optimal solutions. By utilizing information
from the evolving population of a genetic algorithm, a response surface representing the
Pareto optimal front is obtained. The second order terms of such a response surface give
a good estimate of the robustness of the Pareto front.


The paper starts by introducing a nomenclature for the multiobjective design prob-
lem. Thereafter, the proposed multiobjective genetic algorithm is presented. Then the
concept of metamodels is introduced together with the Recursive Least Square (RLS)
method, which estimates the coefficients of these models. The method is then applied to
a benchmark problem, which illustrates the strengths of the proposed method.


2 Multiobjective optimization


A general multiobjective design problem could be expressed by equations (1) and (2).


( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )T
kfff xxxxF ,...,,min 21=


S  ts ∈x..
(1)


( )T
nxxx ,...,, 21=x (2)


Here, ( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxf k,...,, 21  are the k objective functions, ( )nxxx ,...,, 21  are the n


optimization parameters, and nRS ∈  is the solution or parameter space. The obtainable
objective vectors, ( ){ }x S∈F x , are usually referred to as the attribute or objective


space. The Pareto set consists of solutions that are not dominated by any other solutions.
A solution x is said to dominate y if x is better or equal to y in all attributes, and strictly
better in at least one attribute. Considering a minimization problem and two solution
vectors x, y∈S. x is said to dominate y, denoted yx f , if:


{ } ( ) ( ) { } ( ) ( )yxyx jjii ffkjandffki <∈∃≤∈∀ :,...,2,1       :,...,2,1 (3)
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The space in Rk formed by the objective vectors of Pareto optimal solutions is known
as the Pareto optimal front.


2.1 Genetic Algorithms


Genetic algorithms are modeled after mechanisms of natural selection. Each optimiza-
tion parameter (xi) is encoded by a gene using an appropriate representation, such as a
real number or a string of bits. The corresponding genes for all parameters x1,..xn form a
chromosome capable of describing an individual design solution. A set of chromosomes
representing several individual design solutions comprises a population where the fittest
are selected to reproduce. Mating is performed using crossover to combine genes from
different parents to produce children. The children are inserted into the population and
the procedure starts over again, thus creating an artificial Darwinian environment.


There are many different types of multiobjective genetic algorithms. Literature sur-
veys and comparative studies on multiobjective genetic algorithms could be found in for
example [7]. In the proposed method, the ranking scheme of the multiobjective GA
(MOGA) presented by Fonseca and Fleming, [3] is employed. In MOGA, each individ-
ual is ranked according to its degree of dominance. The more population members that
dominate an individual, the higher the ranking for the individual. Here an individual’s
ranking equals the number of individuals it is dominated by plus one. Hence, the indi-
viduals on the Pareto front would have the rank 1.


3 The proposed method


The multiobjective struggle genetic algorithm (MOSGA) [1] combines the struggle
crowding genetic algorithm [7] with Pareto-based ranking as devised in [3]. In the
struggle algorithm, two parents are chosen randomly from the population, and cross-
over/mutation is performed to create a child. The child then has to compete with the
most similar individual in the entire population, and replaces it if the child has a better
ranking. This replacement strategy counteracts genetic drift that can spoil population
diversity.


The principle of the MOSGA algorithm is outlined below.
Step 1: Initialize the population.


Step 2: Select parents randomly from the population.


Step 3: Perform crossover and mutation to create a child.


Step 4: Calculate the rank of the child, and a new ranking of the population that con-
siders the presence of the child.


Step 5: Find the most similar individual, and replace it with the new child if the child’s
ranking is better.


Step 6: Update the ranking of the population if the child has been inserted.


Step 7: Perform steps 2-6 until the mating pool is filled.


Step 8: If the stop criterion is not met go to step 2 and start a new generation.
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The algorithm proved to perform well on a wide range of problems, where it success-
fully identifies and maintains multiple Pareto fronts, see [1].


3.1 Metamodel representations and response surface mod-
eling


For the general design problem, simulation models and other CAE tools are usually
employed to predict the properties of design proposals. Thus, the relation between de-
sign parameters and system characteristics is not exactly known. Metamodels are there-
fore introduced in order to assess the properties of optimal designs by creating a re-
sponse surface at the Pareto optimal front. The metamodel is typically a second order
polynomial describing a system characteristic in terms of the design parameters, see
equation (4). In order to keep the number of parameters in the model low, the cross-
product terms are omitted. Although this is simplification, the robustness could still be
assessed. Had the cross-product terms not been omitted, the required number of calcu-
lations for the estimation would have been larger than the number of calculations
needed for the actual optimization.


2 2
1 2 1 3 1 4 2 5 2 ....y x x x xθ θ θ θ θ= + + + + + (4)


In order to estimate the coefficients, iθ , a Recursive Least Square (RLS) scheme is


employed. As the GA evolves a population of individuals, there are a large number of
evaluations that could be utilized to estimate the model coefficients. The RLS method
continuously estimates the coefficients of the metamodel and is ready to present the
estimate when the optimization has converged. A similar approach is presented by Krus
in [5], where the RLS method is applied together with the Complex optimization
method to solve a single objective problem. The RLS method could be described ac-
cording to equation (5) see for example Ljung [6].


( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ    1               1Tt t L t y t t tθ θ ϕ θ = − + − − 
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correcting
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λ
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λ  is the forgetting factor and 
2 2


1 1 2 2
1 ....


T
x x x xϕ =     is the data vector.


To use the recursive algorithm, initial values for the start-up are required. Here we use


( )ˆ 0 0θ =  and ( )0  P α= Ι , where α  is a large number. If the design parameters are of


different magnitudes, the value of α  has to be scaled, so that ( ) ( )
1 2 1


0 , ...,
n


P diag α α
+


= .


The MOSGA has been modified to incorporate the RLS estimation. For each genome


the current estimate, ( )ˆ tθ , and the ( )P t  matrix are stored. The RLS estimation is then


added to Step 5 of the algorithm, so that the child is used to update the estimate of the
most similar individual. If the child has a better ranking than the old individual, the


child replaces it. ( )ˆ tθ  and ( )P t  are then transferred to the child. However, we have to


make sure that the two individuals are similar enough for the estimate to improve. Dif-
ferent techniques could be employed to assure this. Here we simply state that the two


individuals have to be within a certain distance 
max


d  from each other. There is a trade-


off between the accuracy of the estimation and the number of optimization runs required


that has to considered when determining 
max


d .


4 Mathematical test function


In order to assess the performance of the algorithm, a test problem from Deb [2] was
explored. Deb developed a set of problems to highlight difficulties that multiobjective
genetic algorithms may encounter. For visualization reasons, the focus is on two-
dimensional problems, defined generally by equations (6) and (7).


( )1 1 2 1,f x x x= (6)


( ) ( ) ( )2
2 1 2 2 1


1
0, ,    0,   


g x
f x x g x x


x
>= > (7)


If the function g is multi-modal, the corresponding multiobjective problem will have
global and local Pareto optimal frontiers, see Figure 3. A multi-modal g function is de-
fined in equation (8).


( )
2 2


2 2
2


0.2 0.6
2 exp 0.8exp


0.08 0.4


x x
g x


− −
= − − − −


         
               


(8)


Figure 1 shows the g function for 0 ≤  x2 ≤  1 with the global optimum located at
x2=0.2 and a local optimum at x2=0.6. As the global optimum is narrower than the local
one is, one can argue that optimality could be traded for robustness by choosing a de-
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sign on the local Pareto front. In Figure 2 ( )2 1 2,f x x  is shown for the entire solution


space, i.e. 1 20.1 1,  0 1x x< < < < .


Figure 1. A multimodal g-function (solid line) and the model estimation at the global and
local optima (dashed lines).


Figure 2. A plot of ( ) ( )2


2 1 2


1


,
g x


f x x
x


= .
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The optimization was conducted with a population size of 40 individuals and ran for
400 generations. The optimization results are shown in Figure 3(a) and (b). The method
identifies both the global and the local Pareto optimal fronts, and spreads the population
evenly on them.


(a) (b)


Figure 3. (a) Shows the optimization result in attribute space, whereas (b) shows the re-
sult in parameter space. Note how the population is evenly spread on both the global and
the local Pareto optimal fronts.


The first test of the RLS method was to estimate a second order polynomial to fit


f2¼x1, i.e. g(x2). The solutions on the global Pareto front had a θ̂  vector according to
equation (9) and the solutions on the local front according to (10). These two functions
are plotted in Figure 1, and it can be seen that the estimated functions match the true
ones around each optimum.


( ) 2
2 2 27 62 152globalg x x x= − + (9)


( ) 2
2 2 23 6 5localg x x x= − + (10)


Now consider the estimation of ( )
2 1 2


,f x x . As can be seen in Figure 2, the shape of


the surface of 
2


f  is strongly dependent on the 
1 2
,x x  location. Hence, the θ̂ -vector will


show great variations for different optimal solutions. In Table 1 and 2 the estimated θ̂ -


vectors are shown together with the values of 
2


f , 
1


x  and 
2


x  for a set of points on both


the global and the local Pareto front.
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Table 1. Estimated θ̂ -vectors at the global Pareto optimal front.


 


f2 x1 x2 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
6.40 0.11 0.20 69.27 -146.25 399.81 -503.28 1226.52
3.36 0.21 0.20 39.03 -46.68 72.63 -284.10 693.82
1.43 0.49 0.20 16.13 -6.75 3.87 -119.96 292.18
1.03 0.68 0.20 11.47 -3.67 1.58 -84.66 206.53
0.95 0.74 0.20 11.40 -4.65 2.28 -80.54 196.45
0.80 0.88 0.21 9.39 -2.86 1.11 -67.67 165.21
0.76 0.93 0.20 8.28 -1.58 0.41 -62.34 151.72


Table 2. Estimated θ̂ -vectors at the local Pareto optimal front.


f2 x1 x2 θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
8.45 0.14 0.59 37.73 -179.50 421.64 -40.96 34.13
4.71 0.25 0.61 21.01 -57.55 76.56 -22.06 18.41
3.31 0.36 0.59 14.94 -28.14 26.19 -16.24 13.52
2.53 0.47 0.60 11.25 -15.65 10.87 -12.49 10.41
2.06 0.58 0.60 9.27 -10.67 6.12 -10.24 8.54
1.83 0.66 0.60 8.24 -8.59 4.42 -8.91 7.43
1.41 0.85 0.60 6.33 -4.98 1.95 -6.97 5.81


Plots of these estimates show good agreement with the surface in Figure 2. Thus, the
method seems capable of capturing the shape of complex functions as well. However, as
the magnitude of the design parameters may vary, normalization of the estimates would
be useful. The estimates are normalized and equation (4) is reformulated according to
(11).


2 2


1 2 1 3 1 4 2 5 2
....y x x x xθ θ θ θ θ∆ = + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ +% % % % %


where 
2


1 2 10 3 10


1 2 3


0 0 0


, , , ....
x x


y y y


θ θ θ
θ θ θ= = =% % %  and 1 2


1 2


10 20


, , ....
x x


x x
x x


∆ = ∆ =


(11)


Here, x10, x20 ... are the values of the design parameters at each optimal point. The
normalized formulation in equation (11) is very useful in order to answer questions of
the type: What effect on y has a 10 percent increase in x1? Normalized θ -values for the
global and local fronts are shown in Table 3 and 4 respectively. As the identified
mathematical function is the same at all points on the respective fronts, the normalized
θ -values are also very similar.
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Table 3. Global front normalized estimates


θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
10.82 -2.51 0.75 -16.09 8.03
11.61 -2.91 0.95 -17.05 8.40
11.24 -2.31 0.65 -16.90 8.31
11.11 -2.42 0.71 -16.62 8.22
11.94 -3.58 1.29 -17.16 8.51
11.79 -3.17 1.08 -17.60 8.90
10.90 -1.93 0.46 -16.70 8.27


Table 4. Local front normalized estimates


θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
4.46 -3.02 1.01 -4.85 1.40
4.46 -3.11 1.05 -4.68 1.44
4.51 -3.08 1.04 -4.90 1.44
4.45 -2.94 0.97 -4.94 1.50
4.50 -3.01 1.01 -4.97 1.48
4.51 -3.09 1.04 -4.88 1.48
4.50 -3.02 1.01 -4.96 1.50


Another useful reformulation is to express y as an orthogonal polynomial, so that


( ) ( )2 2


1 2 1 3 1 10 4 2 5 2 20
....y x x x x x xθ θ θ θ θ= + + − + + − +


) ) ) ) )
(12)


10 20
, , ...x x  are again the parameter values of the optimal point.


1 2
, , ...θ θ


) )
are deter-


mined by identification, so that (4) ≡ (12). In this formulation the first order term indi-
cates the slope of the surface at the optimal point and the second order term the curva-
ture. The θ -values for the orthogonal polynomials are shown in Table 5 and 6
respectively. In this case, when the optimum is situated at 2 0.2x =  and 2 0.6x =  re-


spectively, the corresponding first order term for 2x , 4θ , equals 0. This could be seen
as an extra check to prove that the optimum is truly found. The first order x1 term is
negative and diminishing, which intuitively is in accordance with Figure 2 as the slope
of the curve is negative and declining in the x1 direction.


Table 5. Global front orthogonal polynomials


θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
13.08 -58.54 399.81 -1.21 1226.52
7.63 -16.26 72.63 -4.29 693.82
3.27 -2.96 3.87 -1.92 292.18
2.25 -1.52 1.58 -0.93 206.53
2.03 -1.30 2.28 -0.62 196.45
1.44 -0.91 1.11 0.75 165.21
1.65 -0.82 0.41 -0.63 151.72


Table 6. Local front orthogonal polynomials


θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5
17.41 -59.74 421.64 -0.80 34.13
9.26 -18.56 76.56 0.29 18.41
6.74 -9.15 26.19 -0.18 13.52
5.02 -5.33 10.87 0.06 10.41
4.15 -3.54 6.12 -0.05 8.54
3.63 -2.65 3.77 -0.12 7.29
2.66 -1.54 1.75 0.10 5.67


Another way of visualizing the result is to plot the θ -values versus one of the objec-
tive functions. In Figure 4(a) and (b) the orthogonal θ -values for the global and local
front are plotted against f1. For each point at the global Pareto front in Figure 3, the cor-
responding set of θ -values is plotted in Figure 4(a), whereas the points in Figure 4(b)
represent the corresponding θ -values on the local front. Both graphs show how the
sensitivities are diminishing as we move against higher f1 values.
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(a) (b)


Figure 4. Sensitivity graphs showing the orthogonal θ̂  values for solutions on the global
Pareto front in (a) and on the local Pareto front in (b).


5 Discussion


The sensitivity graphs clearly elucidate how the different design parameters influence
the objective function at different points on the respective Pareto front. For the decision-
maker, these types of graphs could be of great support in selecting the final design. One
part of choosing the final design is to trade the objectives against one another by ana-
lyzing the Pareto front. Another part is to avoid non-robust solutions by studying the
sensitivity graphs. As we now know which parameters have the greatest influence on
the design, we can focus our efforts accordingly to ensure an optimal performance.
Furthermore, by examining the sensitivities, profound insights into the properties of the
optimization problem could be gained. For a complex design problem, the relations
between the design parameters and different system characteristics are not exactly
known, therefore the use of metamodels would extend our knowledge about the system.


A strength of the proposed method is that it is capable of identifying multiple Pareto
frontiers in a single optimization run, something that no other methods are able to. For
an engineering problem, the optimization formulation is often a simplification of the
real world problem, which in part requires human or inquantifiable judgement. When
deciding on the final design, there are usually more criteria to consider than just the
optimization objectives, e.g. the robustness of the system. Therefore, knowledge of the
existence of local Pareto optimal solutions and how they differ from the global ones is
very valuable.


Not only the objectives, but also other system characteristics could be assessed with
the help of metamodels. For example, the system could be optimized with respect to
performance, and at the same time metamodels were established which represent other
quantities such as cost and quality. Here the focus was on a multiobjective problem with
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two objectives. The method is of course also applicable to optimization problems with
more objectives as well as problems with just one single objective.


6 Conclusions


This paper presents a method where the recursive least square method is applied to ex-
tract information from the evolving population of a multiobjective genetic algorithm.
The method proved to be capable of establishing a metamodel representing a response
surface around Pareto optimal solutions. By studying the identified coefficients, the
robustness of individual solutions could be assessed. When analyzing the result it could
be seen which design parameters contributed most to the objective functions at different
locations on the Pareto front. When multiple Pareto fronts were identified, they could
not only be evaluated based on objective function value, but also according to their ro-
bustness. There might be occasions where a local optimum is preferred to the global
optimum because it is more robust.


The methods developed in the paper constitute a good support for multiobjective op-
timization in engineering design. In future work, authentic engineering design problems
as well as problems with more design parameters will be studied. Methods will also be
developed that facilitate presentation and analysis of the results.
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